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Abstract 
Oxygen is remarkable in that it has a triplet ground state, a 3~g state, with its first two 
excited states being of singlet multiplicity eAg and !~g+, lying 94 kJ mor! and 158 kJ 
mor! above the ground state, respectively). Relaxation of the singlet state to the 
ground state is consequently spin forbidden, resulting in a long lifetime for singlet 
oxygen: Singlet oxygen is a highly reactive species and is responsible for oxidative 
damage in a number of systems. In this study, singlet oxygen quantum yields, <l>A, have 
been measured at varying temperatures and pressures, as a function of oxygen 
concentration, in supercritical fluid carbon dioxide. 
<IIA values were measured in supercritical carbon dioxide and anthracene relative to 
perinaphthenone as a standard sensitiser, for which <l>A is 0.95 ± 0.05 and is suggested 
to be insensitlve to changing solvent!. Due to the chemical and biological importance of 
singlet oxygen quenching in conventional solvents has been studied in depth2, although 
few studies have been made in supercritical fluid carbon dioxide3-5 and indeed these 
have not reported quantum yields. High-pressure cell design presents unique challenges 
in this area, lind by utilising near-IR detection techniques and carefully controlled 
sample geometries coupled with extensive and equipment sample characterisation it is 
possible to determine reliable quantum yield values of less than one, which in previous 
studies6 were found to be greater than one. 
Using perinaphthenone as a reference sensitise in supercritical carbon dioxide, at 44.5 
°c and 200 kg m-2 at an absorbance range of 0.1 to I, singlet oxygen quantum yields of 
anthracene obtained in supercritical carbon dioxide ranged from approximately 0.21 to 
0.85, (based on perinaphthenone <l>A = 0.95). Further work was also done to establish if 
a systematic variation with concentration, pressure and temperature exists. , 
Flavins such as Lumiflavins, Roseoflavin etc were studied, these compounds are very 
important in photobiological studies as further studies of their quantum yields and 
fluorescence quenching were then investigated which eventually were then used as 
sensitisers on the formation of jug lone . Their triplet-triplet spectra were also recorded. 
Photooxidation conversion of 1.5-dihydroxynaphthalene to Juglone was followed by 
using super critical carbon dioxide as a solvent and looking at the influence of pressure 
and temperature on the rates. This study made it possible to carry out the synthesis 
using super critical carbon dioxide and this was further proven with IR and NMR 
spectra in comparison to the original spectra of the pure Juglone. 
There were no obvious trends of the relationship between temperature and pressure but 
there was a clear increase of rate of formation on Juglone with increase of pressure. 
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Glossary of Terms 
A. = Wavelength (metres) 
y= Frequency of radiation, no. of complete cycles per second (Hz) 
c = Speed oflight in a vacuum (2.998 x 108 ms-I) 
h = Planck's constant (6.63 x 10-34 Js) 
NA = Avogadro's number (6_023 x 1023 morl ) 
1= Pathlength through the solution (cm) 
E = Decadic molar absorption coefficient (l morl cm-I) 
kobs = Observed rate constant (S-I) 
k.i = Decay rate constant (S-I) 
cr, cr*= Sigma bonding and antibonding, respectively 
7t, 7t* = Pi bonding and antibonding, respectively 
'f' = Wavefunction 
M = Spin multiplicity 
IC = Internal conversion 
ISC = Intersystem crossing 
VR = Vibrational relaxation 
t rO = Natural lifetime of a species 
<Dr = Triplet quantum yield 
<I>a = Singlet oxygen quantum yield 
SCF= Supercritical fluid 
SCC02 = Super critical carbon Dioxide 
IEg+ = Second excited singlet state of oxygen 
I Ago = First singlet excited state of oxygen (singlet oxygen) 
3Eg-= Ground state oxygen 
iii 
" = Viscosity 
Abs = Absorbance 
10 = Incident light! radiation intensity 
I = Transmitted light intensity 
c = Concentration (mol rl) 
, 
kq T = Triplet quenching rate constant (1 mor1 S-l) 
kqs= Singlet quenching rate constant (l mor1 S-l) 
\ 
[Q] = Concentration of quencher (mol rl) 
""GCET = Free enthalpy change for complete energy transfer 
Ecr = Energy of charge transfer state 
F= Faradays constant (9.6485x 104 Coulomb mor1) 
ET= Triplet energy 
Ea = Activation energy (kJ mor1) 
R = Ideal gas constant (8.3145 J Kl mor1) 
p= Density (g cm-3) 
V = Volume (m3) 
Mr = Molecular ma;;s (g mor1) 
DHDN = 1,5-Dihdroxy Naphthalene 
RB = Rose Bengal 
MB = Methylene Blue 
AcN = Acetonitrile 
Anth = Anthracene 
Sens = Sensitiser 
All = Alloxazine 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction. 
1.0 Introduction 
1.1.1 Photochemistry 
Photochemistry as the name suggests is the study of chemical changes initiated by 
light energyl, usually absorption· of the ultraviolet and visible regions of the 
electromagnetic spectrum. The Grotthus-Draper Law states that only the radiation . 
actually absorbed by the reacting system can initiate reaction and a more 
satisfactory version of the Stark-Einstein law states that if a species absorbs 
radiation, then one particle is excited for each quantum of radiation absorbed. 
The frequency, wavelength and energy of light are related by the Planck's law 
equation (equation 1.1) which refers to the primary photochemical process of a 
species, in which photons of radiation of specific frequency v had associated with 
them a fixed energy E. These processes may induce secondary reactions including 
chain reactions consuming many further molecules of the starting material without 
the need for more light. 
he E=hv=-
A 
Where h = Planck's constant (6.63 x 10.34 Js) 
c = Velocity of light (2.998 x 108ms·l) 
A, = Wavelength (m) 
u = Frequency of radiation (Hz) 
1.1 
Accordingly photons can also be calculated using a linear relationship between 
energy per mole E and wavelength A, as shown in equation 1.2; 
E= Nhe 
A 
Where N = Avogadro's number (6.023x1023 morl) 
c = Velocity of light in a vacuum (2.998 x 108 ms·l) 
A, '" Wavelength (m) 
1.2 
When a photon passes close to a molecule there is an interaction between the 
electrical field associated with the molecule and the electric field associated with the 
radiation. This interaction may not result in a permanent change in the molecule, but 
it is possible for an interaction to occur in which the photon is absorbed by the 
1 
molecule, thus changing its electronic structure. This occurs when the molecule 
absorbs a quantum of radiation whose energy corresponds to a transition within the 
molecule. In terms of molecular orbitals this means a change in the occupation of 
states from the ground to an excited state. The energy of the photon may not match 
exactly the energy difference between the lowest vibrational levels of the ground 
and excited state of the absorbing molecule, the energy of the photon may be in 
excess. When this occurs an upper vibrational level in the excited state is initially 
populated but quickly loses its energy to relax back down to the lowest vibrational 
level. 
1.1.2 Beer Lambert Law· 
The absorption of an appropriate photon of light can cause a molecule to form an 
electronically excited state which may possess different electronic and nuclear 
properties to the ground state. The Beer Lambert law is a linear relationship 
between absorbance and concentration of an absorbing compound. As shown in 
equation 1.3, it is used to describe the fraction of light absorbed by a solution of low 
concentration (homogeneously absorbing system) of absorber at a given 
wavelength. 
1° A = £cl = loglO-
I 
1.3 
Where A is the measured absorbance of a given molecule at a frequency v reiated to 
concentration c (mol rl), IO and I are the intensities of the incident and transmitted 
light intensities respectively, at a pathlength I of I (cm), e is the molar absorption 
coefficient (I mor1cm- I ), hence this relationship shows the amount of light absorbed 
per unit concentration. 
1.1.3 Electronic Structure of Molecules 
The electrons in a molecule occupy molecular orbitals; together with wavefunctions 
these can be used to describe the positions of electrons in a molecule. One 
. molecular orbital is a bonding orbital and the other is an antibonding orbital. The 
bonding molecular orbital is more stable than the initial atomic orbitals and the 
anti bonding molecular orbitals are of higher energy than the initial atomic orbital 
and therefore less stable. There are five types of molecular orbitals which have been 
distinguished, a and n bonding, a* and n* anti bonding and n, non-bonding. 
2 
Molecular orbitals are often formulated from linear combinations of the valence 
shell atomic orbitals, as shown in the figure 1.2: 
Energy 
Atomic 
Orbital 
\j1(!) 
Atom (1) 
Is Orbital 
Molecular 
Orbital 
\j1 (u)- Antibonding 
\j1 (u) bonding 
Atomic 
Orbital 
\j1 (2) 
Atom (2) 
Is Orbital 
Figure 1.2: Energy levels of sos atomic and molecular orbitals 
Wavefunctions '¥(x, y, z) are often used to represent the spatial properties, 
momentum and energy of states. The modulus of the square of the wavefunctions 
can be used to define the electron probability density, the probability of finding 
electrons in given configurations is then equal to multiplying '¥(x, y, z)2 by the 
volume concerned (dx, dy, dz).Wavefunctions describe the energy state and can be 
separated into electronic and vibrational components denoted by <I> or X 
respectively. 
1.1.4 Pauli's exclusion principle 
Pauli's exclusion principle states that no two electrons in an atom can have identical 
quantum numbers, which means that each orbital may hold a maximum of two 
, 
electrons whose spin must be paired. These orbitals can be in the form of: bonding 
(a or rr), non bonding (n) and anti-bonding (a* or rr*) which are of lower, equal and 
higher energy respectively than the atomic orbitals from which they are constructed. 
Orbitals which are symmetric about the internuclear axis are designated a and a* 
and have high electron density for bonding orbitals along the molecular axis. Whilst 
3 
rr orbitals are fonned if 2px or 2py orbitals are mixed and n orbitals if non bonding 
valence shell electrons are present. All of these orbitals have different relative 
energies as shown in figure 1.3 and transitions induced between these levels by the 
absorption of a photon leading to an excited state. n -7 rr*, rr -7 rr*, n -7 0* and 0 
-7 0* are common transitions in organic compounds and some of these transitions 
can produce a singlet or a triplet state (see section 1.15). 
0'* 
n* 
Energy 
n 
n 
a 
n-
n-n* 
0'-0'* 
0'* 
n-n* 
n* 
Figure 1.3: Relative energies of the different transitions 
Wavefunctions '¥(x, y, z) are often used to represent the spatial properties, 
momentum and energy of states. The quantum aspect of a system can be represented 
using wavefunctions IJI (x, y, z) which is defined by the SchrMinger equation as 
shown below: 
IJI = Schrodinger wavefunction 
Where En = energy eigenvalue 
dx2 = position (x, y, z) 
h = Planck constant (6.63 x 10.34 Js) 
m=Mass (Kg) 
E = Energy (J) 
V = Potential energy (J) 
1.4 
4 
1.1.5 Spin multiplicity 
The spin multiplicity is defined as M = 2S+1, where S is the vector total spin 
quantum number from each electron. For spin paired electrons S will be equal to 
zero whilst for two electrons with parallel spins S will be one. Each eleptron in a 
molecule has a spin quantum number of Ih which can either correspond to spin 
magnetic quantum numbers m,= Ih and m,= -Ih these two orientations depend on the 
electron's alignment with respect to a specified axis. Therefore M = 1 for a singlet 
and 3 for a triplet state, by using a symbol So to denote a singlet ground state and 
excited state singlets by SI. S2, S3 etc with the subscript denoting increasing energy. 
Triplet states follow the similar pattern with Tt being usually the lowest triplet state 
and increasing in energy as T 2, T 3, T 4 etc 
! 
1 G 
Ground State Singlet 
(spin paired S=O) 
1 
Excited State Singlet 
(spin preserved S=O) 
1 
1 
Excited State Triplet 
(spin inverted S=I) 
Figure 1.4: Representation of spin orientation in singlet and triplet excited 
states 
Since the Pauli exclusion principle states that an orbital can never have more than 
two electrons in it (i.e. that no two electrons can have the same set of quantum 
numbers), electrons occupying the same orbital must have paired spins in the form 
of m,= Ih and m,= -V2. According to Hund's rule there are two ways of arranging 
electrons within a set of degenerate orbitals but keeping the repulsion between the 
energy to a minimum: 
• electrons will occupy different orbitals whenever energetically possible 
• two electrons occupying degenerate orbitals will have parallel spins in their 
lowest energy state 
Therefore as most molecules in their ground state contain an even number of 
electrons, the electrons will be spin paired and hence the ground state will be a 
singlet state. Electron repulsion is minimised where spins are parallel, so 
consequently triplet states have lower energies than their corresponding singlet 
states and a promotion of an electron from the ground state can give rise either to an 
5 
excited singlet or an excited triplet. Accordingly the triplet ground state is To and 
the excited triplets are TJ. T2 etc. Not many molecules have a triplet ground state, 
one of the few molecules that does is molecular oxygen, due to the lone pair of 
electrons in its outer shell which occupy separate, degenerate orbitals. 
Selection rules may be used to establish whether a transition between two states is 
likely to occur. There are 3 types of selection rules; transitions are usually referred 
to as either allowed or forbidden 
• Spin selection rule: The radiative transition should take place with no 
change in the total electron spin, i.e. AS = O. 
• Orbital symmetry selection rule: Relating to diatomic and linear 
molecules. Transitions involving a large change in the orbital angular 
momentum are forbidden, therefore electron should occupy the same region 
of space after light absorption, i.e. M, = ± 1. 
• Orbital overlap rule: for a transition to be allowed there must be a good 
spatial "overlap" between the orbitals of the state involved, hence n to n* is 
allowed whereas n to n* is not. 
1.1.7 Electronic Transitions 
1.1.7 Franck-Condon Principle 
The Franck-Condon principle states that 'since electronic transitions are much faster 
than nuclear motion, electronic transitions occur most favourably where the nuclear 
structure of the initial and final states are most similar' . Hence, the more vibrational 
wavefunctions level overlap the more likely the transition will happen and this is 
determined by the probability of finding a nucleus at a given internuclear distance in 
a given vibrational level v, for each vibrational level (v) there are v+! maxima, and 
the transition is most likely to occur from a v maximum in the lower state vertically 
upwards to the v' level in the upper state having the best overlap. Each state has 
vibrational levels associated with it and each vibrational level has a wavefunction 
associated with it, as the vibrational levels increase the number of nodes increases. 
6 
\ 
---'t-1~,-7'--''''-7---T--- v'=3 
----1If-........ =".L-7'---- v'= 2 
----1f->(''-''''--::r---- v'= 1 
--+--.:::~~--- v'= 0 
Absorption Emission 
---lp,~~+~~-,.c.*- V = 5 
---+->.c--+-'<I-r-"M.c--;¥--- V = 4 
----l~~:4-'~P-'r--- V = 3 
----¥---'>..cl-:.-c---¥--- V = 2 
------'''E-~-=l...---- V = 1 
v=o 
Internuclear distance (r) 
Figure 1.5: Diagram illustrating the Franck·Condon principle 
For a given vibrational level v, there will be v + 1 maxima and v nodes between the 
maxima for the vibrational wavefunction of the particular vibrational level. From 
the energy diagram the best vibrational overlap for absorption is between v = 0 to v 
= 3, corresponding to the highest intensity, the same rationale is applied to the 
emission process. According to the Boltzmann distribution, at room temperature the 
majority of molecules in the lower electronic energy state are located in the lowest 
vibrational energy level of that state, hence the most favoured transitions occur from 
, 
v =0. 
1.2 The Jablonski diagram 
There are a number of pathways available for the dissipation of energy and 
deactivation of the excited state. The lablonski diagram can be used to show the 
electron excited states and transitions between the states of molecules used to 
represent the electronic excited states and the fundamental processes that occur from 
,. 
such states. Excited states are defined in terms of the total spin angular momentum. 
7 
Since So is the singlet ground state and SI. S2, S3 etc are the electronically excited 
singlet states, increasing in energy. Applying the same rationale to triplet states, To 
is the triplet ground state and TI. T2 etc are the electronically excited triplet states. 
Each state has vibrational and rotational levels associated with it. 
Radiative processes involve the emission of electromagnetic radiation (photons) 
from a molecule to return to the ground state. 
Non-radiative processes involve a transition between states of either the same or 
different multiplicity, to return to the ground state without the emission of 
electromagnetic radiation. The principal transitions are as follow: 
• Singlet to singlet and triplet to triplet absorptions preserve spin orientation 
and are therefore spin allowed, and consequently correspond to strong 
transitions. 
• Singlet to triplet absorption requires spin flip and is spin forbidden, 
consequently such transitions are of low intensity 
8 
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Figure 1.6: The Iablonski Diagram illustration for singlet and triplet states 
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1.2.1 Singlet State 
Absorption conventionally occurs from the singlet ground state to the singlet 
excited state as shown in figure 1.6; a higher level than SI may be initially 
populated, but from here rapid vibrational relaxation occurs to populate the lowest 
electronically excited state, SI. The transitions can be described as radiative or non 
radiative and can be spin allowed or spin forbidden. From here there are 3 main 
intramolecular possibilties2: 
1. Fluorescence: 
1.5 
Fluorescence usually occurs from the lowest vibrational level in the singlet state and 
is a relatively fast transition, since it is spin allowed, occurring on timescales of the 
order of 10-10 to 10-6 S-I. This is a radiative transition which is spin allowed since it 
occurs between states of like multiplicity. There are two types of fluorescence, 
prompt and delayed. Prompt fluorescence occurs fn;>m the excited singlet state to 
the singlet ground state following absorption from So to SI. Kasha's rule states 'the 
emitting electronic energy level of a given spin multiplicity is the lowest excited 
energy level of that multiplicity'. However there are a few exceptions to this rule, 
fluorescence in both azulene 3.4 and thioketones5 has been shown to occur from 52. 
Energy 
Fluorescence \-_-1--1-__ /--- So 
Reaction co-ordinate 
Figure 1.7: Absorption and subsequent fluorescence illustration from the singlet state 
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2. Internal Conversion,IC: 
IA* ~ lA + heat 1.6 
Non-radiative decay from the first singlet excited state to the singlet ground state 
(e.g. liberation of heat). Electronic energy in one state is converted to vibrational 
energy in a lower state. The rate of internal conversion is dependent on the energy 
gap between the two states involved, the larger the energy gap the slower the 
transition due to decreasing Frank-Condon factors. 
3. Intersystem Crossing, ISC: 
1.7 
This process occurs between states of different spin multiplicities i.e. it is a non-
radiative transition from the first singlet excited state to the first triplet excited state, 
this transition is of low probability as it involves a change in spin multiplicity, and 
. is spin forbidden. This could be seen in on the Jablonski diagram in figure 1.6; if 
intersystem crossing occurs from the excited singlet state the triplet state will be 
populated. 
1.2.2 Triplet State 
For intersystem crossing. to occur from the excited singlet state, the triplet state will 
be populated, deactivation of the triplet state then occurs from the lowest vibrational 
level of the Tl triplet state. Since relaxation from the first excited triplet state 
involves a change in spin multiplicity, triplet states are long lived, microseconds to 
milliseconds, relative to singlet states which have lifetimes of the order of 
nanoseconds. Consequently the triplet state has a lower energy than the singlet state, 
due to the repulsive nature of. the spin-spin interaction between electrons of the 
same spin. Promotion of an electron from the ground state can give rise to either an 
excited singlet (spin orientation preserved), or an excited triplet (spin orientation 
inverted) as could be seen on figure 1.6. From the triplet state there are two main 
possibilities: 
1. Phosphorescence: 
__ .~ IA+hu 1.8 
Phosphorescence is the decay from the triplet state to the singlet ground state via the 
emission of a photon. It is a radiative transition of lower energy than fluorescence, 
its spin forbidden nature results in the radiative lifetime of phosphorescence being 
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long; this allows diffusional quenching of the triplet state by solvent molecules and 
other triplets to compete efficiently with phosphorescence. As it is a radiative 
transition between states of differing spin multiplicity, but occurs due to the effect 
of spin orbit coupling. It is a transition from the lowest lying triplet state to the 
singlet ground state via the emission of a photon. Its spin forbidden nature (.1.S=O), 
results in the radiative lifetime of phosphorescence being long, this allows 
diffusional quenching of the triplet state by solvent molecules and other triplets to 
compete efficiently with phosphorescence. The typical radiative relative lifetimes 
for both fluorescence and phosphorescence are shown in table 1.1 below: 
. 
Transition Typical radiative lifetimes 
1:,0 (SI = 1(1t, 1t*» 1O'9s 
1:,0 (SI = \n, 1t*» 1O,6s 
1:,0 (SI = \n, 1t*» 1O'2s 
1:,O(SI = 3(1t, 1t*» IOs 
Table 1.1: Tvpical radiative relative lifetimes of fluorescence and phosphorescence 
2. Intersystem Crossing (ISC): 
Non-radiative decay from the triplet state to the singlet ground state involves a 
change in spin mUltiplicity and is a radiationless transition between states of 
differing multiplicity. The transition is of low probability as it involves a spin 
inversion, but the transition is made possible by the effect of spin orbit coupling, 
The shortest lifetime is on the singlet 1t, n* transition since this process is spin 
allowed and does not involve a change in orbital configuration in comparison to the 
slower n, 1t* transition as this transition involves a change in orbital configuration. 
Whilst the triplet lifetimes are much longer because relaxation to the singlet ground 
state is spin forbidden as this transition involves a change in spin. However, the n, 
1t* transition is faster than the 1t, 1t* transition in triplet states, despite the change in 
orbital configuration which also explains spin orbit coupling. 
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1.2.3 Triplet-Triplet Annihilation 
The process of triplet-triplet annihilation can be represented as; 
Triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) can be detennined2 and also occurs when two 
excited triplets collide and redistribute their energies via an entity X, whereby X is 
the encounter complex which then decomposes and resulting in the promotion of 
one triplet to the singlet excited state SI. Whilst SI decays non-radiatively to the 
singlet 'ground state So, via intersystem crossing as seen in figure 1.6. Once back in 
the excited singlet state (SI), emission occurs with the same rate constant as prompt 
fluorescence. Delayed fluorescence is governed by the spin probabilities and forms 
one molecular entity in its excited singlet state and another molecular entity in its 
electronic ground state, referred to as P-type, from pyrene, whilst the thermally 
activated delayed fluorescence involving back intersystem crossing, referred to as 
E-type, from eosin. This only occilrs whim the SI-TI gap is small enough for 
thermal energies to populate SI from TI. This type of delayed fluorescence exhibits 
th~ same lifetime as triplet state decay and occurs with an intensity that is 
proportional to the exciting light intensity. 
The following scheme describes the pathway leading to the. triplet-triplet 
annihilation (TTA): 
So hv • SI Absorption 
kisc ' 
• TI Intersystem crossing 
TI + TJ • X Triplet-Triplet Annihilation 
X • SI + So Back Intersystem Crossing 
SI kf So + • hv Delayed fluorescence 
Scheme 1.1: Mechanism of delayed fluorescence via triplet - triplet annihilation 
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The radiative or natural lifetime of a species 'tro 
phosphorescence can be defined by the following equation 
° 1 'tr =-k, 
either fluorescence or 
1.10 
kr is the radiative rate coefficient which is related to the Einstein coefficient for 
spontaneous emission. The measured fluorescence ("f) or. phosphorescence 
("p)lifetime will generally be shorter than the radiative lifetime owing to further 
contributions to the decay of the excited state via either internal conversion (le) or 
intersystem crossing (ISC), so the singlet and triplet lifetimes are given by the 
following equation: 
·1.11 
or 
The quantum yield of fluorescence (<Pf) or phosphorescence (<p p) can be given by 
the following equations respectively: 
Where <pTis the triplet quantum yield 
kp is the phosphorescence constant 
kr is the fluorescence constant 
kisc is the intersystem crossing constant 
kic is the internal conversion constant 
1.2.4 Spin orbit coupling 
1.12 
1.13 
This coupling arises because an electron experiences a magnetic field due to the 
motion of the nucleus, due to a relation between angular momentum and the strong 
nuclear force. This occurs for the protons and neutrons moving inside the nucleus, 
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leading to a shift in their energy levels in the nucleus shell model. The magnetic 
field is often strong enough to cause spin flipping of the electron, and so to conserve 
total angular momentum (spin and orbital) this results in the electron changing 
orbital. When a molecule has heavy atoms present strong interactions occur between 
the spin angular momentum and the orbital angular momentum of the electron, i.e. 
spin orbit coupling. Atoms with high atomic numbers give more spin orbit coupling, 
the higher the charge the greater the coupling and this is due to the fact that spin 
orbit coupling depends on interaction with the nucleus. Xenon, iodides and 
bromides' are often used to enhance spin forbidden transitions either as 
intramolecular (substituents) or intermolecular quenching agents. Since pure singlet 
or pure triplet states' do not exist, this leads to forbidden transitions to occur, as 
singlets have some triplet character and also triplets have some singlet character due, 
to coupling between spin and orbital angular momentum as shown in the equations 
below: 
_ 0 , 
IjIT - '" T + J\.x IjI sx 1.14 
_ 0 1 
IjI s - '" s + "'y IjITx 1.15 
Where IjIT and IjIs are the wave functions describing triplet and singlet states 
respectively, the superscript 0 denotes pure states and Ax and Ay are fractions less 
than one. 
Decay from the triplet (n, n*) excited state to the ground state involves both spin 
flip and a change in orbital configuration, whereas relaxation to the ground state 
from the excited state (n, n*) triplet requires just spin flip. 
1.3 Intermolecular processes 
Energy transfer conserves energy through an exciting molecule losing its energy, 
, 
and transferring the excited energy to another molecule, creating the ground state of 
the donor and excited state of the acceptor. The transfer of energy from an 
electronically excited donor (D*) to an acceptor (A) is often referred to as 
quenching of D* by A and can be summarised as follow: 
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D*+A~D+A* 1.16 
Where D is the ground state of the donor and A * is the electronically excited 
acceptor. 
Radiative (trivial) or non radiative energy transfer involves a specific interaction of 
D* and A as shown in equation 1.16, of which there are two types. 
i) Long range coulombic energy transfer 
ii) Short range electron energy transfer 
1.3.1 Radiative energy transfer 
Radiative en~rgy transfer involves the absorption of the emission of light 
(fluorescence or phosphorescence) from the donor molecule followed by the 
absorption of the emitted photon by the acceptor: 
D* ~ D+hu 1.17 
hu+A ~ A* 1.18 
This can only occur if there is an overlap between the emission spectrum of the 
donor with the absorption spectrum of the acceptor. The emission from the donor is 
not influenced by the presence of the acceptor furthermore the molecules do not 
need to be in close proximity. 
In an energy transfer experiment the quenching of emission of D* and its 
replacement by emission of A will be observed. Although the photon is absorbed by 
D, A becomes excited. Processes arising from A * are said to be sensitised 
. processes. When the donor and acceptor are identical the energy transfer is referred 
to as migration. 
Energy transfer mechanisms are usually classified according to the initial spin 
multiplicity of D* and final spin multiplicity of A *, for example the following 
process is known as triplet-triplet energy transfer. 
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Electronic energy transfer and paramagnetic catalysed intersystem crossing is the 
mechanism by which oxygen quenches excited states. 
1.3.2 Non-radiative energy transfer 
This involves the emission of a specific photon from the excited molecule, of which 
there are two types: coulombic and collisional energy transfer 
• Coulombic energy transfer: This process occurs between a well separated 
donor-acceptor, as the donor can induce a change in the acceptor at a 
distance. This only occurs if there is suffiCient superposition of the 
electronic and nuclear vibrational levels in both donor and acceptor. The 
oscillation of the excited electron in the donor induces an oscillation in the 
highest energy electron in the acceptor. 
• Collisional energy transfer: This occurs when the donor and acceptor atoms 
are sufficiently close together to allow their respective electron clouds to 
overlap allowing an exchange of electrons to take place. The excited 
electron from the donor molecule transfers into the LUMO of the acceptor 
molecule, simultaneously an electron from the HOMO of the acceptor, 
molecule is transferred to the corresponding orbital. Triplet-triplet energy 
transfer usually occurs via a collisional mechanism, due to the low 
extinction coefficient of the So-7T 1 transition, on which the coulombic 
mechanism is dependent. 
1.4 Fluorescence Quantum yield 
Fluorescence Quantum yield Q can be defined as the ratio of the numbers of 
photons emitted through fluorescence to the number absorbed and can be 
represented mathematically: 
Q = Photons, 
Photons. 
The subscripts e and a represent emission and absorption respectively. 
1.19 
It can also be represented by the relative rates ~f the radiative and non radiative 
pathways, which deactivate the excited states: 
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Q= k, 
k, + 'Zkn, 
1.20 
where the subscripts r and nr, correspond to the rates of radiative and non radiative 
processes respectively. 
Detennination of the relative quantum yield is generally accomplished by a 
comparison of the wavelength intensity of the unknown samples with the common 
standard known like Rhodamine, cresyl violet, fluoresceine6 etc. 
Fluorescence quantum yields from acquired data can be calculated using the 
following equation: 
a 
( J 
J(x).dx ( J2 
<1>x = ~ b TJ x <1> 
Ax J(x),dx TJ, ' 
b 
<1> = Fluorescence quantum yield 
a 
J(x).dx= Area under corrected emission curve 
b 
A = absorbance 
11 = Refractive index of solvent used 
Subscripts s and x refer tothe standard and unknown samples respectively 
1.5 Quantum Yield of Singlet Oxygen Production 
1.21 
The quantum yield of sensitized production of singlet oxygen, <1><1, is given by the 
sum of the contributions arising from oxygen quenching of the lowest excited 
singlet state (SI) and the lowest excited triplet state (T1) ofthe sensitiser; 
1.22 
Singlet oxygen (discussed in detail in chapter 3) is thus produced with varying 
efficiency due to quenching of both triplet and singlet states. The quantum yields of 
production of singlet oxygen 102 e 8 g) have been reported for a number of 
compounds in a variety of solvents. Rate constants for quenching of singlet, kq s, and 
triplet states kq T, by oxygen and the fraction of triplet states quenched which 
produce singlet oxygen, 1/, have been shown· to depend on several factors 
including; excited state energy, nature of the excited state, redox potential of the 
excited state and nature ofthe solvent7-11 • 
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1.5.1 Quenchers 
Quenchers are substances which accelerate the decay of an electronically excited 
state to the ground state or to a lower electronically excited state, which may be 
summarised by the equation below: 
M*+Q7M' 
Where M* = Excited state of a molecule 
M' = Ground state of a molecule 
Q=Quencher 
! 
Quenching is the process of deactivation of an excited molecular entity 
intermolecularly by an external influence (quencher), or intramolecularly by a 
substituent through a non-radiative process. When the external environment 
(quencher) interferes with the behaviour of the excited state after its formation the 
process is referred to as dynamic quenching. Common mechanisms include energy, 
charge or electron transfer. The quenching process occurs in many different 
mechanisms and is induced by many different substances as mentioned previously, 
but oxygen is universal hence it is necessary to reduce the concentration of the 
dissolved oxygen to the minimum by degassing or deoxygenating. Fluorescence 
quenching of organic molecules in solutions by various quenchers like 
bromobenzene, iodopropane, halide ions, metal ions, oxygen etc have been shown 
to follow the Stern-Volmer relations. But in some cases, it has been observed that 
the experimental results show a deviation from a linear Stern-Volmer plot12• This 
deviation is attributed to various processes like 
•. Chemical Reaction 
• Association (excited complexes) 
• Proton transfer 
• Heavy atom quenching . 
• Electron transfer 
• Paramagnetic Catalysed intersystem crossing 
• Electronic energy transfer 
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1.6 Stern-Volmer kinetics relationship 
This tenn applies broadly to variations of quantum yields of photophysical 
processes or photochemical reactions like fluorescence or phosphorescence, usually 
with the concentration of a given quencher reagent. The process for measuring 
quenching constants of compounds is by using the Stem-Volmer equation which 
simply states that the' reciprocal of fluorescence yield is proportional to the quencher 
concentration. A linear relationship should be observed when plotting 10 II vs. [Q] 
from the equation below and the slope will be kq 'to which is known as the Stem-
Volmer constant, with an intercept of 1. 
f = Initial peak intensity of the fluorescence without a quencher 
I = Intensity peak of fluorescence with a quencher 
kq= Quenching Constant (I mOrIS-I) 
'to= Lifetime of the excited state in the absence of the quencher Q (s) 
[Q]= Concentration of the quencher (mol rl) 
The Stem-Volmer equation predicts a linear dependence 
1.23 
on quencher 
concentration, at least if the quenching constant is a true constant. The existence 
and magnitude of the quenching constant, however, can be understood in tenns of 
the competing processes of fluorescence and quenching, namely, 
A hv .. A* 
A* 
-1 ~o 
.. A 
A*+Q K .. A+Q 1.24 
Using the notion that I is proportional to the steady state concentration of A, gives 
. kq= k'to 
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Since the fluorescence lifetime is independent of the quencher concentration, a 
linear relationship should be observed when using a Stem-Volmer equation, there 
have been cases when deviations\3·14 from the Stem-Volmer linearity have been 
observed and a non linearity was seen for both positive and negative curvature. Both 
positive curvature and negative curvature have been observed. IS•17.. Negative 
curvature involves a decrease in kq and is associated with a change in the absorption 
and fluorescence spectrum of the fluorophore l6. Deviations from the Stem-Volmer 
equation in such reactions have been explained by the existence of multiple 
fluorescing states IS or by a compound formation. 16 On the other hand, a 
variety of quenching reactions have been reported which exhibit" positive 
curvature in Stern-Volmer plots, yet which show no evidence of multiple excited 
states or molecular association. For example, the oxygen quenching of 
perylene in dodecanels shows a large positive curvature, even though there '"is no 
detectable change in the absorption spectrum of' perylene up to oxygen 
concentrations of 1 M. Several explanations of positive derivations from Stern-
Volmer behaviour have been advanced. The one most commonly used is that a 
'static" quenching mechanism is important at higher quencher concentrations. 
The static quenching mechanism is a slight variation on the theme of molecular 
association. According to Frank and WawiIowl9 it involves interactions with 
quenchers that are within a sphere of action of the fluorophore at the moment of 
excitation. However, the quenching of anthracene fluorescence by oxygen or 
sulphur dioxidel7 leads to a sphere of action with a radius of 30 A, which is at 
odds with" the fact that these quenching reactions are coIlisional rather than 
resonant. Consequently, Bowen and Metcalfl7 gave another interpretation of 
static quenching involving the quencher-fluorophore pairs that "are in 
juxtaposition at any instant". These pairs appear in the Bowen- Metcalf scheme as if 
they were molecularly. associated with an equilibrium constant K. This type of 
association leads to the expression 
10 
- = (1 + k[Qb (1+ kq To [Qb 
I 
1.25 
A third kind of explanation of positive curvature is due to Noyes 20.21. Their work is 
based on the assumption that the quenching reactions are rapid, and so are under 
diffusion control. Using the Smoluchowski theory they calculate a dependence of kq 
on quencher concentration arising from time-dependent effects. This theory depends 
.21 
only on an encounter radius and a mutual diffusion constant, the same parameters 
used to explain the low quencher concentration experiments. 
1.7 Diffusion controlled reactions 
- The lingering of one molecule near another on account of the hindering presence of 
solvent molecules is often referred to as the cage effect. Such an encounter pair may 
accumulate enough energy to react even though they do not have enough to do so 
when first formed 
Consider a bimolecular reaction between two different species, A and B in solution. 
A + B 
kd 
- [A ---B 1 1.26 
-
The reaction can be considered in terms of the formation and dissociation of an . 
encounter complex. 
If the rate of formation of products is greater than the rate of dissociation of the 
encounter complex, kp»k.d, the reaction is said to be fully diffusion controlled and 
kobs = kct. Conversely, where the rate of dissociation of the encounter complex is 
greater than the rate of formation, k.d»kp, the reaction is said to be in the pre-
equilibrium region and kobs = Kkr• 
If a reaction is diffusion controlled the rate of reaction cannot exceed the rate the 
molecules can diffuse together to react. Therefore the reaction rate is determined 
solely by the rate of encounter and is limited by the rate of diffusion. 
1.8 Laser Flash Photolysis 
This is a powerful technique for qualitative and quantitative study of rapid 
reactions, triplet states, and isomerisation reactions to identify reactive intermediates 
in photochemical systems; it was initially developed in the 50s by Norrish and 
Porte~2. Commonly, an intense excitation pulse of short duration from a laser or 
less common by a flash lamp is' used to produce a concentration of a transient 
species which can be monitored by measuring the changes in the amount of light 
transmitted. At a short interval of time after the generating pulse the system' is 
analysed by observing emission or absorption characteristics. The decay or 
production of the transient absorption or emission at one particular wavelength is 
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monitored or the absorption or emission spectrum of the transient is recorded at 
given times after the exciting pulse. 
1.8.1 Lasers 
Laser is an acronym for Light Amplification by the Stimulated Emission of 
Radiation. All lasers consists of a lasing material (solid, liquid or gas), two mirrors 
one of which is partially reflective to allow laser light through and the other one is 
totally reflective, and also there has to be an excitation mechanism which pumps 
energy into the active medium by one or more of three basic methods; optical, 
electrical or chemical 
The main properties of laser light which makes it unique from conventional light are 
the following: 
• Coherence: All the emitted photons bear a constant phase relationship with 
each other in both time and phase 
• Directionality: laser light is highly directional, with low divergence; easily 
allowing the beam to be focused on a specific point. 
• Monochromaticity: Laser light is concentrated in a very narrow range of 
wavelengths 
For laser action to occur a lasing medium is "pumped" to get the atoms into an 
excited state or molecules in the case of dye lasers. Typically, very intense flashes 
of light or electrical discharges pump the lasing medium and create excited-state 
atoms. The atoms are excited to a level that is two or three levels above the ground 
state. This increases the degree of population inversion: which is the number of 
atoms in the excited state versus the number in ground state. Once· the lasing 
medium is pumped, the laser cavity contains a collection of atoms with some 
electrons in the excited levels. Just as the electron absorbed some amount of energy 
to reach this excited level, it can also emit energy in the form of photons (light 
energy). The photon emitted has a very specific wavelength that depends on the 
state of the electron's energy when the photon is released. The photon that any atom· 
releases has a certain wavelength that is dependent on the energy difference 
between the excited state and the ground state. If this photon encounters another 
atom that has an electron in the same excited state, stimulated emission can occur. 
The first photon can stimulate or induce atomic emission such that the subsequent 
emitted photon vibrates with the same frequency and direction as the incoming 
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photon. The other key to a laser is a pair of mirrors, one at each end of the lasing 
medium. Photons, with a very specific wavelength and phase, reflect off the mirrors 
to travel back and forth through the lasing medium. In the process, they stimulate 
other electrons to make the downward energy jump and can cause the emission of 
more photons of the same wavelength and phase. 
1.8.2 Population Inversion 
Since the atoms are excited to a level that is two or three levels above the ground 
state, normally for two energy levels, u (upper) and I (lower), with energies eu and 
, 
el and population Nu and NI. Normally the distribution of population of molecules 
among their various energy states will be biased towards the ground state according 
to Boltzmann equation 
N -(8 -8) 
_U = exp u I 
Ni kT 
1.27 
Where this equation gives the ratio of the number of particles in the upper (u) and 
lower (I) energy levels and k denotes the Boltzmann constant which has a value of 
1.38 x 10'23 J Kl. A larger population 'in the upper level results in stimulated 
emission dominating, whilst if there are more in the lower state, absorption 
dominates. Population inversions are impossible in two level systems because the 
probability for absorption and for spontaneous emission is exactly the same, hence 
it will not be able to achieve a situation where the higher energy state is more 
populated than the. lower energy state. Nonetheless three and four level systems can 
achieve inversions much more easily and consequently are used in laser systems. 
The ruby laser (crystalline aluminium oxide doped with chromium) is an example of 
a three level system as shown in section 1.8.5. The absorption of a photon of energy 
equal to the difference between eu and el as shown in the equation below will result 
in the promotion of an electron from the lower to the upper leveL 
1.28 
This excited electron will relax back to its ground state through a relaxation 
pathway, either by spontaneous or stimulated emission. 
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1.8.3 Stimulated Emission 
A * + hv -7 2hv + A ------ stimulated emission 
A sample can emit energy spontaneously or as a result of stimulus acting on the 
molecule. For stimulated emission to occur the energy of the light directed into the 
system must have a photon of energy that exactly matches the gap between the 
excited state and the lower energy state. The light emitted will be of the same 
frequency as the supplied radiation. The stimulated emission will occur in the 
direction of the stimulating beam, unlike spontaneous emission, which is random. 
This is then amplified in intensity. 
Energy Spontaneous Stimulated 
Absorbance 
Figure 1.9: Representation of the three radiative processes that can occur in 
a 2 level system 
1.8.4 Spontaneous emission 
This is a random process when an atom.(or a laser ion in a gain medium) is excited 
into a higher-lying energy level, e.g. by absorption of a photon, it may after some 
time spontaneously return to its ground state, or to some intermediate energy level, 
by releasing the energy in the form of a photon, and occurs without the involvement 
of additional photons. As spontaneous emission is a random process, the product is 
incoherent light waves, which are out of phase with each other in both time and 
space. 
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1.8.5 Types of excited state level system 
1. Three level system: In a three level system the excitation source leads to a 
population of energy level 2, which then rapidly converts to energy level 1. 
The transition from energy level 1 to level 0 occurs infrequently, and so 
level 1 achieves a much higher population than level 0, and a population 
inversion is achieved. 
E, ------~------------------~------------
Non·radiative 
transition 
Lasing 
transition 
&----~--------------------~-----
Figure 1.10: Representation of a 3 level energy system 
Metastable 
state 
Ground 
state 
An example of a 3 level laser is the Ruby laser, and it is doped with Cr203. The Cr3 + 
ions are excited to an upper state E2 by an intense flash of light. Rapid relaxation 
occurs to the El state, the atom remains in the El state for long periods, before 
dropping' down to the ground state by spontaneous emission, hence the term 
metastable . state. In a three level laser the method of obtaining a population 
inversion between the middle and the ground state is inefficient. This is because the 
middle state is effectively empty at the start of the pumping as a result of the 
Boltzmann distribution, at least half the population of the ground state molecules 
. must be pumped into the middle level before a population inversion is achieved. 
2. Four level systems: Four level lasers eliminate the problem associated with a 
3-level system, since in three level lasers half of all the particles must be 
excited into level 1 before inversion is achieved, which leads to inefficient 
energy transfer from the pump to the amplified beam. 
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~ 
El 
Eo 
Non-radiative 
transition 
Lasing transi 
Metastable 
state 
tion 
Ground state 
Figure 1.11: A schematic presentation of a four level laser system 
In a four level laser atoms in the ground state Eo are pumped into the E3 level. They 
relax to the metastable state Ez non-radiatively. The atoms then descend to the El 
state and then drop to the Eo state, since the lasing transition takes place between 
these two states (Ez and El), a comparatively small population is required in Ez to 
sustain laser action 
1.8.6 The optical cavity 
. The laser pulse is allowed to build up between two mirrors which are partially 
reflecting, the beam is then suddenly diverted out of the cavity. In addition to 
sustaining the laser the optical cavity must be resonant at the wavelength of 
radiation, must sustain laser action and improve the spatial and temporal coherence 
of any output beam. This technique can generate high power pulses. The fixed 
cavity length means maximum amplification is only achieved for light waves which 
exhibit nodes at the mirrors satisfying the so called standing wave condition: 
,1= 2d 1.29 
n 
Where d is the cavity length and n is the number of half wavelengths contained 
within length d. This places quite severe restrictions on the form of the wave and the 
frequencies of radiation, but a number of modes which will satisfy this are waves 
called axial or longitudinal cavity modes as this places quite severe restrictions on 
the form of the wave and the frequencies of radiation. 
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1.8.7 AxiaULongitudinal Modes 
These are modes which oscillate along the length/axis of the cavity consist of a 
large number of frequencies given by: 
ne 
V=-
2d 1.30 
Where n is the number of half wavelengths contained in length d and c is the speed 
of light. The quality of a laser can be defined by the mean frequency divided by the 
distribution width. The occurrence of more than one axial mode results in an 
increase in the output bandwidth. 
1.8.8 Transverse modes 
The laser cavity is considered to amplify light travelling down the optical axis of the 
laser hence a' photon travelling at right angles to this axis may cause stimulated 
emission, but will not be amplified to form a laser beam because there will not be 
enough gain to· overcome its losses. These reflect the intensity distribution across 
the output mirror, and arise due to beams following off-axis paths between the two 
cavity mirrors. If a photon is only slightly off axis the wave may be able to zigzag 
between mirrors enough times producing sufficient gain to overcome its losses, 
resulting in a complicated intensity distribution across the output mirror. Transverse 
modes are normally described using the notation TEMpq where p and q describe the 
number of intensity minima across the laser beam in perpendicular directions, as 
shown below 
••••••••• 
••• 
TEMoo TEMIO TEM20 TEM21 
Figure 1.12: Transverse modes in laser cavity 
Where TEM stands for Transverse Electric and Magnetic fields. These are the 
waves which propagate through the laser cavity oscillating along the axis of the 
laser (axial or longitudinal cavity modes) and slightiy off axis (transverse modes). 
Ideally lasers are operated in TEMoo which corresponds to a Gaussian intensity, 
profile. 
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1.8.9 Q.switching 
Q-switching is a technique by which a laser can be made to produce a pulsed output 
beam by increasing the peak power of the laser and reduce pulse length. In Q-
switching a shutter is placed in the cavity (the distance between the two mirrors), 
when the shutter is closed reflection between the mirrors is prevented. The quality 
factor of the laser cavity can also be expressed as: 
Q = 2wQ (energy stored in mode) 
Energy lost per second from mode 
Vo is the resonant frequency 
1.31 
The quality Q-factor of a laser can rapidly be improved after allowing the 
population inversion to keep building up to well over its normal level by preventing 
laser action and then Q-switching to abruptly depopulate it. This results in a very 
fast increase in photon density inside the cavity, leading to a rapid reduction in the 
. population inversion through stimulated emission producing a short intense pulse of 
radiation. This action is called Q-switching as the system suddenly switches from a 
high cavity loss (low Q) to Iow loss (high Q), all the energy accumulated in the 
inversion is released as a short and giant pulse. Techniques of Q-switching can 
either be chemical, mechanical or optical between the laser rod and the totally 
reflecting mirror in the cavity. 
1.8.9.1 Pockels cells 
Pockels cells are the basic components of electro-optic modulators, used for Q 
switching lasers which is a device consisting of an electro-optic crystal (with some 
electrodes attached to it) through which a light beam can propagate, thus acts as a 
voltage-controlled waveplate. Absorption of laser radiation produces heating of the . 
electrooptic crystal which degrades the laser performance and behaviour of an 
electro-optic Q-switch in high-average- power laser is presented. This could form a 
large increase in output energy stability achieved by employing a switching voltage 
pulse of the special temporal shape to the Pockels cell. The phase delay in the 
crystal (pockels effect) can be modulated by applying a variable electric voltage. 
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1.8.10 Xenon arc lamp 
Xenon arc lamps used as analysing sources in photochemistry are managed at 
pressures of approximately twenty atmospheres to give an output which is 
continuum. If operated at lower pressures the lamps generate an output composed of 
distinct wavelengths which correspond to the emissive transitions in the excited 
atoms. Such lamps are operated with DC power supplies, and are mounted vertically 
with the larger anode above the smaller cathode, with typical anode-cathode 
separations in the range 2 to 4mm. The output is a smooth continuum with some 
weak lines superimposed in the visible region and some stronger lines in the near 
infra-red region. Arc lamps with input powers ranging from 150 to 1000 watts are 
typically used as analysing sources in photochemical investigations. 
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Chapter 2 
Supercritical Fluid Carbon 
Dioxide 
2.0 Supercritical fluids 
Supercritical fluids (SCFs) are highly compressed gases which combine properties 
of gases and liquids in an intriguing manner and are phases created when substances 
are at conditions of temperature and pressure above their critical point. The critical 
point represents the highest temperature and pressure at which the substance can 
exist as a vapour and liquid in equilibrium. Every stable compound has a triple and 
critical point! and' any gaseous compound becomes supercritical when compressed 
to a pressure higher than the critical pressure (Pc) above its critical temperature (Tc). 
!~/: !mr.'n, i1!-·,fI J!W:\,'!", 
1/1 »If, ",'; i,i!'. ,j 
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Figure 2.1: Phase diagram of a typical material 
, SCFs are of considerable interest as solvents due to their physical properties such as 
density and viscosity can be influenced significantly by changes in temperature and 
pressure. This could be seen through the effects of fundamental solvent properties 
on the rates of reactions without changing the chemical identity of the solvent2• 
Properties of supercritical fluids are different, from those of normal fluids and are 
tuneable simply. by changing properties such as temperature and pressure, without 
changing the chemical nature of the solvent, in particular the density and viscosity 
change drastically at conditions close to their critical poine-4• The properties of 
SCF's are frequently described as being intermediate between those of a gas and a 
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liquid, as the nature of SCF's arises from the gaseous and liquid phases merging 
together to become indistinguishable at the critical point. In addition, supercritical 
fluids mix perfectly with gases, giving them a huge advantage over conventional 
liquid solvents in gas-liquid reactions. Supercritical fluids have densities and 
diffusivities similar to liquids but viscosities comparable to gases as seen in table 
2.1. 
Mobile Phase Density (kg m·3) Viscosity (poise) Diffusivity (cm2 sec·i ) 
Liquid 800-1000 0.3 - 2.4 (x 1 0-2) 0.5 - 2.0 (xlO-s) 
SCF 100 - 900 0.2 - 1.0 (x 10-3) 0.1 - 3.3 (xlO-4) 
Gas -1.0 0.5 - 3.5 (xlO-4) 0.01 - 1.0 
Table 2.1: Comparison of fluids to gases and Iiquids2 
Not all properties of supercritical fluids are intermediate between those of gases and 
liquids; compressibility and heat capacity for example are significantly higher near 
the critical point than they are in normal liquids or gases or even in the supercritical 
state further from the critical points. Energy transfer studies have shown to proceed 
at the expected diffusion controlled limit, and therefore not affected by increased 
local densities and local compositions that exist in the SCF region6-7• 
Although the properties of a compound may change drastically with pressure near 
the critical point, most of them show no discontinuity and the changes start 
gradually rather than with a sudden onset, when the conditions approach the critical 
point. 
Many types of bimolecular reactions including fluorescence quenching have been 
examined in SCF solvents8-1I as they are particularly attractive as reaction media 
due to: increased mass transfer, elimination of the need for multiphase reactions, 
ease of separation of products or unused reactants, slower deactivation of catalysts, 
dramatic pressure effects on rate constants and changes in selectivities. 
Increased diffusion rates are observed in the supercritical region, diffusivities are 
greater than they are in liquids since the SCF has a lower fluid density and is more 
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like a gas. Diffusion coefficients are sensitive functions of pressure and temperature 
in the supercritical region. 
The possibility of using SCFs as tuneable solvents not only for extraction but for 
chemical reactions is one of the many interesting features associated with their 
application in modern synthesisY-18. 
2.1 Solubility of SCFs 
The solubility of naphthalene in supercritical carbon dioxide is shown below in 
Figure 2.2. 
Solubility 
(wt%) 
8 
6 
4 
2 
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Pressure (atm) 
Figure 2.2: The solubility of naphthalene in supercritical fluid carbon dioxide19•ZO• 
As expected at low pressures the solubility is very low and as the pressure is 
increased to above the critical pressure of carbon dioxide (72.9 atm), solubility 
increases. 
The solubility behaviour shown here is the basis of almost all supercritical fluid 
extraction/separation processes21-25: soluble components are extracted from a 
substrate by a supercritical fluid, and the extracted components that have been 
dissolved in the supercritical fluid are precipitated out when the pressure is reduced. 
The solubility of compounds in supercritical fluids has possibly been the most 
extensively investigated area of SCF research 26-29. The efficacy of a supercritical 
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fluid as a solvent for a particular solute can be elucidated from solubility data. 
Binary solubility data are useful in determining the selectivity of a supercritical 
fluid for a particular solute, since the solubility. of an individual solute in an SCF 
may not be the same as the solubility in a multi-component system. 
The solubility of a component is predominantly influenced by the following factors; 
nature of the SCF solvent, chemical functionality, the operating conditions. 
2.4.1 Supercritical Fluids as Solveuts 
It is common to express the solubility of a material in a supercritical fluid in terms 
of the mole fraction of the solute and the ability of supercritical fluids to dissolve 
substances arises from the highly non-ideal behaviour of pure SCFs. Under 
supercritical conditions solubility is enhanced by several orders of magnitude above 
that predicted by the ideal gas law3o• The solubility enhancement of a component 
particularly in the vicinity of the critical point is determined mainly by the 
augmentation in density of the SCF. 
The solubility of a given solute also depends on the type of supercritical fluid as 
shown in Table 2.2. Under the conditions shown, fluoroform has the highest mass 
density; however it displays the lowest affinity for naphthalene. 
Solvent (SCF) Solubility Density (g m1-1) 
(mole fraction) 
" 
Ethane 4.70 x 10.2 0.39 
Carbon dioxide 2.42 x 10-2 0.S1 
Fluoroform 1.17 x 10-2 0.92 
. 
Table 2.2: Variation of solubility with solvene 
This variation in solubility of naphthalene in different supercritical fluids indicates 
that there are varying degrees of intermolecular interaction between the solid and 
, 
SCF, which can be explained in terms of solvent polarity. The overall effect of 
solvent polarity on the solubility of naphthalene for example, follows the same 
solubility rule as in liquids, of, "like dissolve like". Naphthalene is a non-polar solid 
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and hence is most soluble in non-polar supercritical ethane. Carbon dioxide is fairly 
non-polar, but behaves less as a non-polar solvent than ethane, due to its quadrupole 
moment3! and fluoroform is the most polar solvent due to the fluorine atoms which 
are electron withdrawing. 
Hence, it is preferable to employ non-polar solvents for aromatic hydrocarbons, 
however, for polar solids the effect of solvent polarity is not as simple. 
Generally non-polar SCFs exhibit lower affinities for polar solutes, but the 
maximum solubility of a polar solute does not necessarily occur in the most polar 
SCF, for example, carbon dioxide is a better solvent for benzoic acid than 
fluoroform32• Polar SCFs may exhibit greater potential for polar molecules when 
they contain functional groups, thereby increasing the level of intermolecular 
interaction with the solvent. For example, fluoroform can be considered a good a 
solvent for amino containing compounds, as a result of hydrogen bonding between 
the amino group and the acidic proton in fluoroform. 
The addition of co-solvents can have large effects on solubilities in SCFs. Addition 
of a co-solvent usually increases the density of a supercritical fluid and since 
solubility increases exponentially with density this can have a significant effect on 
solubilities. It is common to add small amounts of co-solvents to supercritical fluids, 
to increase the solubilities' of heavy organic solutes. In such cases the co-solvents 
are chosen to have size and interaction energies (Lennard-Jones parameters) 
intermediate between those of the SCF and the solute 33. Consequently, the solute 
would be preferentially solvated by the co-solvent. At high densities the local 
composition is similar to that of the bulk but at lower pressures, the density is lower 
and hence there is more free volume, the local volume can be more than ten times 
that of the bulk value. The local density around a dissolved solute in compressed 
gases and SCFs is expected to be greater than in the bulk. In the presence of an 
attractive co-solvent, the local environment around the solute will be enriched with 
the co-solvent, with this phenomenon being much more pronoun~ed at lower 
pre,ssures. 
2.4.2 Chemical Functionality of the Solute 
In a given SCF the difference between solid solubilities depends mainly on two 
factors, the solid vapour pressure and intermolecular interactions between the 
solvent and solute. Solubilities of individual solids' can vary significantly but 
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differences between enhancement factors are less significant, which indicates that 
the solid vapour pressure exerts the greatest influence on solubility. The types of 
functional groups present in their· chemical structures affect the degree of 
intermolecular interactions between the solvent and solute, for example it is possible 
to increase the solubility of organic compounds in supercritical carbon dioxide by 
fluorinating the compound. Differences in solubilities of solids can be explained in 
terms of structural features, which limit or enhance solubility. The addition of a 
functional group to the parent compound generally reduces solubility. 
The solubility of a number of organic c9mpounds in dense carbon dioxide has been 
examined 34. They report that among structural features which greatly influence the 
solubilities in carbon dioxide, such as chain length and branching, the extent and 
particular structural features which affect the solubility are specific to certain types 
of compounds, for example; 
a) Alcohols: Chain length, branching, and nature (primary secondary or 
tertiary). 
b) Hydrocarbons: Type and substituents on the rings. 
c) Ethers: Chain length, aromaticity and nitrogen containing functional groups. 
d) . Amides and aromatic amines: Extent of N-alkyl substitution and type of 
alkyl group. 
e) Amines: Nature (primary, secondary and tertiary) and basicity. 
f) Nitro-compounds: Type and position of substituents, number of nitro groups 
and aromatic nuclei. 
2.4.3 Temperature and Pr~ssure Effects· 
Increasing pressure generally leads to an increase in solubility since the density of 
the SCF increases. It is necessary to consider both the density of the supercritical 
fluid and the vapour. pressure of the solute when evaluating the effect of 
temperature. Although an increase in temperature causes a decrease in SCF density 
it also leads to an increase in solute vapour pressure, as a result solubility usually 
; 
increases with temperature, however retrograde vaporisation has been known to 
occur near the critical point of the SCF. Retrograde vaporisation is where a decrease 
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in solute solubility is observed with isobaric increases in temperature, this trend and 
crossover phenomena have been studied by several groupS35.36. 
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Figure 2.5: Solubility of uaphthalene in supercritical carbon dioxide 36 
Solubility isotherms usually intersect within a narrow range of pressure, Figure 2.5. 
For any two isotherms, the point of intersection, or crossover pressure, represents a 
change in the temperature dependence of solubility 
The solubilities of naphthalene, biphenyl and phenanthrene in supercritical carbon 
. dioxide were reported to decrease with increasing temperature, between 308 and 
328K, which was found to be in good agreement with previous studies37,38. In 
contrast to their findings Miller and Hawthome reported a continuous increase in 
the solubility of some organic molecules in supercritical carbon dioxide, with 
increasing temperature at constant pressure39. They found that increasing pressure 
resulted in an increase in solubility, particularly of anthracene. They found that 
. while increasing density at a constant temperature generally increases solubility, 
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increasing density at constant pressure, by lowering the temperature was found to 
lower solubility. 
Phase behaviour is important since bringing reagents into the same phase allows 
them to react more effectively. Secondly phase behaviour can be important in 
separation of a product in a reaction, terminating the reaction at an intermediate 
stage or pushing a reversible reaction to completion. It is also important to 
determine the critical temperature, Tc, of the multi-component reaction mixture in 
order to know whether the system is a liquid, below Tc or an SCF, above, Tc. 
Although the difference in behaviour in passing below the critical temperature is not 
dramatic, as the temperature moves below Tc the medium becomes less 
compressible and loses the characteristic of a supercritical fluid4o• 
2.5 Activation Volume 
Chemical reactions in solution are generally accompanied by changes in volume, 
known their reaction volumes41 • The activation volume is interpreted according to 
the transition state theory, as the difference between the partial molar volumes of 
the transition state and the sums of the partial volumes of the reactants at the same 
temperature and pressure. 
Changes in viscosity have been known to affect the activation volume; prominent 
among them are those reactions that are diffusion limited42• Activation volumes 
have been studied in the liquid state for sometime but relatively little is known 
about activation volumes in supercritical fluids. 
Consider the following diagram; 
Transition state volume = 8.0 
Volume = 12.0 
Activation Volume = - 4.0 
Volume = 6.0 
Activation Volume = + 2.0 
Figure 2.6: Diagram to illustrate the theory of activation volume 
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In order to react, the molecules must get within certain proximity of each other, 
known as the transition state volume, Figure 2.6. To reach this volume work either 
has to be done by the solvent to push the molecules together, or by the molecules to 
move further apart, thus doing work on the environment. 
Partial molar volu~es in liquids are only a few cm3mor1, they can be very large and 
negati ve in SCFs, and as a result the pressure effect on the reaction rate constant can 
be very significant. Partial molal volumes of solutes in supercritical fluids were 
reported to be small and positive at high pressures, but large and negative at low 
pressures in the highly compressible near-critical region. This was true for all the 
solutes studied43 in both supercritical carbon dioxide and supercritical ethylene. 
2.1 Reasons for using supercritical fluids 
. Supercritical fluids can act in a variety of ways to affect reaction rates. 
A) Increased diffusion rates: Diffusion co-efficients are sensitive functions of 
temperature in the supercritical region. The rate constant for a diffusion controlled 
reaction can be modelled using the Stokes Einstein based Debye equation, which 
states that bimolecular reaction rate constants are governed by 8RT!3 1'], where 1'] is 
the solution viscosity. This equation predicts that a reaction in supercritical fluid 
carbon dioxide for example should increase by a factor of approx 2.5 over a small 
range at 308K. Diffusivities are greater than they are in liquids since supercritical 
fluids have a lower fluid density and are more gas like39. 
B) Increased reactant solubilities: Formation of organo-metalIic species in. 
supercritical fluids could take place in a single phase supercritical. solution 
compared to its normal multi-phase system operation. Since the solubility of 
nitrogen and hydrogen are so high in many SCFs, synthesis of a variety of 
previously unknown dinitrogen and dihydrogen organo-metalIic species were 
possible43. Solubility of model compounds in supercritical fluids irivestigated by 
measuring solubility of naphthalene in supercritical carbon dioxide 19.20. 
C) Facilitated separation: The solubility of solutes in SCF's is strong functions of 
temperature and pressure in the compressible region near the critical point. In 
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synthetic applications, there are no problems with separation of solvent; products 
may easily be separated downstream by simply reducing the pressure or adjusting 
the temperature of the fluid 
D) Pressure effect on the rate constant: In terms of the transition state theory, 
the reactants are in thermodynamic eqUilibrium with a transition state. Once the 
transition state complex is formed it proceeds directly to products. In supercritical 
fluids the pressure effect on the reaction rate constant reflects the relative strengths 
of the intermolecular interaction between the reactant and the transition state with 
the SCF solvent. 
E) Changes in Selectivities: In a situation where several parallel or competing 
reactions can take place, the thermodynamic pressure effect on each of the 
individual rate constants may be different i.e. the activation volumes are not equal 
for all the reactions. As a result increased pressure may favour one reaction over the 
others. In this way one' may be able, to control or enhance selectivities for the 
desired product by operating at the required temperature and pressure 
F) Effects of local densities: Theories which support the idea of local densities 
greater than the bulk around a solute in a supercritical fluid solution have been 
proved and, one of these is the molecular dynamics studies44, which clearly 
demonstrates that in an attractive mixture the environment around a solute molecule 
is continuously enriched with solvent relative to bulk conditions. Very importantly 
they point out the dynamic nature of the cluster, which loses its identity in a few 
picoseconds. 
G) Effects of local compositions: Another possible effect on the reaction rate in 
an SCF is the changes in the local concentrations of reactants. Studies21 have shown 
that in the compressible region near the critical point the local concentration of a co~ 
solvent around a solute molecule could be as high as seven times that of the bulk. 
2.2 Supercritical Fluid Carbon Dioxide 
Supercritical carbon dioxide has a critical temperature of 31.3 ·C and a critical 
pressure of 7.4 MPa and is very attractive as it is: largely inert in many reactions, 
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abundant, recyclable, inexpensive, non-flammable, easil y scaleable, non-toxic and 
environmentall y benign. 
2 3 4 
Figure 2.2: Stages of the formation of supercritical carbon dioxide4s 
I: The separate phases of the carbon dioxide are easily observed. 
2: Upon heati ng the phase boundary begins to di minish 
3: Further heating causes the gas and liqu id densit ies to become similar. 
4: Te and Pe have been exceeded and supercritical fluid is observed. 
It has a high so lubili ty fo r non-polar organic compounds, with a maximum olvent 
strength comparable to that of hexane46; it can easily be modified by the addition of 
modifiers / co-solvents such as methanol o r acetonitril e. Additions of co-solvents 
have been studied for a variety of supercrit ica l fluid solvents47-49 
Its viscosity is very low near the cri ti cal density and increases steeply wi th 
increasing pressure, hence is a suitable so lvent for the study of the contribution of 
diffusion to energy transfer by the co ll isional or exchange mechanism. Although the 
so lvation power of supercriti ca l carbon diox ide is similar to that of hexane, it can 
easily be mod ified by the addition of modifiers such as methanol or Acetonitri le. 
Aside from carbon dioxide there are severa l other compounds that are commonly 
cons idered for use as supercritical so lvents, the most common of which are give n in 
Table 2.2. Supercritical xenon is a lso used because of a number of reasons; its easily 
accessible critical parameters (Tc = 16.6 QC. Pc = 5.8 MPa), of all the elements, 
xenon shows one of the highest spin orbit coupli ng constants (6080 cm'1)47 makes it 
an ideal ' heavy atom' containi ng so lvent SO 
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Critical Critical Critical Compound Temperature (0C) Pressure (MPa) Density (kg m·3) 
COl 31.3 7.4 467.6 
Cl~ 9.2 5.1 ' 214.2 
ClH, 32.2 4.9 207 
CsH12 196.6 3.4 232 
NH3 132.3 11.3 225 
CCIFl 96.1 5.0 523.8 
CHF3 25.9 4.8 525 
/ 
" 
HlO 373.9 22.1 322 
Xe 16.6 5.8 1100 
Table 2.2: Common compounds employed as supercritical fluids 
2.3.1. Local Density Augmentation 
Supercritical fluids have density fluctuations near the critical point which is known 
as local density augmentation (also tenned 'local density enhancement'), which 
rises from the solute-solvent attraction. Evidence suggests that in supercritical, 
mixtures there is a difference in the local and bulk environment of a solute 
moleculeS!. 
Conventionally this is thought to occur as a result of clustering of solvent molecules 
around the solute molecule through solvent solute interactionsS2 hence, giving 
regions of higher and lower densities which are observed. However further research 
has shown that it is not caused by the solute, but by the pre-existing near critical 
fluctuations in the solvent. Therefore there would be higher solubility of the solute 
in the more dense regions of the solvent. 
It is well known that density inhomogeneities exist, regions of higher density 
surrounded by regions of lower density 53. 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic illustration of enhanced densities observed in the near critical region 
The way in which the distribution of'local densities found around an atom varies as 
the critical point is approached has been examined 54 and found that the mean local 
density enhancements arises as a necessary and direct consequence of the long-
range density inhomogeneities present in such fluids. 
Shifts of electronic spectra with density have been used to provide a simple means 
of monitoring local densities in supercritical fluids. The extent of density 
augmentation depends markedly on temperature, being most pronounced in the 
region of high fluid compressibility" research shows augmentation is relatively 
insensitive to solute-solvent interactions55 • Although there seem to be a correlation 
between the strength of solvent-solute interactions and the extent of augmentation, 
unidentified characteristics contributed to the observed behaviour. 
2.4 Applications of Supercritical Fluids 
There are many different areas supercritical fluid can be used, such as extraction, 
photochemistry, chromatography, food and pharmaceutical chemistry and many 
. more. As supercritical fluids are being investigated to replace organic solvents as 
they are more environmentally friendly. 
2.4.1 Supercritical Fluid Extraction 
Supercritical fluid extraction can be used in almost every area of chemical industry, 
pharmaceuticals, foods, natural products, bio molecules, pesticides, fuels and 
polymer additives 56-60. Supercritical carbon dioxide is used regularly in extraction 
processes as it is non toxic and non flammable which lead to it being approved by 
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for uses within the food and 
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phannaceutical industries. Some of the most common extraction process using 
supercritical carbon dioxide in industry is the extraction of caffeine from coffee 61, 
the extraction of hops for beer production and the extraction of nicotine from 
tobacco. 
Extractor 
Vessel 
Pressure 
Reduction 
Valve 
Compressor 
Separator 
Figure 2.4: Schematic diagram of a simplified supercritical fluid 
extraction process 56. 
The supercritical fluid extraction process involves placing the mixture into an 
extraction vessel. Carbon dioxide is then heated and compressed passed its critical 
point. Then a pressure reduction valve is opened to begin the carbon dioxide flow. 
Part of the mixture will be dissolved into the carbon dioxide and carried off into a 
\ 
separator. In the separator the temperature and pressure is reduced and therefore the 
solvating power of the carbon dioxide is reduced. Everything dissolved in the 
carbon dioxide begins to precipitate out and is collected. The carbon dioxide is then 
recompressed and heated to be recycled back through the system 56. 
As supercritical fluids require high pressures; novel high pressure systems have 
been designed and built, which has to allow a,continuous flow of a supercritical 
fluid solution through high pressure spectroscopic cells57• The equipment enables 
. the production of the supercritical fluid and then the mixing with the modifiers. 
Supercritical fluids are normally used in conjunction with a modifier and have been 
found that modified supercritical carbon dioxide as a suitable reaction media for 
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photochemical reactions. This was investigated by looking at the triplet-triple 
energy transfer between anthracene and azulene as well as between benzophenone 
and naphthalene. The results showed that in modified supercritical carbon dioxide 
energy transfer proceeds at a greater fraction of the diffusion-controlled rate 
constant than in the pure modifier solution 58. 
Supercritical xenon has also been used in photochemistry, where it is being used is 
. looking at the singlet state of oxygen. It has been found that the relative lifetime of 
the singlet sate is shorter in supercritical xenon than in other solvents, this is due to 
the heavy atom quenching of the singlet state by the xenon atom 64.65. 
2.4.2 Dry Cleaning 
Carbon dioxide can be used as substitute for the dry-cleaning solvents currently 
used. These solvents are potentially toxic and environmentally harmful. The most 
commonly used dry-cleaning solvent, perchloroethylene (PER), is suspected to be 
carcinogenic. Carbon dioxide (C02) is a viable alternative for these solvents. 
Carbon dioxide is non-toxic, non-flammable, ecologically sound, and available on a· 
large scale. Therefore, it can serve as a permanent alternative for hydrocarbon 
solvents. An additional advantage of using C02 is that the fabrics will be dry after 
washing, because the carbon dioxide evaporates from the fabrics during 
depressurization of the cleaning-vessel. Therefore, no additional drying step is 
needed; in addition it is non-toxic, non-flammable, ecologically sound, and 
available on a large scale. A disadvantage of C02 is its limited ability to dissolve 
polar molecules. However, the characteristics of C02 can be modified by the 
addition of miscible, polar compounds; these are called co solvents. In supercritical 
fluid extraction, short chain alcohols, for example methanol66 and ethanol67•68 are 
often used as co-solvent. 
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Chapter 3 
Singlet Molecular Oxygen 
3.0 Singlet Molecular Oxygen 
3.1 Introduction 
Oxygen is unique among homonuclear diatomic molecules, in that its ground state 
has two unpaired 'p' electrons, i.e. it is paramagnetic. In the ground state the lowest 
energy configuration corresponds to the presence of the two electrons in degenerate 
1tg * (anti bonding) molecular orbitals. Since the electrons are of the same spin the 
ground state has triplet multiplicity denoted by the spectroscopic symbol 31:g or 
e1:g) and has zero angular momentum about the internuclear axis. It exists a~ a 
. triplet in its ground state and quenching of excited states by molecular oxygen 
produce the excited singlet states of ~xygen, lLg+ and l~g, which lie 158 kJmor1 and 
94 kJmorl, respectively, above the 3Lg' ground state; there are two possible 
configurations of the electrons in the 1tg *; 
• The electrons are spin paired in the same orbital leading to a doubly 
degenerate state, 1 ~g. 
• The electrons are spin paired in different orbitals leading to a singly 
degenerate state, 11:t. 
Whilst the lLg+ is often formed initially, electronic to vibrational energy transfer 
swiftly occurs to deactivate this state to the metastable and highly reactive l~g state, 
which is the vigorous species in many important photo-processes and which is more 
commonly known as singlet oxygen. The lifetime of the 1 tl.g state is prolonged and 
therefore reactivity of singlet oxygen is observed almost entirely from this state. 
Owing to the forbidden nature of intersystem crossing linked with absorption, 
transitions are seldom seen by direct excitation, but are seen by energy transfer from 
both triplet and singlet excited states of other molecules. With the exception of the 
first two degenerate antibonding 1tx and 1ty orbitals, all molecular orbitals are doubly 
occupied. 
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Figure 3.1: Energy pattern for homonucIear diatomic molecular oxygen 
From the eight electrons in the oxygen, it is only the six electrons found in 11: orbitals 
that are of interest. Four of these electrons fill the degenerate bonding 1I:x and 1I:y 
orbitals and two electrons half fill the degenerate anti bonding 11:*, and 11:* y orbitals. 
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2py,2pz 
2s 
ls 
The two electrons in the ground state occupy different orbitals to yield a 3~g state1• It 
is the arrangement of the two electrons in the antibonding 7t orbitals that determine 
which of the three low lying states shown in Figure 3.3 is produced. 
The electrons in the ground state occupy different orbitals to yield a 3~g - state2• 
3~ -g 
i 
n* x 
i 
n*y 
The two electrons in the l~g + state are paired and also occupy different orbitals; 
1~ + g 
r 
n*x 
Analysis of the orbital wave function indicates that both electrons are spin paired in 
the same orbital for the 18g state, this component is responsible for the interesting 
reactivity of singlet oxygen, represented by; 
1~ + 
g n* y 
The other component of the 18g state can be represented by; 
l~ -g 
The electron occupancy of the ground state and lower excited singlet states are 
shown in Figure 3.2. 
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a) 31;g' triplet ground state b )l1;g + singlet excited 
c) 18,g singlet excited 
Figure 3.2: Occupation of molecular orbitals in ground state and tbe two lowest 
excited states of oxygen 
The radiative lifetime of singlet oxygen 18,g in the gas phase is - 64mins and the 
lifetime <if lEt is - 10 sec, but in solution the lifetime of the 18,g is considerably 
shorter, this is due to the interaction of the solvent2 and also due to the energy 
transfer to the ground state of the sensitiser as the energy of the triplet state of the 
sensitiser is lower than the excited state of singlet oxygen. As a result of high 
energy laser excitation it is possible to produce lifetimes which are shorter than 
expected, due to multi photon processes producing species which can quench singlet 
oxygen. Collisions with other molecules can shorten lifetime in two ways: 
• by inducing an electric dipole transition at the same wavelength 
• by inducing a radiationless transition to the ground state 
3.2 The Lifetime of Singlet Oxygen 
Although the electronic transitions 18,g _ 3Eg' and 11;g+ _ 3Eg' are highly 
forbidden, but isolated molecules of oxygen in the 18,g state spontaneously undergo 
a transition to the ground state, principally through the transition: 
3.1 
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3.3 Production of Singlet oxygen 
a) Chemical Generation: Some of the chemical reactions used in the generation of 
singlet oxygen (I ~g) are: 
. i) Decomposition of hydrogen peroxide, caused by reaction of hydrogen 
peroxide with the hyperchlorite anion or hyperbromite anion3 
3.2 
ii) Reaction of potassium superoxide with hypochlorite 
iii) Thermal decomposition of the ozonide of triphenyl phosphite 
b) Microwave Generation I Gas Phase Discharge 
Radiofrequency discharge tubes have been utilised as a convenient source of singlet 
oxygen, for spectroscopic studies. When an electric discharge, most commonly 
microwave radiation is passed through oxygen gas in a gaseous flow system, singlet 
molecular oxygen (I~g and I~g+), atoms and ozone are produced, which can be 
removed via reaction with mercury vapour, when the merging gases are bubbled 
through solutions containing oxidizable substrates, the singlet oxygen l~g + state is 
rapidly quenched to give the singlet oxygen 1 ~g state4• 
c) Photosensitization 
The production of singlet oxygen via photosensitisation involves the following 
steps: 
1) Absorption of light by the photosensitiser itself 
2) Formation of the sensitiser triplet state 
3) Trapping of the triplet state by molecular oxygen within its lifetime 
4) Energy transfer from the sensitiser to molecular oxygen 
Quenching of the excited singlet state SI by ground state oxygen may give rise to 
the first triplet state TI, which may then itself be quenched by ground state oxygen 
and produce singlet oxygens. 
d) Sensitised Production by Pulsed Radiolysis 
Passing a high energy electron beam through liquid benzene produces excited states 
in high yield. Since the lifetimes of singlet and triplet states of benzene are only of 
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the order of a few nanoseconds, quenching by dissolved oxygen produces little 
singlet oxygen. However, in the presence of a triplet energy acceptor,. e.g. 
naphthalene, energy transfer occurs from triplet benzene to produce triplet 
naphthalene, this is in turn quenched by oxygen, producing singlet oxygen. 
e) Direct Absorption by O2 e~) 
This method is less frequently utilised to sensitise singlet oxygen also known as 
dimol emission. . 
3.3 
Generation of singlet oxygen is achieved by irradiation with a Nd:YAG laser of 
Freon solutions subjected to high pressures of oxygen using the simultaneous 
transition of oxygen. 
3.4 Singlet Molecular Oxygen Detection 
3.4.1 Time Resolved Infra-Red Luminescence 
There are two possible approaches to utilising phosphorescence of singlet oxygen as 
a detection method: 
• Pulsed excitation of the solution of interest. 
• Steady-state illumination and detection. 
IR luminescence can be measured and monitored at -1270 nm to determine the 
lifetime of singlet oxygen in most solvents. Following pulsed excitation the 
logarithm of phosphorescence intensity is plotted as a function of time and the slope 
gives the decay rate constant or data is fitted to a single exponential. The measured 
rate constant will be the sum of the intrinsic rate constant for deactivation in that 
particular solvent, k.:t, and any bimolecular quenching rate constants, kq, multiplied 
by quencher concentration, [Q]. 
k"bs = k.:t + kq [Q] 3.4 
Steady state phosphorescence measurements have also been employed to determine 
quenching constants using the Stem-Volmer equation; 
~=1+ kq[Q] 
I kd 3.5 
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By measuring the steady state phosphorescence intensity I, as a function of 
quencher concentration. 
3.4.1 Thermal Lensing 
Thermallensing is a technique that determines the alteration in the refractive index 
of a medium as a result of the temperature rise in the path of a laser beam absorbed 
by the medium which is ideal for probing the decay rates of excited states, which do 
not have favourable spectroscopic properties for using conventional absorption or 
emission techniques. The absorption of energy in a laser pulse' gives rise to local 
temperature changes in gases and liquids. This local heating effect leads to a change 
in density and refractive index, which causes the system to act as a diverging lens. 
Non-radiative transitions from excited states release energy, which cause these local 
heating effects. Time resolved thermallensing due to this release of energy could be 
used to measure lifetimes of singlet oxygen in the range 0.1 to 100 Its, by probing 
with a another continuous laser source, which is deflected by the thermal lens. The 
dynamic range of time resolved thermallensing is determined by two factors; the 
acoustic transit time of the heat across the laser beam, determined by the velocity of 
sound in the medium, and the thermal recovery time of the medium. Time resolved 
thermallensing could also be used to measure quantum yields of singlet oxygen and 
in addition the time profile of heat generation could be used to yield the lifetime of 
singlet oxygen13 
3.5 Singlet Oxygen Applications 
Ground state molecular oxygen is well known to be highly reactive and essential to 
life. However, e~cited states of oxygen have been found to be involved in 
photo~ensitised oxidations, photodynamic inactivation of viruses and cells6, photo-
carcinogenesis? and in the photo-degradation of dyes and polymers. The following 
, are some of the processes mediated by singlet oxygen: 
3.5.1 Photodynamic therapy 
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a potential method used in the treatment of cancer6• 
? through the use of drugs (photosensitisers) that are activated by light. It is used in 
conjunction with chemotherapy for treatment of malignant tumours and involves 
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utilising the interaction of an inert dye, light and oxygen. The most widely used 
drugs are a water soluble red powder consisting of a mixture of metal-free 
porphyrins 7-8. 
3.5.2 Photo haemolysis 
Photohaemolysis refers to the opening of red blood cell (RBC) membranes and 
release of haemoglobin, induced by exposure to light9-1O• Exposure of animals to 
sunlight after ingestion of plants containing the natural pigment hypericin (HY) 
leads to inflammation, ulceration, and infection, and in severe cases, convulsions 
and death. Studies have shown that photohaemolysis by hypericin is indicated by 
singlet oxygen. 
3.5.3 Atmospheric pollution 
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (P AHs) are a class of organic pollutants released 
in the 'atmosphere by natural sources, (e.g. volcanoes) and many types of man-made 
sources, (e.g. automobile exhausts) and absorb sunlight in the UV -A region (320-
400 nm). Singlet, oxygen generated in the lower atmosphere by the action of 
sunlight on PAHs may be involved in causing atmospheric pollution and smog l1 • 
Production of 102 e Llg) by photosensitisation is favourable owing to the high triplet 
yields and long lifetimes of the triplet states. In addition to the direct reactions of 
singlet oxygen with biological substrates, PAHs react with 102 e Llg) to fom 
unstable dioxetanes and endoperoxides which are potential candidates for biological 
damagel2• 
3.7 Deactivation of Singlet Oxygen 
Deactivation of singlet oxygen 102 e Llg) in solution may occur using radiative or 
non-radiative transitions to the triplet ground state, or using quenching of the singlet 
excited state. 
i) Radiative Decay 
Radiative decay of singlet oxygen involves emission from the excited state to the 
triplet ground state. 
3.6 
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The decay of singlet oxygen is known to be signifkantly affected by the nature of 
the solvent in which it is dissolved 13 
ii) Non·Radiative Decay 
Is a pathway which is highly dependent upon the molecular structure of the solvent, 
· the transition being forbidden due to the dielectric dipole. The radiative lifetime 
may be as long as 64 minutes in the gas phasel4. 
Hi) Quenching 
Deactivation of singlet oxygen can be accomplished by either physkal or chemical 
quenching. In both cases similar intermediates may be involved in the reaction or 
quenching paths. 
3.8 Chemical quenching processes 
Chemical quenching of singlet oxygen involves reaction of singlet oxygen with 
substrate molecules to form an oxidised chemical species; this can be through 
autooxidation, or dye sensitised photooxidation of a substrate. 
3.9 Physical quenching processes 
There are a number of mechanisms for the physical quenching of singlet molecular 
oxygen which are as detailed below: 
• Quenching by Solvent 
The greater the solvent absorption at 7880cm·1 (1270nm), the shorter the singlet 
· oxygen lifetime although it is known that the lifetime of singlet oxygen varies 
considerably with solvene, indicating that direct conversion of the singlet oxygen 
electronic excitation energy into vibrational energy in the solvent, is a dominant 
factor in determining the rate of decay. The lifetime of singlet oxygen varies 
considerably with solvent, whkh indicates that direct conversion of the singlet 
· oxygen electronic excitation energy into vibrational energy, in the solvent, is a 
dominant factor in determining the rate of decay. Consequently in solvents that 
possess combination bands which have appreciable absorption in this region, such 
as water, hydrocarbons and alcohols, the singlet oxygen lifetime is very short, being 
approximately a few tens of microseconds. 
S9 
In solvents such as freons and perdeuterated solvents, the positions of the infra-red 
absorption frequencies do not facilitate such energy transfer and therefore singlet 
oxygen lifetimes are longer, ranging from hundreds of microseconds to 
milliseconds. However, theories which only consider the infra-red properties of the 
solvent are not very successful at predicting the singlet oxygen lifetime in a given 
solvent. Hence, other solvent properties must be considered. 
• Charge Transfer Quenching 
This reaction involves interaction between the electron, deficient singlet oxygen 
molecules with electron donors to give a charge transfer complex. 
3.7 
There have been shown to be correlations between the rate constant~ for physical 
quenching of singlet oxygen and the ionisation potential of a number of aliphatic 
and aromatic amines, giving further support to the partial charge transfer proposal IS. 
There are two factors which detennine the rate constants for quenching by amines: 
one is the ionisation energy, the quenching rate increasing with decreasing 
ionisation potential supporting the charge transfer mechanism, the other is steric 
factors, and the quenching rate is seen to decrease with increasing steric hindrance 
to the amino nitrogen15• 
• Quenching by Energy Transfer 
The absorbed energy which is released by an excited molecule can be quenched 
through transfer of the excitation energy to another molecule. The quenching of 
singlet oxygen in fluid media via the energy transfer mechanism has been 
documented for a number of compounds, this mechanism of quenching is the 
reverse of the reaction by which singlet oxygen is fonned, which involves fonnation 
of triplet quencher and ground state oxygen as shown below 
3.8 
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3.10 Electron Transfer Quenching Mechanisms 
Electron Transfer Quenching Mechanisms are divided in two:' 
• Quenching Via Encounter Complexes: Excitation of the sensitiser usually 
takes place before formation of the encounter complex. In this case transfer 
of the electron occurs during the lifetime of the collision complex, the 
charge transfer species which is immediately formed is known as a "contact 
ion pair" (CIP). The. collision complex can separate slightly, undergo 
electron transfer, and generate a "solvent separated ion pair" (SSIP), 
subsequently solvent molecules rapidly stabilise contact ion pairs and 
solvated ion pairs. Thus a contact ion pair may be separated by a solvent 
molecule and be converted into a solvent separated ion pair and conversely a 
solvent separated ion pair may convert to a contact ion pair16. 
• Quenching via Exciplexes: The term exciplex refers to an excited state 
complex formed by the combination of two non-identical moieties, atoms or 
molecules in the excited state . Exciplexes are characterised by strong 
binding energies, partial charge transfer on each reactant molecule, and large 
dipole moments, which reflect the degree of charge transfer17• An encounter 
complex can rapidly form an intermediate, if the interaction between the 
reactants is strong before proceeding to products, which may have a 
sufficiently long lifetime to undergo light emission. Such intermediates are 
termed exciplexes. 
3.11 Quenching by Ground State Oxygen 
Molecular oxygen is an efficient quencher of electronically excited states and in 
most cases quenching by oxygen is so efficient that the reaction rate is believed to 
be diffusion limited. When quenching of an excited state takes place, excitation 
energy may be transferred to oxygen, resulting in the formation of the first excited 
singlet state of the oxygen molecule; the second may be generated initially 
depending on the energy of the donor. The literature reported quenching rate 
constants vary significantly from compound to compound19-23• 
Quenching of singlet states of molecules can occur if the excited singlet lifetime is 
sufficiently long or a high concentration of oxygen is present. Quenching occurs by 
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collisional spin allowed energy transfer generating singlet oxygen, if the energy gap 
between singlet and triplet states in the donor is large enough18. 
3.9 
Which is followed by spin allowed catalysed intersystem crossing; 
3.10 
In the case of quenching of triplets, quenching occurs either by collisional spin 
allowed energy transfero; 
3.11 
or by spin allowed catalysed intersystem crossing; 
3.12 
3.11.1 Diffusion Controlled Reactions 
Encounters between reactants in solution occur in a different manner from 
encounters in gases. Reactant molecules need to make their way through the solvent 
and as a result their encounter frequency is considerably less than in a gas24. 
Consider the following bimolecular reaction; 
kdiff 
k -diff 
[A ---B 1 p 3.13 A + B 
The reaction can be considered in terms of the formation and dissociation of an . 
encounter complex. If the rate of formation of products is greater than the 
dissociation of the encounter complex, kp » k.diff, the reaction is fully diffusion 
controlled and kobs = kruff. Conversely, where rate of dissociation of the en~ounter 
complex is greater than the rate of formation of products, k.diff» kp, the reaction is 
considered to be in the pre-equilibrium region. 
If a reaction is diffusion controlled the rate of reaction cannot exceed the rate the 
molecules can diffuse together to react. Therefore the reaction is determined solely 
by the rate of encounter and is limited by the rate of diffusion. 
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It is often claimed that a quenching reaction is diffusion controlled if the rate 
constant exceeds a value of approximately 1010 I m~r1 s'l, or sometimes even a 
value smaller than this. It is important that a clear distinction is made between fully 
diffusion-controlled reactions and nearly diffusion controlled reactions, since in the 
latter case the quenching efficiency is less than unity. Quenching of excited states of 
many organic molecules by oxygen is considered to be diffusion controlled, to 
determine the fraction that is diffusion controlled it is necessary to consider the spin 
statistics. 
3.11.2 Singlet Excited States Interaction with Ground State Oxygen 
The most extensive studies in conventional solvents have been carried out on 
excited singlet state interactions of aromatic hydrocarbons with ground· state 
molecular oxygen25•28• Experimental rate constants for a large number of molecules 
have been obtained from Stem-Volmer plots of the effect of oxygen concentration 
on the fluorescence intensity, and by measuring the fluorescence lifetimes in the 
absence and presence of oxygen. Singlet excited state lifetime measUrements have 
been found to yield quenching rate constants, kq s, which are shown to be diffusion 
controlled25• 27.28. The quenching rate constants of the SI state in non-viscous 
solverits have been reported to be of the order of 1010 mol r 1 S·I, close to the rate 
constant for diffusion control, calculated by the Debye equation29 
3.13 
However, this expression has often faild in experiments where a change in 
temperature and solvent results in a change in viscosity. Furthermore may also be 
inappropriate for oxygen since assumptions are made about the molecular radii. 
High pressure studies have clearly demonstrated that fluorescence quenching by 
oxygen of the SI state of a number of meso-substituted anthracene derivatives is 
diffusion controlled iri nature, from the pressure induced solvent viscosity 
dependence at constant temperature27•28• Okamoto studied the fluorescence 
quenching of 9, lO-dicyanoanthracene (DCNA) by oxygen, in liquid and 
supercritical carbon dioxide at 25°C and 35°C respectively as a function of 
pressure25• The quenching rate was found to below diffusion control and increased 
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with increasing pressure in both systems. The plots of lnkq against pressure were 
approximately linear in liquid C02. whereas in supercritical CO2 quenching rates 
increased rapidly in the lower pressure region and monotonically with further 
increases in pressure: In an earlier study Okamoto and co-workers26 investigated 
quenching of another derivative of anthracene, 9-dimethylanthracene (DMEA), and 
found it to be nearly diffusion controlled and to possess a positive activation 
volume. The quenching rate constant for DCNA was reported to be significantly 
smaller than that for DMEA. They explained this in terms of the electronic nature of 
the substituents, since DCNA has an electron withdrawing group and DMEA has an 
electron donating group. 
Studies27 on the effect of pressure on quenching of the SI state of pyrene in non-
polar solvents found that the rate constant for quenching kq s, decreased significantly 
with increasing pressure due to increasing viscosity. Hence it was thought that the 
quenching by oxygen may involve an encounter complex pair I(M02)*, with singlet 
spin multiplicity, Scheme 3.5. 
Scheme 3.5: Formation of an encounter complex of singlet multiplicity during singlet 
state quenching by oxygen 
3.11.3 Triplet Excited State Interaction with Ground State Oxygen . 
In what is widely regarded as the seminal work in this field, Porter and co-workers 
reported on the mechanism of oxygen quenching of electronic excited states of 
aromatic hydrocarbons30.31 . They demonstrated the importance of spin statistical 
factors in the quenching of triplet states by oxygen. 
Essentially the spin states of the donor and acceptor can be combined in any way to 
give those of products provided there is no change in total spin32. 
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· Porter and Kearns30• 33 initially investigated the quenching mechanism of aromatic 
hydrocarbons, Algar and Stevens34 proposed the spin statistics for triplet state 
quenching by molecular oxygen, Scheme 3.6. 
1 [S---OiJ* ket 
3 [S---OiJ* 
5 [S---OiJ* 
Scheme 3.6: Different pathways for triplet state quenching by oxygen 
Where ket and kisc denote; the rate of formation of products via energy transfer and 
intersystem crossing respectively, and kJ. k2 and k3 are all the same. 
According to the spin statistical factors, two interacting triplets give rise to nine 
possible encounter complexes; five quintet states, three triplet states and one singlet 
state, all of equal probability. If all three steps were occurring then the quenching 
constant would be equal to the diffusion constant. 
For triplet-triplet encounters there are no spin allowed products for a quintet state, 
therefore the maximum rate constant is 4/9 of the diffusion controlled value (route 1 
and 2 respectively). Of the two possibilities energy transfer to oxygen (route 1) is 
more favourable, because it is spin allowed and paramagnetically induced. The 
formation of products from the triplet state (route 2) is spin allowed but has poor 
Franck-Condon factors; hence this route is rendered less favourable. 
Aromatic hydrocarbons with Iow triplet energy, ~,between 30 and 42 kcal mOrI, 
showed that the rate constant for triplet quenching (kq T) was limited to 
approximately one ninth of the diff~sion controlled rate constant 30-31 and the 
quenching of tripl~t states with high triplet energies, where ET > 42 kcal mOrI, gave 
rate constants which were less than· 1/9kruff. Such observations led to the suggestion 
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that kq T reflected quenching solely via route one, Scheme 3.6, and was therefore 
limit~d to a maximum value of 1/9 kmff. 
Deviations to lower values were considered to arise as a consequence of both 
decreasing Frank-Condon factors with increasing triplet energy and hydrocarbon 
dependent symmetry factors that effectively decreased the relative magnitude of kl 
with respect to k./O.33. Quenching via the triplet encounter complex was predicted 
to be negligible due to the highly unfavourable Franck-Condon factors for the more 
exothermic process, giving ground state products leading to k.2 » kl4. The fact 
that kq T was experimentally limited to 1/9 kmff confirmed the lack of involvement of 
route 2 Scheme 3.6, at room temperature. 
Studies have shown that rate constant~35. which were greater than 1/9 kmff' and in 
some cases which approached 4/9 kmff' could be explained in terms of both singlet 
and triplet encounter complexes decaying efficiently to form products. 
The encounter complex in this study involves high energy triplet states of carbonyl 
and amine molecules with oxygen having a degree of charge-transfer character. The 
charge transfer state lies at lower energies than the locally excited triplet states, in 
which case processes one and two in Scheme 3.6 may involve transitions to these 
states. The scheme proposed in the study, which includes inter-system crossing 
between charge transfer states of singlet and triplet multiplicity is shown in Scheme 
3.7. 
. %~ . 
3M' + O2 e~g-) ~ '(M· ... 0 2) 4 ~1(M+ O£) ~ \M O2)' _ M + O2' (3~g,'~) 
k.diff 
"3kdiff 
k~ i 1 k,sc 
3M' + O2 e~g') 4 ~ 3(M· ... 0 2) 4 ~ 3(M+ O£) _ M + O2 e~g-) 
k.diff 
Scheme 3.7: Spin statistical mechanism involving inter.system crossing between charge 
transfer states 
Generally, because the application of high pressure can significantly change solvent 
viscosity without having to change temperature or solvent, studies performed at 
high pressures provide information for quenching with nearly and fully diffusion 
controlled rate constants. Systems with high36 kq Tat 0.1 MPa, reported the rate of 
quenching decreased monotonically with increasing pressure, whereas for those 
with lower kqT at O.IMPa, the pressure dependence of kqT showed a maximum. 
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They found that the triplet energy dependence of kq of decreases a~ pressure increases 
and found kq T to be almost independent of triplet energy at higher pressures 2: 400 
MPa. 
3.12 Singlet Oxygen Quantum Yields 
The quantum yield of sensitized production of singlet oxygen <l>A is given by the 
sum of the contributions arising from oxygen quenching of the lowest excited 
singlet state (SI) and the lowest excited triplet state (TI) of the sensitiser; 
3.14 
Singlet oxygen is thus produced with varying efficiency due to quenching of both 
triplet and singlet states. The quantum yields of production of singlet oxygen e.1.g) 
have been reported for a number of compounds in a variety of solvents37-4o• I 
Rate constants for quenching of singlet, kq s. and triplet states kq T, by oxygen and the 
fraction of triplet states quenched which produce singlet oxygen, f/: have been 
shown to depend on several factors including; excited state energy, nature of the 
excited state, redox potential of the excited state and nature of the solvent3O.41-44. 
There has been considerable recent interest in the factors which determine oxygen 
quenching of excited states and the efficiency of formation thereby of singlet 
oxygen41-44. However, despite recent interest over the last few decades, the 
mechanism by which oxygen quenches the excited states of organic molecules 
remains poorly understood40-43. It is well known that singlet oxygen e .1.g) is 
frequently produced as a consequence of these quenching interactions. However, it 
is abundantly clear that the yield of singlet oxygen and the quenching rate constants 
vary considerably depending on the nature of the excited state being quenched and 
on the solvent or micro-environment40-s3• 
Studies have shown that oxygen quenching of the lowestS6 excited singlet state of 
eight ~omatic hydrocarbons induces intersystem crossing with high yield in 
toluene, they found that this yield drops when acetonitrile is used as a solvent. The 
fraction of singlet states quenched by oxygen which yield triplet states, with or 
without singlet oxygen production, fr02, was found to be ;:: 0.9 i)1 all cases in 
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toluene, but decreased to give values in the range of 0.55 to 0.9 in the polar solvent 
acetonitrile. 
The fraction of excited triplet states arising due to oxygen quenching of the excited 
singlet states of nine aromatic hydrocarbons were measured in acetonitrile and· 
values were reported to be between 0.36 and 1.047, whilst another study measured 
/T02 values for anthracene and eight of its derivatives, which were found to vary 
from approximately 0.6 to 1.0 in acetonitrile43 ; however in cyclohexane these same 
derivatives had /T02 values of unitll • The quenching of various aromatic 
hydrocarbons in a variety of solvents was investigated49 which reported mixed first 
and second order decay kinetics of singlet oxygen, as a result of the oxygen 
quenching of certain aromatic triplet ketones. The second order contribution was 
thought to have been as a result of a bimolecular reaction between singlet oxygen 
and a long lived species, formed due to oxygen quenching. Low values were 
obtained for the efficiency of singlet oxygen generation which could be due to 
competition between formation of singlet oxygen and a biradical species (Figure 
3.7), as a result of branching of the singlet encounter complex. 
R o· 
RXO-O' 
. Figure 3.7: Diagram of biradical species 
Such a biradical species, of unspecified multiplicity, was originally proposed by 
Quinkert as an intermediate in the light induced oxidation of methanone52• 
The factors liffecting the efficiency of singlet oxygen production were elucidated by 
studying oxygen quenching of a range" of meso-substituted anthracenes in 
cyclohexane51 , and Singlet oxygen production efficiency from the singlet state 
ranged from zero to unity. However, singlet oxygen production from the triplet state 
was found to be unity in all cases. This observation was explained in terms of 
dependency of the efficiency of formation on the triplet encounter complex 
\T2 ••• 3L). They postulated that the complex dissociates to give ground state oxygen 
and the T 2 state of the separated anthracene derivative, which dissipates its excess 
energy by internal conversion to the T 1 state, the dissociation of the \T I ... 3L ) 
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complex subsequently produces singlet oxygen. They also reported values for a 
range of substituted biphenyls21, 51 and naphthalenes52 in acetonitrile, benzene and 
cyclohexane. The ft. T values showed pronounced sensitivity to the oxidation 
potential of the derivatives and to solvent polarity. An increase in polarity and in 
oxidation potential of the derivative resulted in an increase in the quenching rate. 
\ 
Studies53 of the rate constants for formation of the I~g, Ikg+ and 3kg- states of 
molecular oxygen for a series of nine, benzophenones of varying oxidation potential, 
showed almost constant triplet energy. Weaker charge transfer effects were 
observed for TI (n, n*) benzophenones compared to those obtained for TI (n, n*) 
biphenyls:' Quenching of TI (n, n*) and TI (n, n*) sensitisers were proposed to 
proceed via two different channels, each capable of producing the three lowest lying 
states of molecular oxygen53, Scheme 3.8. 
kwff nCT peT 
1,3,5 (TI 3k ) 
Scheme 3.8: Schematic to illustrate the different pathways for partial and non 
charge transfer quenching 
The effect of heavy atom-containing sensitisers on the singlet oxygen generation 
efficiency was investigated and it was found that in the case of n,n" triplets 
(tetrahalo-p-benzoquinones and haloanthracences), introduction of heavy atoms had 
practically no influence on the singlet oxygen generation efficiencY4. However, for 
n,n" triplets (haloacetophenone), the St. values decreased sharply with increasing 
number of heavy atoms, due to the intersystem crossing between singlet and triplet 
states in an encounter complex. This assumption was based due to the n,n' triplet 
sensitisers intersystem crossing from the triplet state to the singlet state of the' 
encounter complex with oxygen, being faster than dissociation of the triplet 
encounter complex to ground state sensitiser and o~ygen, 3kg-, 
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A further study of the solvent effects on the singlet oxygen quantum yield55 reported 
that for carbonyls, the quenching rate constant and singlet oxygen generation 
efficiencies are independent of polarity and viscosity of the solvent, with few 
exceptions, and therefore the assumption that kq T - 1/9 kmff for estimating quenching' 
by the energy transfer mechanism does. not hold. However, singlet oxygen 
efficiencies did increase in alcohols; they explained this trend in terms of specific 
solvation of the triplet carbonyls by alcohols, which resulted in a decrease in the 
deactivation rate constant of the triplet encounter complex to the ground state, and 
an increase in the contribution of energy transfer to quenching56-58• 
Worrall and Abdel-Shafi59 reported rate constants for quenching by molecular 
oxygen of excited singlet and triplet states, kS q and kTq , respectively, of some 
aromatic hydrocarbons in acetonitrile. The fraction of excited singlet states 
quenched by oxygen; which result in triplet states, fST , are in the range of 0.25-
0.85. and the efficiencies of singlet oxygen production during oxygen quenching of 
the excited singlet and triplet states,js", andfTi, respectively, were also measured. 
Values of f s'" were shown to be 0.28±O.05 for 1,2;5,6-dibenzanthracene, pyrene, 
fluoranthene, 1,11- benzoperlyene and perlyene while values offT", cover the range 
of 0.25-1.0. Additionally recent studies59 have shown that the photosensitized 
generation and subsequent decay of singlet oxygen in supercritical fluid xenon; as a 
. function of pressure and temperature found that the rate constant for quenching of 
singlet oxygen by ground state oxygen, kq 0 , increases as the pressure increases and 
decreases as the temperature increases. At 298 K, the value of kq 0 increases from 
(1.27 to 1.76)x103 dm3 morl S-I as the pressure increases from 9.8 to 39.2 MPa; at 
355 K the values of kqO drop to 6.2x102 and 1.54xl03 dm3 morl S-I at these same 
pressures. It has also been found that the fractional contribution of the oxygen 
quenching to the overall singlet oxygen decay rate increases with increasing 
pressure, although showing greater variations at high temperatures, and decreases 
with increasing temperature. 
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Chapter 4 
Experimental 
I 
! 
4.0 Experimental 
4.1 Compounds and Solvents 
3-Methyl-riboflavin-tetra acetate (3 TARF)!, Iso-6,7-riboflavin (lR), 3-benzyl 
riboflavin (BR)! and Lumiflavin (Lf)!, 6,9 Mall (6,9-methyl alloxazines) are samples 
donated by Prof. Marek Sikorski Adam Mickiewicz University in Poland. Anthracene 
(Aldrich, <99%), 9-methylanthracene (Aldrich <99%), 9,1O-dichloroanthracene 
(Aldrich <99%), cyanoanthracene (Aldrich <99%), Naphthalene (Aldrich <99%), 
Benzophenone (Aldrich<99%), 5-hydroxy-I-4-naphthoquinone (Aldrich), 1,5-
dihydroxynaphthalene (Aldrich 97%), Methylene Blue (Aldrich), Tris (2,2-bipyridyl) 
ruthenium 11 chloride hexahydrate, Rose Bengal (Aldrich<90%), . 
Acetonitrile (Aldrich HPLC grade <99%), Methanol (Aldrich HPLC grade <99%), 
Ethanol (Aldrich grade <99%), Distilled Water, Cyclohexane (Aldrich grade <99%), 
Bromobenzene (Aldrich grade <99%), l-iodopropane (Aldrich grade <99%), Hexane 
(Aldrich HPLC grade<99%), carbon dioxide (BOC), oxygen (BOC) . 
• 
4.2 Ground State Absorption 
Absorption spectra of all ground state samples were recorded using either an HP8453 
UV-Visible spectrophotometer or a Perkin-Elmet Lambda Bio 40 UV-Vis 
spectrophotometer. Samples were measured by using the solvent used to dissolve the 
compound in as a blank as the spectrum for Anthracene shown in figure 4.1. 
4.2.1 Ground State Absorption Spectra in SCF Cell 
All Ground state absorption spectra in the cell were recorded using ocean optics fibre 
and a 250 W xenon arc lamp as a continuous source. Methanol is initially introduced to 
the cell as the background measurement, pressurised to 50 MPa and the lamp intensity 
recorded. The lamp intensity profile is then recorded with the sample in the cell and 
absorbances were recorded. 
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Figure 4.1: Ground state absorption spectrum of [Anthracene] = 3.5 x 10.4 mol)"1 
4.3 Fluorescence Measurements 
Fluorescence measurements were made by using Spex F1uoromax Spectrofluorimeter. 
Samples were measured in solution and the Spectrofluorimeter was set to monitor at the 
required range of wavelength and all the values were recorded with the excitation 
wavelength of 355 nm, as shown in figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2: Fluorescence spectrum of Lumiflavin in acetonitrile between the ranges of 
330·700nm 
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4.4 Deoxygenation for laser flash photolysis 
All the samples were deoxygenated through nitrogen bubbling; this was done by 
transferring the solution into a cuvette and sealing the top by fitting a rubber septum. A 
tube is fitted with a needle to the nitrogen gas cylinder which allows it to be bubbled 
and another needle is placed on the rubber septum to allow displaced gases to escape. 
The solution is concentrated with nitrogen for approximately 15 mins, prior to 
measurements. 
4.5 Laser Flash Photolysis 
This is a powerful technique for studying qualitative and quantitative rapid reactions, 
triplet states, isomerisation reactions and to identify reactive intermediates in 
photochemical systems. Commonly, an intense excitable pulse of short duration from a 
laser or a flash lamp is used to produce a concentration of a transient species which can 
be monitored by measuring the changes in the amount of light transmitted. At a short 
, 
intervals of time after the generating pulse the system is analysed by observing 
emission or absorption characteristics. The decay or production of the transient 
absorption or emission at one particular wavelength is monitored or the absorption or 
emission spectrum of the transient is recorded at given times after the exciting pulse. 
This is achieved using a Lumonics Hyper HY200 Q-switched Nd:YAG laser with a 
pulse duration of 8 ns. The energy per pulse is approximately 7 mJ per pulse whilst the 
wavelength used for the photochemical investigations is achieved using the third 
harmonic at 355 mn of the fundamental laser wavelength at 1064 nm. The excitation 
energy was attenuated using solutions of sodium nitrite in water. The analysing beam 
was obtained from a 250 W xenon arc lamp (Optical Radiation Corporation). 
Appropriate filters of were used to cut off any unwanted wavelengths and neutral 
density filters were employed to reduce the intensity of the lamp beam. 
4.5.1 Time Resolved Flash Photolysis Measur~ments 
The Q-switched Lumonics HyperY AG HY200 (Lumonics) was used as the excitation 
source and the analysing light from the Xenon arc lamp was collected and focused into 
a monochromator and photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R928). An accelerating 
voltage was applied to the photomultiplier tube using a Fluke 415B high voltage power 
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supply, the signal from the multiplier was then transferred to a digital oscilloscope 
(Tektronics 2432A) and interfaced to the computer via an AT -GPIB interface card 
(National Instruments). The sequence and timing events of this system were controlled 
by a home built analogue delay generator which sends out a clock pulse every 1.65 ns, 
which triggers the computer and sets up two delays; one to trigger the opening of the 
shutters and the other to fire the laser. The computer enables the relevant shutters, ready 
to be triggered by the delay generator and arms the oscilloscope. The 1064 nm 
wavelength from the laser is set to trigger the oscilloscope by leakage through the end 
cavity mirror and is detected using a photodiode. On receipt of this signal the 
oscilloscope triggers, digitises and transfers the data from the photomultiplier to the 
computer where it is first displayed on the screen and then saved. The whole cycle 
takes less than 1.6 ns and is repeated on receiving the next clock pulse until the 
baseline; transient absorption, emission and top line are recorded. 
Topline: Neither of the shutters is open, this gives the signal with zero analysing light 
Baseline: The arc lamp shutter is open and the solution is monitored in an unexcited 
state without any scattered light 
Emission: The laser shutter is open but the arc lamp shutter is closed; this gives a trace 
of emission by the excited state and any scattered light. 
Absorption: Both the arc lamp and laser shutters are open; the arc lamp monitors the 
sample after the laser has excited it. This trace shows the absorption of the solution due 
to the excited species present. This trace may be negative which could be due to loss of 
ground state molecules that absorbs at this wavelength, or due to large emission by the 
excited state. 
4.6 Methods 
4.6.1 Fluorescence Quenching Measurements 
Lumiflavin (Lf) in acetonitrile was used as a standard, since the quantum yield of 
fluorescence was given as 0.161. Lf was dissolved in Acetonitrile to obtain an 
absorbance of :5 0.1 at 355 urn excitation wavelength and emission of around 365-600 
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~, the solution was then placed in a cuvette, sealed and degassed (see section 4.4) for 
approximately 15 mins. Fluorescence spectra of the compounds were then measured 
and integration measurements were then calculated using MicroCal Origin. 
3-Methyl-riboflavin-tetra acetate (3TARF), 3-benzyl riboflavin (BR) and iso-6,7-
riboflavin (IR), were dissolved in methanol and an increasing amoUllt of bromo benzene 
(quencher) was added to maintain an absorbance of :s 0.1 at the excitation wavelength 
of 355 nm, the solutions were then placed in a cuvette, sealed and degassed for 
approximately 15 minutes. UV ground state absorbances of the samples were then 
measured at the excitation of 355 nm and the fluorescence spectra recorded for the 
emission of 365 - 600 nm. Fluorescence spectra measurements of the samples were 
recorded in a similar way to the Lf in Acetonitrile and the areas under curve were 
obtained and recorded and values of fluorescence quenching were obtained using the 
Stem-Volmer equation as discussed in section 4.3.3 
4.6.2 Fluorescence Quantum yield measurements 
The samples were dissolved in different solvents to obtain an absorbance of:S 0.1 at 
355 nm, the solutions were then placed in a cuvette, sealed and degassed for 
approximately 15 mins. The fluorescence spectrum using an excitation wavelength of 
355 nm was then obtained and measurements of area under curve were then calculated 
using MicroCal origin programme. 
4.6.3 Determination of the Triplet-Triplet spectra 
Triplet triplet absorption spectra were obtained using'laser flash photolysis - see 
section 4.5. In some cases (with the Flavins) varying amounts of bromo benzene (BrBz) 
were added to the solutions in order to increase their triplet yield. The samples were 
placed in a cuvette and degassed for 15 mins. The triplet state was produced using a 
355 nm pulsed excitation from a frequency tripled LumoniCs HY200 Nd:YAG laser. 
Data was typically gathered over the wavelength range 350 nm - 600 nm. 
4.6.4 Determination of Triplet Quantum yields using Bromobenzene (BrBz) 
Anthracene and varying amounts of BrBz were placed in a cuvette and degassed. The 
anthracene triplet state was produced using a 355 nm pulsed excitation from a 
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sensitiser) was used as a standard and also used in the quantitative measurements of the 
relative amounts of fluorescence and of the' relative initial triplet state absorption using 
flash excitation in the presence and absence of bromobenzene as a quencher. 
Anthracene triplet-triplet absorption is around 420 nm which was chosen as the 
analysing wavelength. Flash excitatio~ of the anthracene ground state was achieved at 
355 nm laser excitation and the triplet-triplet absorption intensity measured. The 
amount of anthracene stock solution used was constant with increasing amounts of 
bromobenzene and the values recorded using the equation below: 
r.. = (DT F' 1)<I>T + 1 
F D OF T 
F' = Fluorescence intensity in the absence of a quencher 
F = Fluorescence intensity in the presence of a quencher 
DTO= Absorbance of the triplet state in the absence of a quencher 
DT = Absorbance of the triplet state in the presence of a quencher 
<l>T = Triplet quantum yield 
4.6.5 Fluorescence Lifetime measured using single Photon Counting 
, A single photon counting technique was used to measure fluoresc~nce decays using a 
Model 199 fluorescence decay time spectrometer (Edinburgh Instruments). Excitation 
of the samples was with a nitrogen filled flash lamp at 337nm. A solution of anthracene 
in methanol was placed in a cuvette as a reference, and the solution was then purged 
with nitrogen for 10 ntins and then placed on the holder of the photon counting and the 
counting was started. After the count of the reference has been done then the sample of 
the flavins solution was purged with nitrogen and placed on the holder and then the 
count was started. For oxygen quenching studies the samples were purged with the 
nitrogen and oxygen ratios. The photon counts obtained which are the electric pulses 
from the monochromator were then fed into a discrintinator and pulses with amplitudes 
higher than a given threshold value are counted. Photon Counting is a technique which 
is used to measure extremely low light fluxes; a flash lamp which uses nitrogen was 
used. Two photomultipliers were used to convert light into an i:lectrical signal and the 
photon which passes through the window of the (photo multiplier tube) PMT. 
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4.6.6 Sample Preparation for the SCF set np/system 
The apparatus used to prepare the supercritical fluid solutions has been described in 
detail elsewhere 2-5. C02 (BOC, 58 MPa) is liquefied by chilling to _5°C and the 
resulting liquid CO2 is then pumped using an HPLC pump (Jasco model PU-980) 
through stainless steel tubing into a home-built pressure cell. The tubing is heated to the 
desired temperature in a gas chromatograph oven (Pye Unicam), and the cell is 
electrically heated using a home-built temperature controller. The cell temperature, 
typically controlled in these experiments to ±I K, is monitored using a K series 
thermocouple and the pressure monitored using the pressure transducer in the HPLC 
pump head. Samples were introduced into the cell as Acetonitrile or methanol solution 
of the desired concentration. The solution was placed in the cell, and the solvent 
removed with a slow flow of oxygen gas whilst heating the cell. 
Pressures ranged from 100 - 300 MPa, and were monitored using the pressure 
transducer in the HPLC pump head. Temperatures ranged between 300 K and 330 K 
and the tubing is heated using a gas chromatograph oven. The solution of the desired 
compound concentration in methanol or acetonitrile was pumped into the cell from the 
reservoir using a HPLC pump (JASCO model PU 980) and absorption measurements 
were taken as detailed in section 4.2.1. The set up which was home built is shown in 
.figure 4.3, using SCC02 as baseline for measuring absorption using supercritical carbon 
dioxide was done. Once the solution is in the cell the, solvent was removed by purging 
it with a steady flow of oxygen at 200 cm3 min-1 for approximately 10 mins whilst 
heating the cell electronically using a home built temperature controller. The tubing is 
heated using a gas chromatograph oven, Figure 4.4. 
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4.6.7 Singlet Oxygen Detection in SCF 
Utilising near-IR detection techniques it was possible to measure the phosphorescence 
of singlet oxygen at 1270 nm. Quantum yield values were measured in supercritical 
carbon dioxide for anthracene relative to perinaphthenone as a standard sensitiser, 
known to be insensitive to changing solvent, for which quantum yield is 0.95 ± 0.056• 
The quantum yield can be obtained from a plot of luminescence by fitting a plot of 
singlet decay versus time, with a single exponential affording the luminescence 
intensity and the decay rate constant. Experiments were performed as a function of 
laser energy and fitting a plot of singlet oxygen luminescence intensity versus laser 
. energy with a straight line. The experimental setup was designed such that it was 
possible to measure. the absorbance in the cell for each sensitiser allowing the 
mismatched ground state absorbances to be accounted for and corrected using the 
following equation. 
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mu = Gradient of unknown (Anthracene) 
m, = Gradient of sensitiser (perinapthenone) 
A = Absorbance 
<lla = Singlet oxygen Quantum yield 
Where the sUbscript u and s represents unknown and sensitiser: Anthracene and 
Perinapthenone respectively. 
The absorbance of the solution was initially determined using the USB 2000 optic fibre 
as shown in figure 4.3 and then after the absorbance measurements were taken then the 
detector is placed at the same position and then the singlet oxygen detector was placed 
as shown in figure 4.5. Excitation of the sensitizer was with the third harmonic of a 
Lumonics hyperYAG HY200 Nd:YAG laser (355 nm, 8 mJ per pulse, 8 ns FWHM). 
The excitation energy was attenuated using aqueous sodium nitrite solution. Detection 
of I02ct Llg) was with an EO-980P liquid nitrogen cooled germanium photodiode 
detector (North Coast Scientific), with a 1270 nm interference filter interposed between 
sample and photodiode to isolate the singlet oxygen phosphorescence and to reduce 
detection of laser scatter and sensitizer emission. Data capture was with a 250 MS/s 
digitising oscilloscope (Tektronix 2432A) and data analysis were done using MicroCal 
Origin 6.1. After taking the singlet oxygen measurements, the USB 2000 optic fibre is 
placed back again and a further absorbance measurement was taken to ensure that the 
solution was consistent with the measurement taken immediately before the singlet 
oxygen measurements. 
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4.7 Juglone production 
The synthesis of Juglone using different types of sensitiser and different conventional 
solvents as well as scC02 solvents was studied. Photooxygenation of 1,5-
dihydroxynaphthalene (dhdn) was studied with light to form 5-hydroxy-l,4-
naphthoquinone Guglone). The reaction of singlet oxygen with 1,5-
dihydroxynaphthalene is an example of a photo-Diels Alder reaction ([4+2]-
cyc!oaddition), in which dhdn functions as diene and singlet oxygen as a dienophiIe. 
The photooxidation of 1,5-dihydroxynaphthalene in both conventional solvents and 
supercritical carbon dioxide was carried out using the set-up shown in . Figure 4.3. A 
. xenon lamp (150W, Light Support) was used for the irradiation. The measurement of 
. the absorption spectra and production of scC02 are described in sectio:fs ·t.6~' and 
4.6.7. The sensitisers used in the production of Juglone included Methylene Blue (MB), 
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Rose Bengal (RB) and anthracene (Anth) whilst the various solvents used were 
acetonitrile, methanol and scC02, The lamp intensity of the blank (Methanol) was 
recorded initially; the methanol was then flushed out of the cell using oxygen gas. Once 
the methanol was removed, the soluti?n of interest was introduced into the cell, as 
described in Section 4.6.6, and the solvent was removed by flushing a steady stream of 
oxygen gas through the cell. Liquid carbon dioxide was then pumped into the cell to the 
initial pressure (typically 100 MPa) and the system heated to the desired temperature, 
the absorbance of the lamp through the cell was then recorded. 
The set up is similar to the section 4.6.5 and 4.6.7 with a few adjustments from the 
filter being moved to reduce radiation from light. To prevent irradiation of compounds 
(around 400-450 nm) a coloured light filter (filter A) was used (orange, > 490 nm) 
positioned as shown in figure 5.6. For monitoring purposes, an optical fibre (Ocean 
Optics USB 2000, with Ocean Optics Spectrasuite software) was used to measure 
absorbance. Neutral density light filters (filter B) was used after the cell to decrease the 
light intensity at the spectrometer; this was optimised for the region of interest, i.e. 400-
450 nm which was monitored at the 420nm wavelength for every minute, for the first 
five minute and then for every five minutes for the remaining half an hour. Add in 
monitoring times and wavelength 
Methylene blue is one of the sensitisers which 'has shown great success to use in the 
production of Juglone, it has shown to work tremendously well in various studies6-9 by 
using different solvents, although it is insoluble in hexane, it was found that it was 
soluble in SCC02. 
The absorbance measurements of anthracene In supercritical carbon dioxide were 
performed by removing the solvent from the cell by flowing oxygen at a flow rate of 
200 dm3 min-! for 5 mins whilst heating the cell at a temperature of 318 K and then 
pressurising the cell with carbon dioxide to 200 MPa. 
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· Chapter 5 
Equipment Validation 
5.0 Validation of the relationship between the Absorption set ups:· In-situ Ocean 
Optic USB 2000 vs HP8453 Spectrophotometer 
The purpose of this chapter is to characterise the equipment through absorbance 
measurements in order to obtain correct values of singlet oxygen quantum yields. It was 
from validating this equipment that correct values were obtained for singlet oxygen 
quantum yields for anthracene as compared to the previous study! which reported very 
high values in super critical carbon dioxide fluid. 
5.1 Experimental Set up 
All experiments were carried out in the set-up as shown in section 4.6.6 for both 
conventional sol vent and SCC02. A comparison between the absorption determined 
using the HP8453 UV-Visible or a Perkin-Elmer Lambda Bio 40 UV-Vis 
spectrophotometers and the scC02 cell were done as shown in figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1: A graph showing the solution of anthracene in Methanol monitored at 355 nm, using the 
HP8453 spectrometer and using the ocean optics USB 2000 in the SCF Cell 
Both set ups gave very similar results at 355nm, this was very necessary to establish, as 
all measurements need to be of the same value in order to obtain consistency of results. 
Figure 5.1 showed anthracene but also Naphthalene gave the same results and the slope 
of 1 indicates the desired 1: 1 correspondence. 
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5.2 Anthracene in Supercritical Carbon Dioxide 
Since some experiments would be carried out in super critical carbon dioxide, it was 
necessary to carry out experiments to show how the absorption measurements would 
relate with the conventional solvents. 
The lamp intensity of the blank (methanol) was recorded initially which was then 
flushed out of the cell using oxygen gas. Once the methanol was removed, scC02 was 
then pumped into the system and a blank measurement was taken after that the solution 
of interest was introduced into the cell, as described in Section 4.6.6, and the solvent 
was removed by flushing a steady stream of oxygen gas through the cell. Liquid carbon 
dioxide was then pumped into the cell to the initial pressure and the system heated to 
the desired temperature, the absorbance of the lamp through the cell was then recorded. 
When using anthracene it was observed that for every 1 mole of solution injected in the 
cell only a third of it was observed in the super critical carbon dioxide, this can be. 
shown in figure 5.2 
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Figure 5.2: Relationship between anthracene in methanol and in sceo, in the home 
built setup 
This phenomenon was only observed for anthracene, which is thought to be due to 
relatively large vapour pressure of anthracene, hence it is flushed out of the cell with 
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solvent. The other compounds showed consistency in both the conventional solvent 
and in super critical carbon dioxide, as shown in figure 5.3 with Methylene Blue 
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Figure 5.3: Relationship between MB in methanol and in SCe02 in the set up 
It has also been established that all these experiments required to be carried out within a 
window time frame of around 15 minutes, and this became clear that the stability of the 
compound could be seen within that time when we carried out the singlet oxygen 
quantum yields experiments, where the concentration of the compound was stable for 
the first 15 mins and then it slightly drops down as shown in figure 5.4 
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Figure 5.4: Stability of Anthracene shown over a period of time 
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This study has been seen to be reproducible on all other co.mpounds, this is thought to 
be the main reason why previous studies were not in a position to obtain the required 
value of the singlet oxygen quantum yield, as they, were not working within the 
required time frame where the compound exhibited some stabilityl. 
5.3 Validation of the photochemical method for Juglone production 
Validation experiments were carried out to demonstrate the conditions necessary for the 
photochemical oxidation of I, 5-dihydroxynaphthalene to Juglone; that is light and 
oxygen. The set up in figure 5.5 is similar to the section 4.6.6 with a few adjustments 
from the filter being moved to reduce radiation from light. To prevent irradiation of 
compounds (around 400-450 nm) a coloured light filter (filter A) was used (orange, 
>490 nm) as shown in figure 5,5. For monitoring purposes, an optical fibre (Ocean 
Optics USB 2000, with Ocean Optics Spectrasuite software) was used to measure 
absorbance. Neutral density light filters (filter B) were used after the cell to decrease 
the light intensity at the spectrometer; this was optimised for the region of interest, i.e. 
400-450nm. 
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5.3 Effects of Dihydroxnaphthalene in scCO, 
Dihydroxnaphthalene has been shown to be stable in supercritical carbon diox ide and 
thi s indicates that the reaction does proceed as expected and similar to the conventional 
so lvent. This abso rbance study was necessary and carri ed out with the ex perimental set 
up; detai led in section 4.2. 1. For thi s measurement a di ffe rent type of spect rometer was 
used to measure the DHD peak, as with the US B 2000 ocean optics they were not 
ab le to follow at the 340 nm peak as this could be clearl y seen later in fi gure 5.8 where 
the cut off point is seen a f1er 350 nm in compari son to the fi gure 5.6; which shows the 
study of DHDN as a function of time. 
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Figure 5.6: Dihydroxnaphth a lcnc (DHDN) in supercritica l ca rbon d iox ide for 3 hours 
5.4 Methylene Blue as a sensitise r 
Methy lene blue is one of the sensiti sers which has shown great success to use in the 
production of Juglone, it has shown to work tremendously we ll in various studies6-9 by 
using different so lvents, al though it is inso luble in hexane, it was found that it was 
solub le in sce o 2. Methylene blue (MB) was used as a sensitiser in the producti on of 
Juglone; it was observed to produce a higher yie ld in conve ntional so lvent in various 
studi es9 The re lationship between dhdn in methanol and in supercritical carbon dioxide 
is nearl y of the ratio of I: I and so is the relationship of the concentration of MB in 
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solvent and in super criti cal carbon dioxide with an approximately 5% decrease in 30 
ITIlns. 
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5.5 Stability of a nthracene in scC02 
A study of Anthracene in SCC02 was carried out and it was observed that the 
concentration of Anthracene was unstable in SCC0 2, as shown in figure 5.S and 5.9. The 
absorbance was observed to decrease with time and thi s suggested th at it could be due 
10 the fact th at it sublimes. and that the reaction needs to be done wi thin the time frame 
of an half an hour, as after the halF hour time frame a rap id reduction in absorbance was 
seen as shown in Figure 5.7 
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Figure 5.8: Anthracene in super critica l carbon dioxide for 3 hours 
On usi ng Anthracene as a sensiti ser, it was observed that the absorbance decreases thi s 
could be due to sublimation reactio n in the first hour, therefore the production of 
Juglone should only be fo ll owed in the first hou r only at the maximum, thi s wi ll then 
avo id any erro rs but ideally all reacti ons should be monitored only within the half an 
hour time frame. 
Detection of so lut ions using an opt ical fibre coup led to an Ocean Opt ics USB2000 
photodiode array spectrophotometer at an integration time which was set at 100 ms to 
reduce noi se level, provided a similar corre lation to that observed with the 
spectrophotometer when measuring absorbance. 
Abso rption measurements were perfo rmed using the home bui lt set up as deta il ed 111 
section 4.2. 1 as thi s set up was made so as to be able to measure the absorption 
measurements in super criti ca l carbon dioxide wh ich otherwise were not possible on the 
spectrophotometer, in which measurements were done directly from the supercritica l 
nu ids cell and not fro m the cuvette. 
The absorbance measurements of anthracene In supercritical carbon dioxide were 
performed by removing the solvent from the cell by nowing oxygen at a now rate of 
200 cm) min' l for 5 minutes whilst heating the cell at a temperature of 318 K and then 
pressurising the ce ll with carbon di ox ide to 200 M Pa. On addition of the s uper critical 
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carbon dioxide, it was seen that the absorption intensity reduces from I to 0.4 as shown 
on figure 5.9 and the wave length has decreased from around 373 nm in methanol to 
around 370 nm in the supercritical carbon dioxide, th is is found to be due to the fact 
that carbon diox ide is less polar than most so lvents. This difference in absorption 
measurements o f so lvents and supercritica l carbon di ox ide could be used as a 
benchmark in ca lculating the fina l absorption required when using supercritical carbon 
di ox ide as a so lvent in a compound . 
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Figure 5.9: Abso rption measurements of A nth in mcthanol and in scC02 in thc cell 
The abso rbance measurements were found to be stable within the time window of 30 
mins. This stab il ity was observed fo r both the Anthracene and the Perinapthenone as 
shown in fi gure 5.9. This result co uld also contribute to why the previous studi es ' have 
obtained values of greater than one of singlet oxygen quantum yield in super critical 
carbon diox ide. A normali sed graph shown in fi gure 5. 10 was do ne j ust to ensure that 
the peaks are the same for both the conventional so lvent and for the SCC0 2 so lvents , a 
very slight shi ft was seen and th is was thought to be due to instrumentati on. 
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Figure 5. to: Normalised Absorption measu rements of anthracene in MeOH and scCO, 
Absorbance measurements of Perinapthenone (Pr ) and anthracene (A nth) were 
measured in upercritica l carbon d ioxide cell and the results were plotted as shown in 
fi gure 5.1 2.11 is clear that both Pr and Ant h are both stable over the 30 min timescale. 
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5.6 Conclusions 
It was possible to characterise the equipments enabling the fluorescence of quantum 
yields to be obtained, it was from validating these equipments that it was possible to 
obtain the correct values compared to the previous study! which when the same study 
was conducted a very high value of singlet oxygen quantum yield in super critical 
carbon dioxide fluid was achieved. The discrepancies between the absorption 
measurements of solution introduced and in cell and that which was carried out using 
the either an HP8453 UV-Visible spectrophotometer or a Perkin-Elmer Lambda Bio 40 
UV-Vis spectrophotometer was the same but with anthracene it was noticed that there 
was a drop in absorption measurements of almost a third in the scC02 in comparison to . , 
the conventionaJ. s~i~ent this was attributed to be due to the sublimation of anthracene. 
'H~~~~er.this was not seen for other compounds like ME and Perinapthenone. Dhdn 
.!, . ,'':::' 
was shown to be stable too. 
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· Chapter 6 
Flavins 
6.0 Introduction 
This chapter will be looking at the study of a few types of flavins in different solvents 
and measure their fluorescence quenching, fluorescence lifetimes and triplet-triplet 
spectra. Additionally an investigation will be carried out to see if there will be any 
effect of adding bromobenzene to the triplet-triplet spectra of 6,9 Mall in both water 
and methanol 
6.1 Photophysics of Flavins 
Flavin photophysics has been the subject of intense research recentIyl.5, as they play an 
important role in living organisms and are involved in a very wide range of biological 
processes. A number of important photobiological and photochemical processes, such 
as phototropism, phototaxis, and photodynamic have prompted the studl'!O of flavin 
excited states, especially with respect to singlet oxygen quantum yields with different 
flavins as photosensitisers. Flavins possess the yellow chromophore characteristic of 
flavoproteins enzymes occurring widely in animals and plants, making observation of 
their spectral and photophysical properties the best tool to evaluate the physical 
properties of binding sites of flavoproteins. The parent molecule from which all other 
variants, e.g. vitamin B2 (riboflavin), flavin mononucleotide (FMN) and flavin adenine 
dinucleotide (FAD) derive, is Lumiflavin (7, 8, 1O-trimethyl-10H-benzo[g]pteridine-2, 
4-dione). Flavoenzymes are among the most structurally and functionally diverse· 
families of redox proteinsll. 12, since they catalyse an enormous range of 
biotransformations and electron transfer processes using a single redox unit, the flavin. 
These redox events can have either one- or two electron mechanisms, and one of the 
best known members of this family is riboflavin· (vitamin B2, 10-(2,3,4,5-
tetrahydroxypentyl)-7,8-dimethylbenzo[g]pteridine-2,4 (3R, 1 OH)-dione), which plays 
an important role as part of a healthy diet. 
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Figure 6.1: Structures of different types of Flavins 
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Spectral and photophysical properties of riboflavin in methanol, DMSO, and water (pH 
of 4-8), including fluorescence quantum yields, fluorescence lifetimes, and quantum 
yield of triplet formation, have been determined 4-5. 
Polymerization of 2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate photoinitiated by riboflavin in presence 
of triethanolamine has also been examined 9-10 and studies 7-10 of the electron transfer 
reactions of riboflavin in methanol. It has also been proposed that riboflavin can be 
induced in the process of photosensitized degradation of ethylene glycol 11. The Singlet 
oxygen producing capacity of riboflavin in water was examined under UV A 12. 
It has been recognised that riboflavin is an efficient photosensitiser that can act via 
radical species (Type I mechanism) or via the generation of singlet oxygen (Type 11 
mechanism), 14-16. Several reviews have given data regarding quantum yields of singlet 
oxygen fOrnlation photosensitized by flavins including riboflavin 17-19. In this study the 
following properties have been determined for the first time which include; 
Fluorescence Quenching and Fluorescence Quantum yields including various Flavins 
triplet-triplet spectra. 
6.2 Fluorescence Quenching of Flavins 
Fluorescence Quenching of Flavins was done using bromobenzene and the ground state 
absorbance spectrum of Lf (standard, 1°) in acetonitrile was measured as detailed in 
section 4_6.1. Its absorbance at 355 nm was 0.098 and the fluorescence spectrum of this 
solution excited at 355 nm produced an area under the curve of 6.907x107 calculated 
using the micro Cal origin programme version 6.1. The fluorescence quenching 
constants of 3TARF, BR and lR in methanol are 2.38 x 109,2.69 X 109 and 8.13 x 1081 
morl S-1 respectively, which ~ere calculated in this study using equation 6.1. These 
values were obtained using a Stem-Volmer relation as shown below, given that the 
lifetimes ('to) of the compounds were measured to be: 5,4 ± 0.1 x 1O-9s for 3TARF,4.8 
± 0.1 x 10-9 s for BR and 6.3 ± 0.1 x 10-9 s for lR ±O.1 
6.1 
1° = Initial peak intensity of the fluorescence without a quencher 
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I = Intensity peak of fluorescence with a quencher 
kq= Quenching constant (I mOrIS·I) 
'to= Lifetime of the excited state in the absence of the quencher Q (s) 
[Q]= Concentration of the quencher (mol rl) 
Compound Fluorescence kq/I mor's·' Lifetimes/ns 
BR 2.69 ± 0.01 xlO' 4.8 
. 
3TARF. 2.38 ± 0.01 xlO' 5.4 
IR 8.13 ± 0.01 xlO· 6.3 
Table 6.1: Fluorescence quenching constants and lifetime values of different Flavins 
Although there is no theoretical data to compare these values with, the values obtained 
seem to obey the. Stern-Volmer relation and gave a linear plot of Stern-Volmer with an 
intercept at approximately to ·one. BR was observed to have the highest fluorescence 
quenching constant followed by 3TARF and the IR, whilst the reverse is seen in their 
lifetimes with IR having the longest lifetime followed by 3T ARF and then BR. 
6.3 Fluorescence Quantum yield measurements of different Flavins in 
different solvents 
The quantum yields of different Flavins in different solvents were measured as detailed 
in section 4.6.2 and the results tabulated as shown in tables 6.2-6.5, which were used 
together with the equation 6.2 to calculate the values of quantum yields of fluorescence 
(<1>2) of3TARF, IR and BR. 
3TARFin Abs at 355 nm Area Under Curve/Au 
Methanol 0.085 4.413 xlO l 
Ethanol 0.099 2.729 xlO' 
Acetonitrile 0.082 4.019x10 1 
Distilled Water 0.099 3.806xlO' 
Table 6.2: Absorbance and area under curve measurements of 3TARF 
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BR in Abs at 355 nnl A rea Under C urve/Au 
Methanol 0. 109 4.296 x 10 ' 
Ethano l 0.095 3.096 x I 0 ' 
Acetonitri le 0. 105 4.857 x I 0' 
Distilled Water 0.079 9.277 x l 0" 
Table 6.3: Absorbance and area under curve measurements of BR 
1 R in Abs at 355 nnl Area Under C un'c/Au 
Methanol 0.099 2.454 x I 0 ' 
Ethano l 0. 105 2.229 x I 0 ' 
Acetonitril e 0.108 2.38 1 x 1 0 ' 
Distilled Water 0.085 7.978x 1 0" 
Table 6.4: Absorbance and area under curve measurements of I R 
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Figure 6.2: Area under the curve measurement of d ifferent Flavins in differe nt solvents 
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<1) 1 f lohs f 2ob.f 
-=--x--
( 1) 2 f 2ub.r f 1abs 
IlobS= Area under Curve of Lf = 6.90 1 x 107 
12obS= Area under Curve of Compound 
Ilabs = Abs at 355nm of Lf = 0.1 00 
12'bS= Abs at 355 nm of Compound 
IlobS = I_I O·A 
<1>2 = Quantum yields of fl uorescence 
<1>1 = 0. 16 (Reference Quantum y ield of fl uorescence Lf) 13 
6.2 
The fo llowing are the Quantum yie lds of fl uo rescence of the compounds (<1>2) which 
were o btained from using the Equati on 6.2. 
3TARF BR lR 
Methanol 0 .09 ± 0.0 1 0.09± 0.0 1 0.06± 0.0 1 
Ethanol 0.07 ± 0.0 I 0.07± 0.0 1 0.05± 0.0 1 
Acetonitril e 0. 11 ± 0.0 1 0. 13± 0.0 1 0.05± 0.0 1 
Disti ll ed Water 0.09 ± 0.0 1 0.03± 0.0 1 0.02± 0.0 1 
T able 6.5: Q uantum yields of nu ores cc nee of 3 TAR F, BR a nd lR 
Experimental studies of 3TARF have shown two intense absorption bands which 
correspond to the two calculated lowest-energy absorpti ons8 In our stud y the quantu111 
y ields of fl uorescence o f BR and I R in water obtained were very low and there are a lso 
addit ional recent repo rts on fl av in chemistry in water9- IO• Acetoni tril e has shown to be 
the so lvent which produces the hi ghest quantum y ield of fluorescence in the di ffere nt 
Flavins in diffe rent so lvents as shown in table 5. This could be ex plained on the basis 
of the proximity effect theory I 1-12 , which inte rprets the properti es of such mo lecule as 
a result of vibronic interaction between the lowest 1[- 1[* and n- 1[* sing let sta tes and a lso 
since most Flavins compounds are known to have closely spaced low-lying 1[- 1[* and 
n- 1[* excited states. The val ues in water are very low; thi s is attri buted due to the fact 
that Flavins are parti a ll y so luble in water. 
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6.3.1 Measurements of fluorescence quantum yield of RR (Roseoflavin) in 
different solvents 
Fluorescence quantum yield of RR was measured using the fo llowing formula 
cl> = (~)(fZ (XLdX )( I)., J' <1> 
., A, f ~ (x), dx I)S ' 6.3 
</> = Fluorescence quantum yield 
n 
f(x), dx= Area under cOlTected emiss ion curve 
b 
A = absorbance 
'1 = Refractive index of solvent used 
Subscripts s and x refer to the standard and unknown samples respecti vely. 
The standards used were of known fluorescence quantum yie ld and emiss ion spectrum 
which covered the whole spectrum ranging from 250 nm - 700 nm so as to avoid as 
much errors as poss ible. 
The standards used were Rhodamine 6g (Rh6G) and Acridine orange (AO) in different 
solve nts at an absorbance of 0. 1. which were then measured and recorded in different 
solvents as shown in the tab le 6: 
Standards Solvent Pea k/n III 
Rh6G Methanol 559 
Rh6G2 Ethanol 558 
Rh6G3 Acetonit rile 558 
Rh6G4 Dioxane 556 
Rh6G5 Water 555 
AO I Methanol 525 
A02 Ethanol 522 
A03 Acetonitrile 523 
A04 Dioxa ne 522 
A05 Water 555 
Table 6.6: A List of standards lIsed in different so lvents at an absorbance = 0.1 
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Figure 6.7: Standardised nuorescence graphs of RR solutions in different solvents and 
corresponding standard 
Since the RR peaks were sma ller and not very vi sible compared to their corresponding 
standards, the spectra were therefore normali sed to one to show the peaks as shown in 
fi gure 6. 
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Figure 6.8: ormalised nuorescence graphs of RR in their solvents and 
corresponding standard 
Since the fluorescence quantum y ields of the standards were known and by using the 
fluorescence quantum yield equation above the quantum yield of RR in methanol, 
ethano l, and Acetonitr il e are as foll ows: RR in ethanol is shown to have a hi gher 
quantum yield compared to other so lvents whilst the lowest was observed in water. 
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RR in (J>/sec Peak/nlll 
Ethanol 0 .59 1 ± 0.05 492 
Methanol 0.539 ± 0.05 495 
Dioxane 0.38 1 ± 0.05 478 
1,2-DCE 0.36 1 ± 0.05 502 
Acetonitri le 0.267 ± 0.05 477 
Water 0. 149 ± 0.05 503 
Table 6.7: Fluor escence qua ntum yield of RR in metha nol, e tha nol, a nd 
Acetonitrile 
Fluorescence quantum yield measurements of RR in the d ifferent sol vents were 
measured in different solvents; the results were then tabulated as s hown in table 6.7, not 
all the above solutions were able to be measured for li fetimes as the solutions in water, 
1,2-DCE and dioxane have shown to have degraded with time therefore thi s can be 
concl uded that the stability of RR in those so lvents were unstable, th is could be due to 
photodegradati on whi ch then in Auences the yield and the lifetimes7 There fore the 
remaining so lut ions of RR were measured twice a few weeks later so as to confirm the 
quantum yield values obtai ned were consistent and an average (avg) was taken as 
shown in the table 6.8. 
RR 
SOLVENT <1>1 <1>2 <I>/avg 
Methano l 0 .01 5±0.002 0.01 8 ± 0.002 0.01 7 ± 0.002 
Ethanol 0.021 + 0.002 0.027 + 0.002 0.024 + 0.002 
Acetonitrile 0 .093 ± 0.002 0.183 ± 0.002 0.138 + 0.002 
Table 6.8: F luorescence qua ntum yields of RR in d iffe rent solvents 
Th is c learl y illustrates the Au orescence quantum yie ld values of RR are not consistent 
in solutions and is unstable over a longer peri od of time. No Auorescence was observed 
for RR in di oxane, I, 2DCE and water after storage for a few weeks as shown in table 
6.8 in compari son to table to the val ues shown in tabl e 6.7. 
6.4 Fluorescence Lifetime measured using single P hoton Counting 
Fluorescence lifetime measurements of RR in different solvents were measured using 
the photon counting technique as detailed in secti on 4.6.5 and the results shown in table 
6.9. Li fetime measurements of RoseoAavin (RR) in ethanol have shown to produce two 
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lifetime measurements, which suggest that RR is not stable in ethanol solvents which 
could be due to photodegradradalion. 
Absorbance Absorbance Fluorescence 
Solvent '[ Ins 420nm 337nm peak/nm 
Me,hanol 5.3 1 ± 0.01 0.0985 0.1945 532 
Acetonitril e 2.89 ± 0.01 0.1033 0.2566 5 12 
E,hanol 78%;5.2 ± 0.0 I 0.0899 0.1498 534 
22%;25.8 ± 0.01 
Table 6.9: Fluorescence lifetime measurements of RR in different solvents 
by photon counting 
Roseoflavin absorbs light in the UV-Vis region and the absorption spectrum in 
methanol consists of several bands, on with the maxi mum at 258 nm (38 .7x IOJ cm-I) 
wi th a peak at 308 nm (32 .6x IOJ cm·' ), and another at 493 nm (20.3X IOJ cnf ' ) . The 
fluorescence emission in methanol appears as a single weak band with max imum at 
540 nm ( 18.5x IOJ cm-I). The fluorescence lifetime fo r roseoflavin is in the nanosecond 
time range and was estimated theoreticall y as 'tF = 4.8 ns in methanol and 'tF = 2. 1 ns in 
water. The transient absorption was excited using Nd:YAG third harmonics at 355 nm 
(5 mJ/pul se) . Unfortun ately, the transient absorption spectrum obtained was very weak, 
suggesting low triplet quantum yields or small T-T absorpti on coefficients. 
The measurement of singlet oxygen quantum yields of Flavins and their derivatives as 
photosensiti sers , based on measurin g the emission at 1270 nm, which is hi ghl y specific 
to the OlD-g) -4 02e2:g-) transition , under laser exc itation at 355 nm, of an air-
equ ili brated methanolic solution of the in vestigated compound. Supporting the results 
obtained in transient absorption, it was not possible to de tect any signa ls attributable to 
singlet oxygen of RR. In contrast, most of previously examined isoalloxazines are 
efficient photosensiti zers of singlet oxyge n. Based on the experimental results, it was 
concluded th at roseoflavin does not generate any singlet oxygen, in contrast to 
riboflav in , which reveals high quantum yields of singlet oxygen producti on (</>" = 0.5 1). 
The difference between the two is the substituent in position C(8) of the isoalloxazine 
rin g, thus, the NN-d imethyl substituent present in positi on 8 is probably the reason of 
such a drastic change in properties. Both the low triplet yie lds, as ev idenced by the 
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fla sh photolysis results and undetectable sing let oxygen yields, and the low fluorescent 
yields, as compared to other flav in derivative , po int to the ex istence of other exc ited 
state deactivation channels acting in thi s substance due to the presence of the N-
dimethyl substi tuent in position 8. 
6.5 Triplet-triplet spectra of different Flavins in different solvents 
The triplet-triplet spectrum of6,9 mall in water showed a peak which was in the range 
of 500 - 550 nm where it absorbs as shown in fi gure 6.9, this was ach ieved using the 
laser flash photolysis method as detail ed in ection 4.5 . On addition of bromobenzene 
to 6,9 mall in water showed a more smooth spect rum which gave a peak of 500 nm as 
shown in figure 6. 10. When methanol was added to 6,9 Mall for measurement of the 
spectrum it was seen to peak at around 475 nm and this stayed the same even after 
addition of bromo benzene as shown in fig ure 6.1 I and 6 .1 2 respectively. 
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Figure 6.9: Trilllet-triplet spectrum of6,9 Mall in Methanol 
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Figure 6_12 : Triplet-triplet spectrum of6,9 Mall in MeOH with Bromobellzelle 
Figures 6 .9 - 6.12 have shown that there is a significant amou nt oftripl et-tripl e t state in 
the d iffere nt 6,9 Mal l in water and in methano l but there was no signifi cant increase on 
the additio n of bromobenzene. The addition of bromobenzene to the Flav ins was to 
increase the number of triplets formed due to the heavy atom effect enhancing the 
intersystem cross ing. 
6_6 Conclusions 
The fluoresce nce quenching constants of 3T ARF, BR and I R in methanol are 2.38 x 
109, 2.69 x 109 and 8. 13 x 10S I mo l" l S-I respecti vely, The fluorescence lifetimes ('to) of 
the compounds are 5.4 x 10-9s for 3TARF, 4 .8 x 10-9s for BR and 6.3 x 10-9s for I R. 
A lthough there is no theoreti ca l data to compare these va lues with, the values obta ined 
seem to obey the Stern-Vo lmer relat ion and gave a linear plot ofStern-Vo lmer with an 
intercept at approx imately one_ BR was observed to have the highest fluorescence 
quenching constant fol lowed by 3TARF and the I R, whi lst the reverse is seen in the ir 
lifetimes with I R having the longest lifetime fo ll owed by 3TARF and then BR. 
The fluorescence quantum yield for RR in di fferent so lvents were of the va lue between 
0.59 - 0.149 with the hi ghest val ue in ethanol compared to other so lvents whil st the 
least was observed in water. It must be noted that these RR are not very stable in the 
solvents studi ed and measurements must be carried out promptly (within a day or so). 
III 
Fluorescence lifetime measurements of RR in different so lvents were measured using 
the photon counting technique and the results were in methanol 5.3 ns and 2.89 ns in 
Acetonitrile and 5.2 ns in ethanol. There is a significalll amount of triplet-triplet state in 
the 6,9 Mall in water and in methanol but there was no significant increase on the 
addition of bromo benzene. 
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Chapter 7 
Results and Discussions 
of Singlet Oxygen 
Quantum Yield 
7.0 Introduction 
The aim of this chapter is to examine the research which was done by a previous· 
research student 1 who managed to obtain the value of the singlet oxygen quantum 
yield of more than one for anthracene in supercritical fluids carbon dioxide, 
although it's known that this is not possible. A mechanism was put forward, 
although this was less than satisfactory .. Through the correct way of characterising 
the system and the set up as discussed in detail in section 4.6.6, in addition to 
working within the required time frame; values of less than one were achieved 
successfully. Hence, in this work the abnormality of the thesis of the previous 
student were corrected and successfully managed to measure values which can be 
regarded as correct. It is now possible, for the first time to examine in detail the 
effects of temperature and pressure on singlet oxygen quantum yield. 
7.1 Anthracene 
Anthracene is a solid polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon consisting of three fused 
benzene rings derived from coal-tar or other residues of thermal pyrolysis, which is 
used in the artificial production of the red dye alizarin. It is also used in wood 
preservatives, insecticides, and coating materials. When pure it is colourless and has 
a violet fluorescence; it darki:ns when exposed to sunlight. It is obtained by the 
distillation of crude oils and the main use is in the manufacture of dyes. 
Anthracene, also refened to as paranaphthalene or green oil, is the simplest tricyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbon colourless crystalline compound which exhibits blue (400-
500 nm peak) fluorescence under UV light, which is insoluble in water but is quite 
soluble in carbon disulfide and somewhat soluble in ethanol, methanol, benzene, 
chloroform, and other organic solvents. It is readily oxidized to form anthraquinone, 
the parent compound of the alizarin series· of dyes. A classic method· for the 
preparation of anthracene in the laboratory is by cyclodehydration of o-methyl- or 
o-methylene-substituted diarylketones in the so-called Elbs reaction 
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Anthracene has the ability to photodimerize with irradiation by UV light. This 
results in considerable changes in the physical properties of the material. 
The dimer is connected by two covalent bonds resulting from the [4+4] 
cycloaddition. The dimer reverts to anthracene thermally or with UV irradiation 
below 300 nm. The reversible bonding and photochromic properties. of anthracenes 
are the basis of many potential applications using poly and monosubstituted 
anthracene derivatives. 
2 
The reaction is sensitive to oxygen, in most other reactions of anthracene; the 
central ring is also targeted, as it is the most highly reactive. Electrophilic 
substitution occurs at the "9" and "10" positions of the centre ring, and oxidation of 
anthracene occurs readily, giving anthraquinone, ClJiS02 (below). 
o 
The reversible bonding and photochromic properties of anthracene is the basis of 
many potential applications using poly and monosubstituted anthracene derivatives, 
which are mostly used as intermediaries in pharmaceuticals2, agricultural products3, 
photographic products4, thermosetting. plastics, lubricating material ss, and in other 
chemical industriesS.The reaction is sensitive to oxygen and light irradiation is 
known to induce photochemical transformations within it. Since anthracene is a 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (P AH), it exhibits high melting- and boiling-
points, Iow vapour pressure, and very Iow water solubility, decreasing with 
increasing molecular weight whereas resistance to oxidation, reduction, and 
vaporisation increases. Vapour pressures tend to decrease with increasing molecular 
weight and these compounds are highly lipophilic and readily soluble in organic 
solvents. These properties have allowed the investigation of the various anthracene 
photophysics. 
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7.2 Determination of the Quantum yield of Triplet state production of 
Anthracene. 
The quantum yield of Triplet fonnation (<PT) for anthracene was measured 
according to section 4.6.4 and was found to be 0.78 ±O.Ol. This value is a bit high 
compared to the expected value of 0.70-0.75, although it is within the expected 
experimental error. This value was obtained by using figure 7.1 and the equation 
below4 from which the graph was plotted. 
~=(D; F' IJ<PT+I 
F D of 
T 
F' == Fluorescence intensity in the absence of a quencher 
F = Fluorescence intensity in the presence of a quencher 
DTO= Initial absorbance of the triplet state in the absence of a quencher 
DT = Initial absorbance of the triplet state in the presence of a quencher 
<PT = Triplet quantum yield 
5 
4.5 
4 
u. 3.5 
".. 
u. 3 
2.5 
2 
1.5 
1 
y ,: 0.782x + 1.0183 
2 3 
(OrF'/OrF) - 1 
4 
Figure 7.1: Quantum yield of triplet state production of Anthracene 
7.3 O~ygen Quenching Constants (kq) Measurements 
5 
Oxygen quenching constants (kq) of the anthracene triplet in acetonitrile were 
measured using laser flash photolysis as detailed in section 4.5. The oxygen 
concentration was varied using gas ratios of nitrogen and oxygen, the results in table 
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7.1 clearly indicates that oxygeri is a good quencher, and as the oxygen 
concentration is decreased, a decrease in decay rate constant is observed. 
N2 flow ratel O2 flow rate! kobJ10's-' [02 1/10' /M 
cm3min·1 cm3min·1 
10 90 1.85 ±0.01 8.2 
30 70 1.61 ±O.OI 6.4 
50 50 1.41 ±O.OI 4.6 
70 30 1.15 ±O.OI 2.7 
Table 7.1: Anthracene gas proportion ratios and calcnlated values of '-ob. and [021 
The values of the rate constant in.table 7 are calculated using the equation below: 
kobs = i«I + kq[021 
L-' 1 ( -I) 
"<lb. = - s 
t 
t = decay life time (s) 
i«I = decay constant 
kq = quenching constant 
[021 = oxygen concentration (moll -I) 
The excited anthracene molecule loses its energy in the form of light rather than 
heat. In this nonradiative process, the anthracene either gets converted back to 
ground state (internal conversion) or to the lowest triplet state (intersystem crossing) 
and then to the ground state. 
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Figure 7.2: Fluorescence Quenching of anthracene via Oxygen 
7.4 Singlet Oxygen Quenching Constants (kq) Measurements 
Anthracene singlet state quenching constant was measured as outlined in 4.6.7 and 
calculated using the Stem-Volmer equation as it was shown below. The flow rate of 
nitrogen was kept constant at 600 cm3 min'!' this ensured that most of the errors 
. were minimised, as this was compared to the theoretical values calculated using the 
following equation4• 
10 = Initial peak intensity of the fluorescence without a quencher 
I = Intensity peak of fluorescence with a quencher 
kq= Quenching Constant 
'to= Lifetime of the excited state in the absence of the quencher Q = 5.1ns 
[Q]= Concentration of the quencher 
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Oz flow rate! IOJI [OzlIl004 /M 
cm3min·1 
55 1.34 9.66 
50 1.25 8.85 
45 1.22 8.02 
40 1.19 7.19 
30 1.17 6.34 
20 1.15 5.46 
10 1.13 3.71 
Table 7.2: Anthracene gas proportion ratios and calculated values of 1°11 and [021 
Therefore as observed above the higher the increase of oxygen flow the higher the 
values 1°11, which corresponds to the Stem-Volmer equation where the oxygen 
concentration is proportional to the t> 11 values 
1.4 
1.35 
1.3 Y = 250.71 x + 1.0413 
1.25 
1'.2 
~ 
1.15 
1.1 
1.05 
0.95 -I---~--~--~--~--'----~--~---
o 0.0002 0.0004 0.0006 0.0008 0.001 0.0012 0.0014 
[O,IIM 
Figure 7.3: Shows a Stern-Volmer plot for fluorescence quenching of anthracene in 
acetonitrile by [02] 
The experimental kq value obtained was 4.8 ±O.Ol xlOIO I mol·1 S·I, since this value 
is higher than the theoretical value which is 2 ±O.l xl 010 I mol·1 S·I, it was therefore 
decided to perform an alternative measurement based on fluorescence lifetimes to 
check this value. These were measured using single photon counting. 
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7.5 Oxygen Quenching of anthracene fluorescence studied by Photon Counting 
The quenching of the anthracene singlet state by oxygen was measured using single 
photon counting as detailed in section 4.6.5. The results obtained of the quenching 
constant through photon counting as shown in figure 7.4 were similar to the 
intensity and the theoretical values. Since there was a positive correlation in the two 
different methods used in obtaining a similar kq it is therefore approved this to be a 
dynamic/collisional quenching as it depopulates the excited state without allowing 
. fluorescence emission. The decrease in fluorescence intensity equates to the 
decrease in fluorescence lifetime as given on the Stern-Volmer equation. 
BE+OB 
7E+OB 
6E+OB 
5E+OB 
4E+OB 
k-l/s-13E+OB 
2E+OB 
1E+OB 
OE+OO 
O.OOE+ 2.00E- 4.00E- 6.00E- B.OOE- 1.00E- 1.20E- 1.40E-
00 03 03 03 03 02 02 02 
[0211M 
Figure 7.4: Fluorescence quenching of anthracene in acetonitrile by oxygen 
measured using single photon counting 
The value of 4x10lo I mol-' s·' obtained using photon counting seems to correlate to 
the experimental value obtained using the Stern-Volmer equation, it is therefore 
assumed to be the correct one. 
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7.6 Singlet oxygen Quantum Yields at different temperatures and pressure in 
SCC02 
The quantum yield of singlet oxygen formation is determined by the detailed 
procedure shown in section 4.6.7 and the following equation: 
Concentration of singlet oxygen produced 
Number of photons absorbed 
Once singlet oxygen C~9) is formed it dec~ys back to the triplet ground state, via 
phosphorescence and intersystem crossing, as shown in figure 7.5 
__________ ~~-------- l~g+ 
Internal Conversion 
_______ ~--~L--+-------l~g 
Back Intersystem 
Crossing 
Phosphorescence 
(luminescence) 
-------..l....------+------- 3~a' 
Figure 7.5: Decay processes from the singlet excited states of oxygen 
The quantum yield can be obtained from a plot of luminescence intensity, I~, versus 
the laser intensity, 10 , according to the following equation; 
Singlet oxygen luminescence intensity can be obtained by monitoring singlet 
oxygen decay at 1270 nm, by fitting a plot of singlet oxygen intensities versus time, 
with a single exponential affords by extrapolating the initial luminescence intensity 
and the decay rate constant. Experiments were performed as a function of laser 
energy and fitting a plot of singlet oxygen luminescence intensity versus laser 
energy with a straight line, through the origin, affords a gradient, m, corresponding 
to; 
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Constructing a similar plot fo r a compound with known single oxygen quantum 
yield, gives: 
Where sand u represent the sensiti ser and the un known respectively. 
Since it is not possible to measure the singlet oxygen luminescence intensity in an 
abso lute sense, the gradient m, is only proportional to ( I- I O·A) multiplied by the 
quantum yield, cD", and not actually equal to it. 
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Figure 7.6: Typical Singlet Oxygen Decay trace at 1270 nm, sensitised with 
Perinaphthenone at 355nm 
The singlet oxygen quantum yield, ~,\, was measured relati ve to perinap hthenone as 
a standard sensiti ser, for which ~" is reported to be 0.95 ± 0.052 
Singlet oxygen quantum yields were a lso obta ined for anthracene in supercriti ca l 
flui d carbon diox ide. Solubility experiments revea led that the concentrati ons o f 
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anthracene altered In the supercrit ical cell with temperature and pressure, as 
di scussed in detail in section 4.6.6. Therefore the absorbance o f each sensitiser, 
including the reference sensiti seI' (perinaphthenone) was measured at each 
temperature and pressure during the experiment. It was seen that as the 
concentration of the solution was increased there is a decrease in singlet oxygen 
quantum yield which is thought could be due to aggregation, as shown in figure 7.7 
and 7.8 respecti ve ly. 
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Figure 7,7: A plot to show the relationship between the concentrations of the 
anthracene with the singlet oxygen quantum yield in supercritical carbon diox ide at 
various pressures at 318K 
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Figure 7,8: A plot to show the relationship between the concentrations of the anthracene with 
the singlet oxygen quantum yield in supercritica l carbon dioxide at various pressures at 308K 
The va lues obtai ned fo r the singlet oxygen quantul11 yie ld of Anthracene in 
supercriti ca l carbon dioxide range between 0.2-0.8, but they are within the range of 
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the quantum yield <l> = 0.78 for the formation of. either the triplet state or the 
singlet molecular oxygen of anthracene3• Increase in pres~ure increases the singlet 
oxygen quantum yield of anthracene as seen in table 7.3, but increase in 
concentration decreases the singlet oxygen quantum yield of anthracene. The value 
for the singlet oxygen quantum yield was previously obtained to be more than one 
but it is known that this is not possible. Through the correct way of characterising 
the system set up has been discussed in detail in section 4.6.6 and to work within the 
. required time values of less than one were achieved successfully with errors of 0.05. 
Hence, the abnormality of the thesis of the previous student has been corrected. 
Pressure = 100MPa, Temperature = 318.5K 
Absorbance in Supercritical CO2 <l>~u 
Perinaphthenone Anthracene 
0.525 0.497 0.249 
0.321 0.292 0.535 
0.133 0.127 0.685 
Pressure;' 150MPa, Temperature = 318.5K 
Absorbance in Supercritical CO2 <l>~u 
Perinaphthenone Anthracene 
0.545 0.501 0.379 
0.247 0.231 0.533 
0.143 0.136 0.683 
Pressure = 200MPa, Temperature = 318.5K 
Absorbance in Supercritical CO2 <l>~u 
Perinaphthenone Anthracene 
0.421 0.451 0.415 
0.231 0.270 0.507 
0.123 0.130 0.795 
Pressure = 200MPa, Temperature = 308.5K 
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r-------------------------------------------------------------------
Absorbance in Supercritical CO2 «l>Au 
Perinaphthenone Anthracene 
0.495 0.463 0.385 
0.298· 0.253 0.491 
0.139 0.132 0.866 
Pressure = 100MPa, Temperature = 308.5 K 
Absorbance in Supercritical CO2 «l>Au 
Perinanhthenone Anthracene 
0.563 0.576 0.371 
0.312 0.295 0.467 
0.143 0.137 0.708 
Table 7.3: Anthracene singlet oxygen quantum yield in supercritical carbon dioxide 
using Perinaphthenone as a reference sensitiser at different pressures and 
temperatures 
In general, an increase in pressure appears to result in a small increase in the 
quantum yield, which becomes less apparent at the higher temperatures and 
therefore can be explained in tenns of an increase in solvent density. Chemical 
reactions in solution are generally accompanied by changes in activation volume, 
known as their reaction volumes5. 
The activation volume is interpreted according to the transition state theory, as the 
difference between the partial molar volumes of the transition state and the sums of . 
the partial volumes of the reactants at the same temperature and pressure6• The 
activation volume is not equal for all reactions, as a result increased pressure may 
favour one reaction over the others and therefore it is possible to control/enhance 
selectivities for the desired product by working at the desired temperature and 
pressure. In order to react, the molecules must get within certain proximity of each 
other; known as the transition state volume. To reach this volume work has to be 
done by the solvent to push the molecules together, if the molecules occupy a larger 
combined volume than the transition volume. If the molecule occupies a smaller 
combined volume than required to react, w~)fk has to be done by the molecules to 
move further apart. Therefore in tenns of rates of reaction, if the transition state 
volume of the encounter complex, was larger than the volume occupied by the 
molecules an increase in pressure would cause the solvent to push the molecules 
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together, resulting in a reduced rate of reaction. Conversely if the transition state 
volume was smaller than the volume occupied by the molecules an increase in 
pressure would result in an increased rate of reaction. 
Singlet oxygen quantum yield values for anthracene reported in normal solution 
range from to 0.57 to 1.12 given in Table 7.4. 
cp~ [02] Solvent 
0.57 1.2 x 10.3 Benzonitrile 12 
-
0.58 1.3 x 10.4 CH3CN13 
0.68 O2 c6a;6 
0.70 O2 CS214 
0.74 air C6a;IS 
0.75 O2 CCl414 
0.88 1.9 x 10-3 C6a;1I 
1.00 02 C~sCH316 
1.12 9.0xlO-3 c6a;11 
Table 7.4: Reported literature values for singlet oxygen quantum yields for 
anthracene in solution 
Previous studies 11 obtained a value of 1.12 ± 0.09 by assuming that quenching of 
the anthracene singlet state leads to the production of singlet oxygen, and quote a' 
value of 0.46 for the fraction of excited states quenched that produce singlet oxygen, 
ft.s. However, recent publications suggest that this is not possible since the T2 state 
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of anthracene lies below the SI state and thus quenching of SI leads to production of 
the T 2 state via intersystem crossing, vide infra. 
For quenching of the first excited singlet state by oxygen, it is necessary to consider 
the following five spin allowed and two spin forbidden processes as shown in 
scheme 1. 
SI + O2 eLg-) 
SI + O2 eLg") 
TI + O2 eLg+) 
, 3 TI + O2 (Lg-) 
TI + O2 (I~.) 
T2 + O2 eLg") 
So + O2 eLg") 
SO+02eLg) 
So+ O2 e~g) 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(vi) 
(vii) 
Scheme 1: Possible pathways for singlet state quenching by molecular oxygen 17 
The four enhanced ISC pathways (i-iv) lead to the formation of the first or the 
second excited sensitiser triplet state and either the ground state e~g), or two lowest 
lying excited singlet states of oxygen e~g+, I~g). The three enhanced intemal 
conversion processes (v-vii) generate the sensitiser ground state (So) and either 02 
e~g), 02 e~g+), or 02 eL1g). 
Quenching by oxygen is more complex than simply quenching of TI since other 
excited states exist that may be quenched by oxygen. 
One' study 18 found that in the absence of strong charge transfer interactions 
enhanced IC cannot compete efficiently with spin allowed ISC, either due to a large 
. energy gap (process v), or due to the spin forbidden nature of such transitions 
(processes vi and vii). Process i has not been previously observed since the SI-TI 
gap must exceed 158 kJmorl 
Hence, the four enhanced intersystem crossing processes ii-v, have been identified 
to be the routes by which oxygen quenches the SI state as shown in scheme 1. The 
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different routes of intersystem crossing lead from the initially formed excited 
complex 3(SI3L) to the product complexes 3(T13L), 3(T11ll), 3(TlL) and 3(S03L), 
. which can then further dissociate, as shown in figure 7.9. 
'(5, .. .'E) --,,.-- ii1 
Energy 
'(T , .... ~'E!....) ....L.. ___ . __ .... __ . __ .. __ .. __ ....................... _ ....... _ ................... _._ ....... _ ................ _ ........ ___ ...... _ ... __ . 
11 
---''-'.::(5o .. .'E) 
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Figure 7.9: Most Probable routes for quenching ofsingle states by 
Oxygen 
In order to observe quenching of the singlet state, which results in the production of 
singlet oxygen, certain criteria must be satisfied. Firstly the S 1-T 1 gap must be 
greater than 94 kJmorl. The singlet state of anthracene lies 318 kJmorl above the 
ground state lIIld the triplet state correspond to energy of 178 kJmorl, which results 
in an energy gap of 140 kJmorl, and therefore theoretically under these conditions 
singlet oxygen could be formed. However, the energy of the charge transfer state 
and of the second excited triplet state T 2 need to be considered. When the sensitiser 
is an easily oxidisable molecule charge transfer interactions with oxygen strongly 
influence the rate and efficiency of singlet oxygen formation. The oxidation 
potential of anthracene is 1.20 V 20 and the free energy change for complete energy 
transfer AGCET is -128 kJmorl for the singlet state 2\ when llGCET is high and 
positive very little quenching proceeds via the charge transfer state. In this case the 
llGcET value is negative which means that energy transfer proceeds predominantly 
through a charge transfer state as shown in figure 7.1 O. The energy of the charge 
transfer state of anthracene is 191 kJmorl, which is much lower than the anthracene 
singlet state. An energy gap of 11 kJmorl is not large enough to produce singlet 
oxygen. However, the energy of the second excited triplet state also requires 
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o 
consideration. The T2 state of anthracene lies 312 kJmor1 above the ground state 
which is energetically lower than the singlet state (318 kJmor\ since the charge 
transfer state lies below the T 2 state, quenching simply produces the T 2 state. 
Therefore quenching of the anthracene singlet state results in production of the T 2 
state via intersystem crossing; and not via energy transfer to the oxygen molecule as 
shown previously for a range of me so-substituted anthracenes 19. 
so-4----
-
_____ '(T, ... 'L) _ 
M (M ... O,) 0, 
Figure 7.10: Energy level diagram to show energy transfer between anthracene 
excited states and molecular oxygen 
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Conclusions 
The detection of the decay constanffor singlet oxygen in super critical carbon dioxide 
was made possible after constructing the set up shown in the section 4.6.7 and obtained 
a range of values of the singlet oxygen quantum yield of anthracene which are within 
the expected value ofless than one which have not been reported before. 
The values obtained for the singlet oxygen quantum yield of antIITacene in supercritical 
carbon dioxide range between 0.2-0.8, which are reasonable values in the context of 
known anthracene photophysics. Increase in pressure increases the singlet oxygen 
quantum yield of anthracene, but increase in concentration decreases the singlet oxygen 
quantum yield of anthracene, and it is this explanation which explains the observed 
dependencies. 
In general, an increase in pressure appears to result in a small increase in the quantum 
yield, which becomes less apparent at the higher temperatures and therefore can be 
explained in terms of an increase in solvent density. Chemical reactions in solution are 
generally accompanied by changes in activation volume, known as their reaction 
volumes5 
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Chapter 8 
Juglone 
8.0 Photooxygenation and green Chemistry 
Juglone (S-hydroxy-l,4-naphthoquinone) is a natural product which is formed in 
1 
nature by air oxidation of related hydroquinones found in the black walnut tree . 
2 
Derivatives of Juglone have been isolated from blue spirea and Chinese catalpa. 
, 1·3 
Juglone is of interest due to its alleopathic effects (inhibits growth of plants) as well 
4 
as its use as a preservative in non-alcoholic drinks. However, the main chemical 
interest in Juglone is its use as a synthon, as it acts as a building block for many 
I, 3. 5·9 
valuable compounds and are also key intermediate in the pharmaceutical and 
agrochemical industry. Some Juglone-derived biologically active compounds include 
10 11·12 13 14·15 
frenolicin B , (+)-nocardione A , Juglomycin A , Urdamycinone B and the 
anti-inflammatory (AP-l inhibitor) Kll1S-A 16·17' Conventionally Juglone is prepared 
by oxidation with strong and often hazardous oxidizing agents, but a greener and safer 
, convenient alternative is the use of dye-sensitized photooxygenation as shown in 
scheme 8.1. 
OH 
Light, 0, 
• 
solvent 
sensitiser 
OH 0 
Scheme 8.1: Light photooxygenation of 1, 5-dihydroxynaphthaline 
Juglone is considered a fine chemical (is a precursor to many processes and is not 
prepared in industrial quantities) and as a result is quite expensive. Its price in Sigma-
Aldrich is £96 per 5 g, while the cost of 'the common starting material 1,5-
dihydroxynaphthalene is £34.30 per 500 g (based on prices in September 2(08). 
, Assuming 100% conversion of 1, 5-dihydroxynaphthalene to Juglone, this indicates 
that Juglone is 155 times more valuable than its precursor and its for this reason that a 
, , 
simple and high-yielding conversion of 1, 5-dihydroxynaphthalene to Juglone is highly 
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desirable; from the cheap and commercially available 1,5-dihydroxynaphthalene by 
oxidation. The reaction proceeds via a [4+2] cycloaddition followed by a breakdown of 
the endoperoxide intermediate as shown in scheme 8.2. 
Scheme 8.2: Mechanism of the [4+2]-cycloaddition of singlet oxygen 
In Type I photooxygenations a substrate in the excited state reacts with triplet state 
oxygen, which is then incorporated into the product. Type II photooxygenations 
involve the light initiated formation of singlet oxygen and subsequent reactions of this 
reactive species. There are three main Type II photooxygenation reactions: ene-
reactions, [2+2]-cycloadditions and [4+2]-cycloadditions as shown in scheme 8.3 
sens ISC ~ 
Scheme 8.3: Dye-sensitised generation of singlet oxygen 
In light induced dye-sensitisation a photon of the correct wavelength causes excitation 
of the sensitiser to the singlet state, which then undergoes inter-system crossing to form 
the longer lived triplet state sensitiser as discussed in detailed in the singlet oxygen 
chapter 7. Upon interaction with molecular oxygen energy transfer occurs to yield 
singlet oxygen. This highly reactive species can then undergo a range of photochemical 
reactions, using sensitisers such as Methylene Blue (MB) and Rose Bengal (RB), their 
relatively high quantum yields may be obtained for singlet oxygen formation 
(<D(CH30H)RB = 0.8 and <D(CHPH)MB = 0.51). Production of singlet oxygen has been 
shown to be efficient in supercritical carbon dioxide, and the lifetime has been 
demonstrated to be long in comparison with conventional solvents 4.5 being 5.1 ms at 
150 kg cm·2 and 41 QC 1. In this study, dye sensitised singlet oxygen has been utilised to 
effect the transformation of I, 5-dihydroxynaphthalene to Juglone in supercritical fluid 
carbon dioxide, monitoring the production of Juglone in situ using UV -visible 
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spectrophotometer. A number of sensitisers soluble in supercritical fluid carbon 
dioxide are investigated which include; Anthracene (Anth), Alloxazine (All), Rose 
Bengal (RB) and Methylene Blue (MB). 
The maximum absorbance of Rose Bengal is in the region 500 - 600 nm, which 
corresponds to approximately 170 kJmorl of energy. This enables excitation of the 
sensitiser to its singlet state, from which it undergoes intersystem crossing to its triplet 
state (94 kJmor\ which can then selectively transfer energy to molecular oxygen. 
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Figure 8.1: Absorbance spectrum of Methylene Blue in methanol 
Whilst the maximum absorbance of Methylene Blue; is in the region 600 - 700 nm. In a 
similar process to 'that of rose Bengal, the dye is excited to its singlet state before 
intersystem crossing to the triplet state (140 kJmorl). Once in the triplet state, the'dye 
, 
can readily transfer energy to molecular oxygen. 
8.1 Photochemical Synthesis 
In general synthetic photochemistry has had little impact in industry, although some 
18-20 
examples of photochemical process exist . This low impact is attributed to the high 
running costs of the commonly used light sources (energy demands and cooling), such 
as mercury or halogen lamps. The typical energy demand of a medium pressure -
135 
mercury lamp (400 W) is 1343 kJ h'l, Of the electrical energy supplied, less than half is 
converted to light energy, resulting in a large quantity of wasted energy, Over time the 
lamps degenerate and although they draw the same energy the quality of the light 
produced decreases significantly. The limited lifetime of such lamps is a contributor to 
the high cost of photochemical processes (installation, maintenance and particularly 
operational costs). In addition, while UV light may cause desirable photochemical 
transformations, in many cases filtering of the light source is needed to prevent 
unwanted side reactions. Therefore, the percentage of the light generated that 
contributes to the desired chemical reaction may be very low making such 
photochemical processes very inefficient. Recent interest in light emitting diodes 
21 (LEDs) has offered an alternative to these costly and inefficient light sources . These 
are small, versatile and available in a large number of waveiengths,allowing for 
selectivity of the light source. In addition, there is minimal heat generation so little or 
no cooling is needed. 
The efficiency of a photochemical process may be expressed using the quantum yield 
(cD), which is the amount of reactant consumed or product formed divided by the 
amount of photons absorbed. In an ideal system all photons lead to a photochemical 
transformation and so the quantum yield is one. However, for practical applications a 
quantum yield of greater than 0.3 is considered very efficient. Exceptions to this are 
photo-initiated free radical chain reactions, where quantum yields of far greater than 
one may be obtained. 
Another factor that limits the perceived greenness of photochemical processes is the 
typical reaction conditions, in particular the solvents used and the concentration of the 
solutions .. Many photochemical transformations are carried out in benzene or 
acetonitrile, as these solvents are less reactive towards free radicals. However, these are 
22 . 
less favourable solvents due to their toxicity . Photochemical reactions, in particular 
on the large-scale, tend to use rather dilute reaction mixtures. The amount of photons 
absorbed by a reaction mixture is directly related to the concentration of the reaction 
. mixture and is expressed by the Beer-Lambert Law 
A = eel 
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Where A is absorbance, c is concentration, 1 is path length (through the reaction 
mixture) and E is the molar absorption coefficient (wavelength dependent constant). In 
scale-up, this is a particular disadvantage as the light must irradiate a far larger quantity 
of reaction mixture and it is difficult to reproduce the same 1 value as the smaller scale 
syothesis. Consequently, the concentration of the reaction mixture is usually quite low, 
to enable light penetration of the entire reaction mixture. 
Despite the disadvantages, there are several examples in the literature of 'green' 
photochemical transformations. The. potential of photochemistry as a "clean" 
23 
technology has been discussed previously , with outlines that perceives disadvantages 
of photochemistry and some approaches to avoid these issues and various research24•26 
have demonstrated the application of photochemistry as a green technology. In 
particular, use of solar light in photooxygenation and photoacylation reactions provides 
27·29 . 
an effective green route to fine chemicals . In addition, elimination of halogenated 
solvents and use of catalytic amounts of sensitiser give a process that adheres to the 
twelve principles of green chemistry. 
8.2 Synthesis of J uglone 
Due to the favourable absorption of most dyes within the visible spectrum, 
photooxygenation reactions have been subjected to concentrated sunlight and served as 
model systems for environmentally friendly and benign 'Green Photochemistry'. The 
photooxygenation of 1, 5-dihydroxynaphthalene was studied with. moderately 
concentrated light and 5-hydroxy-l,4-naphthoquinone (Juglone) was obtained in good 
yields. Since Juglone is a valuable product, as a result it is desirable to develop an 
efficient method for its syothesis and its rate of formation, mostly looking at the 
oxidation of 1, 5-dihydroxyoaphthalene using a variety of oxidising agents.' 1,5-
dihydroxynaphthalene is a desired starting material as it is cheap and commercially 
30 
available. Other syntheses involve the use of 1, 8 dihydroxyoaphthalene or 1,8-
3l 
amidonaphthol . 5-acetoxy-l-naphthol also yields Juglone under photooxygenation 
32 
conditions . The earliest reported synthesis of Juglone was in 1887 by Bemthsen and 
33 
Semper , where 1,5-dihydroxynaphthalene was converted to Juglone using chromic 
137 
acid (aqueous solution of potassium dichromate and sulphuric acid) at room 
temperature for 24 hours. In this study it was reported that Juglone was isolated in 
yields of 26-37%. 
The first reported photochemical synthesis of Juglone was reported by Griffith in 
34 
1976 ,using methylene blue as a sensitiser and irradiation using a tungsten lamp, to 
get Juglone in 70% yield. An investigation by Duchstein and Wurm looked at the effect 
of different sensitisers (sensitiser-free, methylene blue, rose Bengal and 9,10-
dicyanoanthracene), solvents (methanol and acetonitrile) and wavelengths (> 360 nm 
35·36 
and < 360 nm) on the yield of this reaction . The optimised conditions were found to 
be the use light > 360 nm for a solution of methylene blue in acetonitrile. This was 
37 
found to give Juglone in yields of 70-75% following 8 hours of irradiation . Recent 
26·30 
studies has reported the synthesis of Juglone under artificial and solar conditions, 
28 
reporting yields of up to 88% . Other studies of Jugione in the literature have looked at 
3840 
the kinetics of the reaction of I, 5 dihydroxynaphthalene with singlet oxygen . The 
26·28 34·35 
mostly used sensitisers are: Rose Bengal Methylene blue and 
28,43 
Tetraphenylporphyrin (TPP) . Although TPP is the most effective singlet oxygen 
21 
generator ,it is less commonly used than rose bengal due to solubility difficulties. TPP 
is primarily soluble in halogenated or nonpolar solvents and virtually insoluble in 
27 
alcohols . Methylene blue gave a good Juglone production, which is in line with the 
singlet oxygen quantum yields of the three sensitisers (<1> (CHPH)RB = 0.80, 
<1>(C6H6)TPP = 0.66 and <1>(CHPH)MB = 0.5. Since it was possible to obtain a good yield 
of Juglone from these sensitisers, the aim of this research is to try and perform this 
project using supercritical carbon dioxide as a solvent, which will provide even greener 
photochemistry, and to follow its rate of formation spectroscopically. 
8.3 Mechanism of the Photooxygenation of 1,5-dihydroxynaphthalene 
The reaction of singlet oxygen with l,5-dihydroxynaphthalene is an example of a 
photo-Diels Alder reaction ([4+21-cyc1oaddition), in which l,5-dihydroxynaphthalene 
functions as a diene and singlet oxygen as a dienophile, The photo-Diels Alder reaction 
138 
produces an endoperoxide, which subsequently undergoes the loss of water to yield the 
l,4-naphthoquinone. The general mechanism suggests that the conversion of the 
endoperoxide to the naphthoquinone is spontaneous. Croux attributes this to the 
instability of the endoperoxide, but does not speculate further on the mechanism. 
However, Murtinho proposes that intramolecular acid catalysis occurs (supported by 
40 
deuterium isotope studies ), ca~sing conversion of the endoperoxide to the 
hydroperoxide. 
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Figure 8.2: Spectrum of 1,5 .Dihydroxnaphthalene 
8.4 Characterisation of Juglone 
The use of different sensitisers will be investigated, using Rose Bengal, Methylene 
blue, Anthracene and Alloxazine, to identify the most suitable sensitiser for this system. 
Methanol will be used as the solvents for introduction into the set up, which will then 
be pumped out using oxygen for reactions using scC02• The product formed in these 
reactions was further analysed by NMR and IR and it was found to be very similar to 
the pure Juglone as shown in the appendix section, much appreciation goes to Will 
Simpson; for perfomnng the two analysis detailed in section 8.4.1 and 8.4.1.2. 
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8.4.1 NMR Analysis 
The !H NMR has been assigned as Juglone (scheme 8.1) which confirms that the 
Juglone has been formed as shown in the Appendix section (page vi) which is similar to 
the standard pure Juglone (page vii). Standard, oH (CDCh), 7.58 (lH, m, Ar-H), 7.22' 
(lH, m, Ar-H), 6.90 (lH, s, Ar-H), 1.50 (2H,s, R-CH-CH-R). Sample, oH (CDCh), 
7.19 (3H, s, Ar-H), 1.51 (2H, s, R-CH-CH-R). Note, small peaks in the sample NMR 
indicate small levels of impurity, possibly a small quantity of methylene blue 
remaining. 
8.4.1.2 IR Analysis 
The standard IR and sample IR spectrums show four larg~, similar peaks suggesting the 
same compound is present as shown in the appendix section (page vii). These are 400-
800 cm'! (C-H, aromatic 750-900 cm'!), 1000-1100 cm'! (C-O, alcohol 1040-1060 cm' 
\ 1400-1500 cm'! (C=O, ketone, 1665-1725 cm'!) (influenced by co'njugation/ring 
size) and 2800-3600 cm'! (O-H, alcohol 3200-3400 cm'!). 
8.4.2 Dark room studies 
The conditions required for the production of Juglone are sensitiser, air bubbling as 
well as light. A reaction was carried out without light and no Juglone was formed. This 
unambiguously proves that only under light irradiation is this oxidation possible, hence 
3 
Juglone formation. However, it has been reported that under very basic conditions 
(phosphate buffer of Na
2
HPOINaOH at pH 12) the Juglone anion has known to 
spontaneously synthesis in the dark (Scheme 5.2). 
+ 
o 
pH 12 
~Hp 
° Scheme 8.1: Spontaneous dark synthesis of Juglone 
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8.4.2. 1 Sensitiser-free studies and pure Juglone comparisons 
Us ing a range of li ght sources has shown that a small amount of se lf-sensiti sation 
occurs. This self sensit isation is greater when ultrav iolet light (UV) is used (Mercury 
lamp and Rayonet (300 nm) than when visible light is used (halogen lamps). This is 
41 
consistent with observations by Duchste in , who noted that y ields o f Juglone of up to 
20% were obtained using light >360 nm (halogen lamp), with yields of 12· 15% for 
li ght < 360 nm (high pressure mercury lamp). 
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Figure 8.3: A graph showing the rate of fo rmation of J uglone in the absence of 
sensitiser in both methanol and scCO, with a UV lamp 
38 
1,5-dihydroxynaphthalenes are known to be good self-sensiti sers at 337 nm and 
42 
Murtinho reports y ields of up to 28% using Tungsten lamps . The UV-vis spectrum of 
1,5-dihydroxynaphtha lene (technical g rade) shows that the sta rti ng materia l does not 
abso rb at wave lengths greater than 350 nm. An absorbance band with a maxi mum at 
300 nm may enable excitation of the molecu le under UV irradiation, leading to self-
sensiti sati on. Little self-sensiti sation i obse rved when a halogen lamp is used . Solar 
irrad iati on provides light of 300 nm to greater than 700 nm, thus the diol may be 
excited under so lar condit ions. 
27 
A study of solvents for Jug lone synthesis was carried out previously . Thi s showed 
that photooxygenation in I-amy l alcohol produces more ox idation product than in i-
propyl alcoho l or aceto ne, in a shorter leng th of t ime. As I-amyl a lcohol is a longer 
147 
cha in alco hol, with physica l properties s im ilar to those of I-buty l alcohol, it is expected 
that the singlet oxygen lifetime is about 3 1 I-ls or even longer (Table 8. I). It is greater 
than that in the shorter chain alcohols (methanol, ethanol and i-propy l a lcohol) and so 
greater y ie lds may be achieved for photooxygenation in I-amy l. 
Solvent I 02 lifetime (I-ls) 
Acetone 34-65 
Ethyl acetate 45-50 
Methanol 9.5 -1 0.4 
Ethanol 9.7- 15 .3 
i-Propyl alcohol 22 
I-Buty l alcohol 3 1 
Dichloromethane 59-100 
18 
Table 8.1: Singlet oxygen lifetimes in selected so lvents . alcoho ls 
It has been observed that when reaction so lutions of the same concentration 111 
conventional so lvents and in supercri tical carbon dioxide are compared, hi gher 
absorbance values are noted for the sllpercrit ica l ca rbon dioxide as ShO"~l in fi gure 8. 4. 
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This has been attributed to the formation of 'cl usters' o f additional density. These are 
short li ved formations but may cause an increase in absorbance of loca li sed sample. 
8.5 Effects of Oxygen on the fo rmation of Juglone 
Singlet oxygen is known to have a longer lifetime in gaseous state; therefore a study in 
using the mixture of gases was investi gated instead of pure oxygen only as deta il ed in 
secti on 4.7. This was necessary to follow the reacti on of the production of Juglone 
using a mi xture of various concentrations of gases in compari son to the pure oxygen at 
different pressures. Figure 8.5 shows the product ion of Juglone using Anthracene and 
dhdn in supercritical carbon diox ide wit h the ratio of 60% nitrogen and 40% oxygen 
and a correlation was observed with the vario us pressures; as the pressure increases the 
production of Juglone decreases. 
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Figure 8.5: Production of Juglone in sceo, with 1I mixture of 60% N, and 
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Figure 8.6 shows two similar so lut ions of the same concentration but one has been 
oxygen bubbled th rough it and the other one is only air equilibrated. The plot indicates 
not much difference has been observed . therefore proves the fact that the limi ting factor 
is not the amount of oxygen in so lution but the concentration of Methylene Blue and 
the rate at wh ich it can produce the s inglet oxygen state. This is not surprising as the 
Methylene Blue concentration is a fac tor of 3 lower than the oxygen concentrat ion 111 
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the air equi librated solution and therefore making the Methylene Blue the limiting 
reagent. It was observed that there was no correlation in the production of Juglone with 
pure oxygen and also with a mixture of gases at different pressures. Since pure oxygen 
is known to have a longer fluorescence lifetime 
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Figurc 8.6: Comparison bctween the air equilib"ated solution vs. pure oxygen. 
8.6. Solvent and sensitiser study 
Different so lutions mixtures of 1,5-dihyd roxynaphthalene (d hdn) were illuminated in 
the presence of different sensitizers and different solvent as detailed in section 4.7. The 
results were tabulated for which were in favour to produce Juglone and which were not 
as shown in Tab le 8.2. Mostly the ones which did not manage to produce Jug lone was 
due to the Fact that the sensiti ser wou ld not di sso lve in the solvent and the ones which 
managed to di sso lve d id not produce the expected peak as the pure Juglone. 
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Solvents Sensitiser Juglone 
MeOH MB ves 
MeOH Tris pp Ru No 
MeOH RB yes 
MeOH Hematotrophyn yes 
MeOH Anthracene yes 
Acetone MB yes 
Acetonitrile MB yes 
DCM MB yes 
Chloroform MB Yes 
Dichloro ethane MB NO 
Iso propanol MB yes 
propanol MB yes 
Dioxane MB NO 
Ethanol MB yes 
Ethyl Acetate MB Yes 
Hexane MB NO 
scC02 MB and RB Yes 
Table 8.2 : A table showing the producti on of JlIglone using different 
sensitise rs and different solvents 
The fo rmation of Juglone using conventional so lvents was investigated and the results 
in Table 8 .2 can be used for compari son of the reacti on rate and eva luati on of the 
effectiveness of supercriti cal carbon dioxide as a suitable reaction solvent in 
compari son to other solvents investigated. Figure 8.7 prov ides in fo rmation wi th 
regardin g the use of ME as a sensiti ser in meth anol for the synthesis Juglone, whereby 
fi gure 8.8 fol lows the synthesis of J uglone using d i fferen! sol vents and di fferent 
sensiti sers. 
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Figure 8.7: Juglone synthes is from Meth ylene blue and 1,S-dihydroxY lla phtha lcnc 
The synthes is of Juglone from I ,5-dihydroxynaphthalene has shown to increase in yie ld 
with time and a correct amount of sensiti seI'. O n using Methy lene bl ue as a sensiti ser 
the co lour of the reaction mi xture was observed to turn from dark green/ blue during the 
experimental peri od to brown which is due to the resu lt of the production of Juglone. 
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Figurc 8.8: A gra ph showing the production of Juglone in different solvents and with different 
sensitisers 
The formation of Juglone in d iffe rent so lvents and d iffe rent sensiti sers has been shown 
to produce Juglone in vario us rates as shown in fi gure 8.8. wi th RB in i-propanol 
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having produced more Jug lone, this is in line with other studies as we ll which showed 
the same trend and then fo ll owed by scC02 which produced more Juglone. The higher 
production of Juglone in SCC02 is thougllt to be du e to the fact th at scC02 has a longer 
singlet oxygen li fet ime than tll e other so lven ts. 
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Figurc 8.9 : A graph showing the formation of Jug lonc in chloroform, using MB as a 
sensitiser and various concentration ofd hdn 
On us ing ch lorofo rm as a so lvent, a peak was observed at the 300 nm wave length, 
further investigation fo und out that it was the fellco form of MB which was being made, 
reflect in g the detailed spectrum shown on th e study in figure 8 .945 
Whils t investigating the rate of Juglone production with di ffere nt so lvents an 
interesting add itional reaction was noted when using initially chlorofo rm, and 
subsequently isopropano l as a so lvent. Th is was obse rved when the absorbance of 
methylene blue at 650 nm in the ce ll so lution began to drop with time, whilst an 
additional peak at arou nd 240 nm arose. The spectrum fo r MB in chloroform is shown, 
figure 8.9 . 
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Figure 8.9.1: The absorbance peaks of methylene blue (650 nm, 290 nm) a nd 
leucomethylene blue (240 nm)18. 
A simple plot of the two absorbance peaks over time showed them to be ri sing and 
fa lli ng in proportion with one anoth er, suggesting that the meth ylene blue was forming 
a new compound whi ch absorbed in the near ultra-violet region. Initial ly thi s was 
thought to be a secondary singlet oxygen reacti on , given that the singlet state is known 
to react with many organic compounds incl ud ing aromatics and hetero-aromatics. 
However. why thi s should occur in some so lvents and not others was not clear. With 
some additional research it became apparent that the new peak at 240 nm matched that 
of the felleo form of meth ylene blue, suggesting that the sensitiseI' was being reduced in 
the cell l 8 An illustration of the peaks associated wi th meth ylene blue and 
le llcometh ylene blue is shown in Fi gure 8.9.1. 
8.7 Super critical Carbon Dioxide studies 
Studies to evaluate the use of scC02 as a solvent for the Photooxygenation of 1,5-
dihyd roxynaphthalene to synthesise Juglone are done using different sensiti sers like 
ME , RB , Anthracene and All oxazi ne as detailed in secti on 4.6.6 and secti on 5.2. The 
synthesis of Juglone may be followed spectroscopicaJly and their kinetics foll owed as a 
fracti on of temperature and pressure. 
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Pure Juglone was initially used and pumped into the system in o rder to assess its 
solubility and validate it against methanol, and add itional Juglone was pumped agai n in 
the set up at a higher pressure and the results could be seen in fi gure 8.10. 
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Figure 8.10: A graph of pure Juglonc in 150 and 200 Mpa pressures in scCOz in 
comparison to methanol 
The absorbance was measured over the range 350 nffi- 600 nm, but the main area of 
interest was 400 nm - 450 nm (415 nm). Neutral density filters were used to decrease 
the intensity of the light reaching the opt ica l fibre (a fter irrad iation of the cell). Before 
commencing any monitoring study light and dark reference spectra were obtained . Pure 
Juglone spectra were also obtained at different pressure, it was noted that with the pure 
Juglone there was a decrease in absorbance as pressure was decreased, due to 
presumably to a decrease in solubility. 
8.8. Anthraccne as a scnsitiser for Juglonc production 
Since Anthracene was studied and detailed in chapter 7 and known to be good 
sensiti ser, was therefore used in the photooxygenation of dhdn. However, it was 
necessary to ensure that there was some comparison between the producti on of Juglone 
in the scCOz and in conventional so lvents in order to follow the reaction successfully. It 
was poss ible to follow and monitor the production of Juglone using Anthracene as a 
sensitiser in different so lvents and also in scCOz at 150 MPa and 313 K. Figure 8. 10 
shows the comparison of pure Jug lone in both organi c so lvent and in scCOz in add ition 
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to the Jug lone produced through I, 4 -d ihdroxy naphthalene (d hdn) and A nthracene in 
both organic solvent and in scC0 2. 
The irrad iat ion of the mi xture for a longer period at different pressure was studi ed, in 
order to observe ifmore of the prod uct will be produced and in vesti gate the re latio nship 
with pressure as shown in fig ure 8. 1 I, a lthough no apparent trend wi th the increase in 
pressure to the fo rm ati on of Juglone using Anthracene as a sensiti ser was observed. 
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Figure 8.11: A graph showin g th e Juglone production in scca , after I hr of light irradiation with 
different pressures at a constant temperature of 3S' C using Anthracene as a sensitiser 
A study of Anthracene in scCOz was carried out, as ex pected the absorbance was noted 
to decrease with time; thi s is d iscussed in detail in secti on 5.2. On using Anthracene as 
a sensiti ser, it was observed that a lot of it gets used up in the first half an hour, 
therefore the production of Juglone shoul d only be fo ll owed in that time frame, thi s w ill 
then avo id any errors but idea ll y a ll reacti ons should be kept within the half an hour 
time frame. 
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K using Anthracene as a scnsitiser. 
8.9 Dihydroxnaphthalene in se CO2 
The stabili ty of Dihydroxnaphthale ne (DHDN) in sce o 2 was measured according to the 
method described in section 5.3. The DHDN stabi lity over 30 mins is shown in figure 
8.13, however a sli ght drop in the absorbance was observed over 30 mins period, hence 
the reactions were monitored over thi s time f rame or less. The ocean optics US B 2000 
used in the set up in fi gure 5.5 was only able to show the regions of above 350 run and 
the kinetics were measured using the Juglone peak around 420 nm as shown in fi gure 
8. 11. ince the DHDN peak was aro und 330 nm a diffe rent spectrol11eter was used to 
va lidate the absorbance (stabi lity), the va lues obtai ned are shown in fi gure 8. 13. 
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Figure 8.13: Dhdn in scCO, for 30mins at 1 OOMpa and 35°C 
8.9.1 Rate of formation of Juglone as a function of initial [DHDN) 
The formation of juglone from DI-IDN concentration increases wi th increasing DHDN 
concentrat ion as shown in 8.14. The effect of solvent on Juglone formation is stud ied in 
detail later in sec tion 8.9.2 but clearly figure 8. 14 shows there is an increased rate of 
production of juglone when acetonitrile is used as a solvent. Thi s is due to the fact the 
longer singlet oxygen lifetime in acetonitrile compared with scC02 and methanol. 
This is attri butable to the faster singlet oxygen li fetime in the scC0 2. which means that 
increase in the singlet oxygen is intercepted by DHDN in the acetonitrile. A detailed 
ki netic analysis is given later in Tab le 8.7, since the value of k 2 is lower in scC02 by as 
much as five times the value of singlet oxygen in Acetonitrile. 
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Figure 8.14: A g"aph showing the .-ate of p"oduction of juglone in va"ious [DHDN] using MB as 
the sensitise .. 
8.9.2 Comparisons of the Effects ofDihyd.-oxnaphthalene in MeOH and scCO, 
For Juglone formation to be understood, it was necessary to obtain the initial rates at 
which the dhdn is being consumed as the starting material in scC02, table 8.3 shows the 
different concentrations, absorbances and initia l rates used as detailed in section 5.0 and 
5.1. 
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Figure 8.15: various [Dhdn xl 0" 1 in scCO, vs various Idhdn x 10" 1 in methanol 
A plot of known concentration is shown in graph 8.15 and from this it could be seen 
that within the time frame of half an hour, on ly 1 0% of dhdn was consumed which 
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clearl y shows that there is no much vari ati on of dhdn concentrati on in methanol and in 
the super criti ca l carbon di ox ide. 
From Tab le 8.3 it is clear th at the hi gher the concentrati on the faster the initi al rate 
hence more dhdn is being consumed. 
Initi al Abs/AU Conc./M Ini tial Rates/min " 
0.3 1 0.00002 1 -0 .0029 ±O.OOO I 
0 .42 0.000032 -0 .0027 ±0.0001 
0.53 0.000039 -0.002 1 ±O.OOO I 
0.6 1 0.000044 -0.002 1 ±O.OOO I 
0.69 0.000049 -0.001 7 ±O.OOO I 
Table 8.3 : Various [Dhdn] in SCC02 with the initial rates within 30l1lins 
8.10 Effects of increasing dhdn concentration on the initial rate of formation of 
Juglonc 
The hi gher the concentration of dhdn the hi gher and faster was on the fo rmati on of 
Juglone. Although the rates were higher in Acetonitril e as ex pec ted due to its higher 
singlet oxygen lifeti me compared to meth anol and SCC02. 
Initi al Rate 111 In i ti al Rate In Initi al Rate In 
Conc of dhdn Methanol Acetonitril e scC02 
(mold m')) (moldm') min .1) ( Id ') .. 1) mo m mll1 (moldn,-3 min · l ) 
6.0 x ler 3.51 ±0.02 x 10.7 1.1 6 ±0.03 x 10-6 2.72 ±0.01 x 10.7 
1.2 X 10'" 4.78 ±0.02 x 10.7 1.63 ±0.03 x 10.6 3.2 1 ±O.O I x 10.7 
1.5 x 10'" 6.65 ±0.02 x 10.7 2.6 1 ±0 .03 x 10.6 4.33 ±O.O I x 10.7 
1.9 x 10'" 9.03 ±0.02 x 10.7 2.66 ±0.03 x 10.6 9.18 ±0.01 x 10.7 
2. 1 x 10" 1.05 ±0.02 x 10.6 3. 12±0 .03x 10.6 1.22 ±0.0 1 x 10.6 
3. l x I0'" 1.23 +0.02 x 10.6 3.98 +0.03 x 10.6 1.67 +0.0 1 x 10.7 
Table 8.4: Effects of [DHDN] on the initial rates of formation of Juglone in 
different solve nts , ME COliC. was 1.2 x 10.4 M 
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8.11 Methylene Blue as a sensitiscr 
Methylene blue is one of the en itisers which has shown great success to use in the 
production of J uglone. it has shown to work tremendously well in various studies27.3o 
by using different o lvents, a lthough it is inso luble in hexane, it was fo und that it was 
soluble in scC0 2. Methylene blue was lIsed as a sensiti ser in the product io n of Juglone, 
it was obse rved to produce a higher yie ld in conventiona l solvent in various studies27 
8.11.1 Effects 0 11 the rates of production of Juglone using MU as a scnsitiser in 
both sceo, and MeOH 
The production of Juglone lIs ing MB and Dhdn in super critical carbon dioxide was 
compared to that of the conventional so lvent in methanol and was seen that a higher 
production of Juglone was obtained in SCC02, thi s is thought to be due to the fact that 
there is less viscosity in SCC02 than in methanol and also the lifetime o f sing let oxygen 
in SCC02 is longer than in conventional so lvent. The initia l rates of reaction are doub le 
in se C02 compared to methano l (MeO H) as shown in Table 8.5 
16 1 
MeOH rates/miner scC02 rates/m;.!"1 MB conc.!M Dhdn conc.!M 
0.0055 0.0102 0.000023 0.00026 
0.0048 0.0106 0.000023 0.00054 
0.0052 0.095 0.000046 0.00054 
0.0007 0.0022 0.000023 .0000 13 
Table 8.5: A table showing how the rates of reaction compare with the [MB) and [dhdn) 
8.11 .2 Comparison of MB in scC02 and in MeOH 
Since an increase of MB concentralion has not got that much effect in the production of 
Juglone, it was necessary to compare M13 in a conventional solvent l ike methanol to the 
supercriti cal solvent li ke SCC0 2. It was then observed as shown in figure 8.1 7 that there 
was not much di fference. 
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Fignre 8.17: Various [MB) in scC02 vs. various [MB) in MeOH 
The relationship between dhdn in methanol and in supercritical carbon diox ide is nearl y 
of the ratio of I : I . Simil ar to the relationship of the concentration of ME in so lvent and 
in super criti ca l carbon diox ide as discussed in section 5. 1. The in iti al rates of the 
Juglone production in scC0 2 were hi gher that of the methanol even after varying the 
concentration of the sensi tiseI' and dhdn. this also increases the production of Juglone in 
sc O2. 
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8.11.3 Effects of MB 011 the in itial rate of formatioll of Juglone 
It is clear from the results that the higher the concentration of dhdn the faster the 
fo rmation of Juglone . But fo r Juglone formation to be complete, it was necessary to 
determ ine what the effects of the concentrati on of the sensitiser are has to the product. 
As shown in table 8.6 the effects of inc reas ing MB on the format ion of .Jug lone was 
s li ght compared to the effect of increasing dhdn. 
Concentration Initi al Initi al Rate in Initi al Rate in I nitial Rate in 
of M.B. Absorbance Methanol AcetonitTi le scC02 
(moldm-3) ofM .B. (AU) (Conc/min) (Conc/min) (Conc/min) 
2.30 x 10.6 0. 18 4.19xI0" 1.0 x 10.6 2.54 x 10" 
4.60 x 10-6 0.36 4.5 x 10.1 1.2 x 10-6 4.70 X 10.1 
6.00 x 10.6 0.47 4 .94 x 10.1 1.4 x 10-6 5.5 1 X 10.1 
1.20 x 10'; 0.95 6.04 x 10.1 2.0 x 10-6 7.99xI0·
' 
Table 8.6: Effects of IMBI 011 the in itia l nltes of formatio ll of J uglone in differell t so lvents, 
IOHONI 1.3 X 10" M 
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Table 8.5 and 8.6 also shows that the rate was slightl y hi gher in Acetonitrile compared 
to MeO H and scC02 thi s is due to the fact Acetonitrile has a relatively long singlet 
oxygen lifetime. The singlet oxygen lifetime is 7.7x 10-5 s in Acetonitri le where as in 
methanol it is only 9.0x 10-6 s whilst the sing let oxygen lifetime of se CO2 is 5. 1 ms at 
14.7 MPa and 3 14 K. The singlet oxygen life time is the longest in scC0 2 but its 
bimolecular rate constant (k2 in table 8.7) is much lower than both acetonitril e and 
methanol hence the acetonitril e reacts with the 1,5-dih ydroxynaphthalene to produce 
Juglone faster. 
The reactio n rates in Table 8.7 follows equation I , therefore: 
kd 
[DHDN] + 10 2 _ - [DHDN ..... . 0 2] 
k-d 
, [J] 
1 
If kR » kd, the rate wo uld be diffusion controll ed and therefore Debye-Hucke l's 
equation wo uld app l y: 
8RT Rate = kd =--
317 
If k-d» kR , the rate of the reaction wou ld be reaction controll ed and therefore: 
Rate = K kR kcl Where: K= - -
k - d 
2 
3 
The rate of reaction wi ll depend on the fraction of the single! oxygen that reacts (11'1) as 
fo llows 
k[DHDN] 4 = 
k, + k[DHDN] 
ks is the reciproca l of the singlet oxygen lifetime. This means the rate of Juglone 
production would be: 
cI(J) = k, [DHDN] [MB]rfJD. k[DHDN] 
cll - k, + k[DH DN ] 
5 
As figure 8. 18 is a straight line graph , and a plo! of rate of producti on of Juglone 
agai nst concentration of 1 ,5-dihydroxynaphthalene, then the gradient would equal: 
= k, [MB]rfJD. k[DHDN] 
- k, + k[DHDN] 
6 
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For each of the three solvents, the fraction of singlet oxygen wh ich wou ld react at the 
lowest and hi ghest concentration of 1,5-dihydroxynaphthalene have been calcul ated 
using equation 4. The fraction of singlet intercepted is determined from the rate 
constant k, which is calculated from the observed singlet oxygen li fetime in the 
presence of a sensiti seI' and the calcu lated va lues are shown in the table 8.7. 
Fracti on of '/', 02 Fraction of '/', 0 , kz (hi ghest kz (lowest Average k 
that reacts (at that reacts (at [DHDN]) [DHDN]) (moldn,-\· I) 
Solvent hi ghest [DHDN] lowest [DHDN]) (moldm·ls· l) (moldn,-\·I) 
Methanol ~01 7 ~ .0033 2.47 x 10" 1.26 X 10 ' 7.56 x 10" 
Acetonitri le ~.13 ~.027 I.10 x 10" 5.09 x 10" 3.09 x 10" 
SCC02 0.91 ~.65 5.62x 10· b.80x I0· 6.72 x 10' 
Table 8.7: Fract ion of single t oxygen t hat reacts a nd kz va lues fo r the th ree so lve nts 
If the rate of reac ti on was diffusion contro ll ed, then the average k2 values wou ld be 
similar to that of the diffusion coefficient. The diffusion coefficients for al l three 
solvents are in the region of Lx LO IO morldm\·l This shows that the rate of reaction is 
not diffusion control led and therefore is reaction control led (i.e. k-d» kR)' 
Chemical reactions in solution are genera ll y accompanied by changes \0 volume, 
known their reaction volumes41 , whi ch is interpreted according to the transition state 
theory, as the difference between the partial molar vo lumes of the transition state and 
the sums of th e parti al vo lumes of the reactants at the same temperature and pressure. 
hanges in viscos ity ha ve been known to affect the acti vation vo lume; prominent 
among them are those reactions that are diffusion limited42 In order to reac t, the 
molecu les must get within certa in proximity of each other, known as the transit ion state 
volume. To reach this volume work either has to be done by the so lvent to push the 
molecules together. or by the molecules to move further apart, thus doing work on the 
envi ronment. 
Partial mol ar vo lumes in liquids are only a few cmlmor l, they can be very large and 
negati ve in SCFs, and as a res ult the pressure effect on the reaction rate constant can be 
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very significant. Partial molal volumes of so lutes in supercritical fluids were reported to 
be small and positi ve at high pressures, but large and negative at low pressures in the 
highl y compressible near-critical region. Th is was true for a ll the so lutes studied43•s2 in 
both supercritical carbon dioxide and supercritica l ethylene 
8.1 lA Effect of the initial rate offormatioll of Juglone with the change in pressure 
and temperature using MB as a sensitiser ill scC02 
Fu rther work to investigate the increase in pressure and temperature to the initia l rates 
were done and al though there seems to be an increase between the lower temperatures 
of308 and 313k respectively, a slight decrease appeared at 318K and 323K as shown in 
fi gure 8.19. But this trend requires further thorough investigation with varieties of 
temperatu re and pressures, as the decrease in rate may be due to removing too much 
so lvent from the cell hence removi ng the so lution of MB and DHDN. 
The concentration of the sensiti ser only affects the rate of the reaction s li ghtly, however 
adding more oxygen into the reaction does not affect the rate. This is because the 
concentrat ion of Methylene Blue is much lower than that of the oxygen concentration. 
It has been found that the rate of Juglone production is reaction control led and not 
di ffusion controlled as the experimental rate constants (k2) values are 1.26x I OS 111 
methanol which is a lot lower than the theoretical value of 1.1 Ox I 010 mor 1dm3s· l • 
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Figure 8.1 9: Effect of changin g temperature and pressure on th e initial kinetics rates of 
formation of Juglone usin g MB as a scnsitser 
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An increase in the pressure has shown to increase the in itial rates of reactions as shown 
in figure 8. 19. The rate of production of Juglone in scC02 increases with increas ing 
pressure and temperature, irrespecti ve of sensiti ser used at lower temperature and 
pressure, such a va ri ati on may be explained on the basis of the thermodynamics of 
encounter complex formation. 
8.12 Effects of Rose Bengal as a scnsitiser 
The max imum absorbance of Rose Benga l ,s ,n the region 500 - 600 nm, whi ch 
co rresponds to abso rbance of 170 kJ mo l" ' of energy. Th is enables exc itation of the 
sensiti seI' to its singlet state, from which it undergoes intersystem cross ing to its tripl et 
state (94 kJ mo l" '), which can then selecti vely transfe r energy to molecul ar oxygen. The 
max imum absorbance of Methylene blue is in the region 600 - 700 nm. In a simi lar 
process to that of Rose Benga l, the dye is exc ited to its singlet state before intersystem 
cross ing to the tri plet state ( 140 k.l mo l" ') , which can then produce Jug lone at a more 
s imilar rate in comparison to MB. this study was a lso successful and could a lso be seen 
in a study 53·55 
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Figure 8.20: A graph showing the rate of formation of Juglonc using RB as a scnsitiscr 
Since it was seen that there was not much difference in the product ion of Juglone in 
both methanol and scC02, it was thought to investi gate and see if there wil l be any 
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Since it was seen that there was not much difference in the production of Juglone in 
both methanol and scC0 2, it was thought to investigate and see if there will be any 
greater production when a combined study of both sensitisers were used to find the 
effects of the formation of Juglone, this did not have any impact on the formation as it 
stayed very much similar to if the sensitisers were used individually. 
Figure S.21: A graph showing the formation of Juglone with different sensitisers 
including a double sensitiser study 
S.13 Effects of Alloxazine as a sensitise.' 
Flavins are derivatives of the dimethylisoalloxazine (7,8-dimethylbenzofg)pteridine-
2,4(3 H,l OH)-dione) skeleton, with a substituent on the 10 position. Riboflavin 
(vitamin B2 being one of the best known members of this group), has a IO-D-ribityl 
group. There are also some most prominent members which are crucial coenzymes like: 
riboflavin , FMN and FAD, whilst Lumiflavin and Lumichromes are other 
representatives of Flavins. Iso- and alloxazines (alloxazines are well known as 
photochemical decomposition products of Flavins) are closely related compounds as 
shown in figure 6.1 in detail in section 6.1, yet their spectroscopic and photophysical 
properties are quite different. Alloxazine will be used as a sensitiser to follow the rates 
of formation of Juglone in both conventional so lvents and in super critical carbon 
dioxide. 
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8.14 Effect of the initial rate of formation of Juglone with the change in pressure 
and temperature using Alloxazine as a sensitiser in scCOz 
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Figure 8.22: A graph showing the effects of rate of formation of Juglone using Alloxazine 'IS a sensitiser at 
different temperature and pressures 
All oxazine was used as a sens iti ser 111 both methanol and in scC0 2, the rates of 
fo rmation of Jug lone increases with an increase in pressure but there was no overall 
trend with the increase in temperature. The lifetimes of the three sensitisers used were 
measured and recorded in Table 8.8 and 8.9 respecti ve ly, with Alloxazine showing the 
longest li fetime. 
Singlet Oxygen Lifetimes in Acetonitri le/flS 
T/K MB Anthracene Alloxllzine 
3 13 45.3 59.2 63.7 
3 18 44.7 64. 1 55 .9 
323 42.7 58.7 37.3 
328 49.3 38.5 44.9 
Table 8.8: Singlet Oxygen Lifetimes in Acetonitrile/flS 
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sensitiser Pressure/Mpa Temp/K Av . Lifetime/lJs 
MS 100 313 37.6 
MS 150 318 41.1 
MS 200 323 40.2 
MS 250 328 4 3.1 
Anth racene 100 313 65.4 
Anthracene 150 318 49 .2 
Anthracene 200 323 53.7 
Anthracene 250 328 63 .5 
Alloxazine 100 313 40.4 
Alloxazine 150 318 52.7 
Alloxazine 200 323 64 .7 
Table 8.9: inglet Oxygen Lifetimes in scco2 at different temperatures and pressures 
Since light and sensitiser are the major factor in the producti on of Juglo ne a copy of the 
xenon arc lamp output spectrum, in fi gure 8.23 was analysed and it showed that where 
light abso rption for flavins as a sensiti ser is lower than for MB and RB hence the better 
production of .Juglone with the latter than the former. 
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Figure 8.23: Showing a Standard Xenon arc lamp output showing constant output throughout 
the absorbance area of the sensitise rs 
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9.0 Conclusions 
Comparison of the [MB] and [DHDN] in methanol and in SCC02 were similar, which 
implies that the stability of the Juglone production is good in the cell. 
Acetonitrile was the best solvent to carry out the reaction with as the initial rate is faster 
than in methanol and in scC02, this is due to its long singlet oxygen lifetime and the 
high rate constant. Likewise scC02 has a longer singlet oxygen lifetime than 
Acetonitrile but the rate is limited by its low rate constant. It is believed that the reason 
the rate constant is higher in both methanol and Acetonitrile is due to the polar 
behaviour of the solvents compared to SCC02, in which the polar solvent helps in 
stabilizing the intermediate that forms. 
The concentration of the sensitiser only' affects the rate of the reaction slightly as it's 
used up in the catalytic form, however adding more oxygen into the reaction does not 
affect the rate. This is because the concentration of Methylene Blue is much lo;.ver than 
that of the oxygen concentration. It has been found that the rate of Juglone production 
is reaction controlled and not diffusion controlled as the experimental rate constants 
(k2) values are 1.26x lOs in methanol which is a lot lower than the theoretical value of 
1.1Ox1010 mor1dm3s·1• Furthermore it has also been found out that Rose Bengal, 
Anthracene and Alloxazine can also be used in the formation of Juglone as sensitisers 
in both SCC02 and in conventional solvents. Comparison of the [MB] and [DHDN] in 
methanol and in scC02 were similar, which implies that the stability of the Juglone 
production is good in the cell. 
The rate of production of Juglone in scC02 increases with increasing pressure and 
temperature, irrespective of sensitiser used at lower temperature and pressure, such a 
variation may be explained on the basis of the thermodynamics of encounter complex 
formation. 
The effect of I, 5-dihydroxynaphthalene concentration on the initial rate in the solvents; 
"methanol, Acetonitrile and Supercritical carbon dioxide are similar. Acetonitrile shows 
a faster initial rate than methanol, which may be explained in part on the basis of the 
longer singlet oxygen Iifetime6, although the enhancement is less than may be expected 
on the basis of a simple dependence on lifetime. In' supercritical fluid carbon dioxide, 
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the rate is significantly lower than may be expected on the basis of the Acetonitrile 
data, suggesting a perturbation of second order rate constant. 
The concentration of the sensitiser only affects the rate of the reaction slightly, however 
adding more· oxygen into the reaction does not affect the rate. This is because the 
concentration of sensitiser is much lower than that of the oxygen concentration. It has 
been found that the rate of Juglone production is reaction controlled and not diffusion 
controlled as the experimental rate constants (k2) values are 1.26xl05 in methanol 
which is a lot lower than the theoretical value of 1.1OxlO lO mor1dm3s·1• 
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Chapter 9, 
, 
Conclusions 
9. Conlusions 
The fluorescence quenching constants of 3TARF, BR and 1R in methanol are 2.38 x 
109,2.69 X 109 and 8.13 x 108 I morl S-I respectively. The lifetimes ('to) of the 
compounds are 5.4 x 10-9 s for 3TARF, 4.8 x 10-9 s for BR and 6.3 x 10-9 s for 1R. 
Although there is no theoretical data to compare these values with, the values 
obtained seem to obey the Stem-Volmer relation and gave a linear plot of Stem-
Volmer with an intercept at approximately to one. BR was observed to have the 
highest fluorescence quenching constant followed by 3T ARF and the 1R, whilst the 
reverse is seen in their lifetimes with IR having the longest lifetime followed by 
3TARF and then BR. 
The fluorescence quantum yield for RR in different solvents were of the value 
between 0.59 - 0.149 with the highest value in ethanol compared to other solvents 
whilst the least was observed in water. 
Lifetime measurements of RR in different solvents were measured using the photon 
counting technique and the results were in methanol 5.3 ns and 2.89 ns in Acetonitrile 
and 5.2 ns in ethanol. There is a significant amount of triplet-triplet state in the 
different 6,9 Mall in water and in methanol but there was no significant increase on . 
the addition of bromobenzene. 
The detection of the decay constant for singlet oxygen in super critical carbon dioxide 
was made possible after constructing the set up shown in section 6.6 and obtained a 
range of values of the singlet oxygen quantum yield of anthracene which are within 
the expected value of less than one which have not been reported before. 
The values obtained for the singlet oxygen quantum yield of anthracene in 
supercritical carbon dioxide range between 0.2-0.8, which are reasonable values in the 
context of known anthracene Photophysics. Increase in pressure increases the singlet 
oxygen quantum yield of anthracene, but increase in concentration decreases the 
singlet oxygen quantum yield of anthracene. And it is this explanation which explains 
the observed dependencies. 
In general, an increase in pressure appears to result in a small increase in the quantum 
yield, which becomes less apparent at the higher temperatures and therefore can be 
explained in term~ of an increase in solvent density. An increase in concentration was 
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also observed with increasing pressure, since solvent density increases with pressure 
and therefore more anthracene dissolved. 
Comparison of the [MB] and [DHDN] in methanol and in SCC02 were similar, which 
implies that the stability of the Juglone production is good in the cell. 
Acetonitrile was the best solvent to carry out the reaction with as the initial rate is 
faster than in methanol and in SCC02, this is due to its long singlet oxygen lifetime 
and the high rate constant. Likewise scC02 has a longer singlet oxygen lifetime than 
Acetonitrile but the rate is limited by its low rate constant. It is believed that the 
reason the rate constant is higher in both methanol and Acetonitrile is due to the polar 
behaviour of the solvents compared to scC02, in which the polar solvent helps in 
stabilizing the intermediate that forms. 
Acetonitrile shows a faster initial rate than methanol, which may be explained in part 
on the basis of the longer singlet oxygen lifetime, although the enhancement is less 
than may be expected on the basis of a simple dependence on lifetime. In 
supercritical fluid carbon dioxide, the rate is significantly lower than may be expected 
on the basis of the Acetonitrile data, suggesting a perturbation of second order rate 
constant. 
The concentration of the sensitiser only affects the rate of the reaction slightly as it's 
used up in the catalytic form, however adding more oxygen into the reaction does not 
affect the rate. This is because the concentration of sensitiser is much lower than that 
of the oxygen concentration. It has been found that the rate of Juglone production is 
reaction controlled and not diffusion controlled as the experimental rate constants (k2) 
values are 1.26xl0s in methanol which is a lot lower than the theoretical value of 
1.1OxlOlOmorldm3s·1. Furthermore it has also been found out that Rose Bengal, 
Anthracene and Alloxazine can also be used in the formation of Juglone as sensitisers 
in both scC02 and in conventional solvents. 
The rate of production of Juglone in SCC02 increases with increasing pressure and· 
temperature, irrespective of sensitiser used at lower temperature and pressure, such a 
variation may be explained on the basis of the thermodynamics of encounter complex 
formation. Nonetheless there was no apparent trend with the effects of varying temp 
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and pressure overall, whilst at higher temperature there seem to reduce it and at a 
temperature of 323K which is the highest there seem to reach the peak as all the rates 
were constant. This could be due to the fact that the initial rates of formation of 
Juglone have reached its optimum temperature and no more can be formed. 
The effect of 1, 5-dihydroxynaphthalene concentration on the initial rate in the 
solvents; methanol, and Supercritical carbon dioxide are similar whilst for acetonitrile 
was longer due to its singlet oxygen lifetime. 
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Chapter 10 
Further Work 
10. Further Work 
• Although singlet oxygen quantum yields have been measured for anthracene 
relative to Perinapthenone, it would be of use to measure a wider range of 
sensitisers to obtain relative yields, and to evaluate whether temperature and 
pressure dependences ate specific or generic. 
• It would be of interest if more work could be done for the other types flavins 
and using different solvent. It would also be of interest to obtain more 
triplet-triplet spectra for more flavins and to further investigate the effect of 
bromobenzene on the triplet yields. 
• An in depth investigation could seek to discover the effect of conducting the 
juglone synthesis at different temperatures, pH or with more solvents. The 
study of pH could interesting when considering the theorised mechanism for 
the reaction as an excess of W ions may scavenge the hydroxyl group when 
eliminated from the ring structure, slowing the rate of formation whilst a 
high pH may act conversely to speed the reaction up. There is also clearly 
more work to be done in investigating the effects of temperature and 
pressure on rates and yields, and more data on this would aIIow evaluation 
of acti vation volumes for the reaction in SCC02. 
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DYE SENSITISED PHOTOOXIDATION OF l,S-DIHYDROXYNAPHTHALENE TO 
JUG LONE I SUPERCRITICAL FLUID CARBON DIOXIDE 
Nadva Muhammed and David R. Worrall 
duction 
Department of Chemistry, Loughborough University, Loughborough, UK, LE /I 3TU 
Email: cmmnJ @tboro.ac.uk 
inetics of photo o'(ygen:lIion of 1 .5~ ihydroxynaphthalcne (OH ON) has been 
'Cd using 3 home bull! set up as sho .... n in fi gure 1. The in\'wigation .... 'as carried OUt 
if I, is a suitable method 10 produce the much more eXjl(nsh'e prodUCt Jugl~. 5· 
xyl .... naphlhquinooc (Juglooc. 2) ..... nich is 30 imponam imcm~i:llc in the 
aceulic31 :lIld agrochcmical induStry ', Juglone is produced nnturnlly in walnut trees. 
er in induSlry it is cooI'cmionally produo.."d using strong haZllruous oxidizing 
" A 'greener ' :md safer method of proouclion of Juglonc is dye·sensitized phOtO 
nation ofchenp (md commercially available 1.5-<1ihyrdoxmlphthalcne (DHDN) 1 115 
in scheme 1. 
Sdltnlt I : 1'1I0I0 U1)'I''II:I1I0II 0( IS-dIh)Um:yn;iplMIQ' .. 'IIo! 
"::Jclion was cnrried 001 in conn:nlion:ll organic sol\"e",s such as methanol :md 
nitrile in oodilion 10 suptrcr1l1cal carbon dioxide (.scCO," 10 i n n~stigate \.\\;,:l.her the 
r ' approach 10 chemistry can be applied and ils r:lIe of kinclics of formation was 
~\:d for this reaction. The progress of the reatlion was monitored using the opl:ic 
through the absorb.:lnce Spcctro5C0py in the home built setup as ShOYo1l in fi gure I . 
D~ 
EJ 
nsiliser whl.!fI imklillled ",ith hght prodoo:s and e:<.cili:S the oxygen into a singlet 
""hich m turn reacls "'11h lhe 1.5-dih)dro.t),naplnhalcne to form Juglone. This is a 
deantr and cheaper way to produec Jugl~ lhan the industri::J1 production of using 
g hazardous oxidizing agents Many stod~s of this reaction h:l\"e been carried 001 
various sensillsefS sueh as Methylene Blue (MO), Rose Bengal::Joo Olher compleJ( 
. ProduClion of singlet oxygen in supercritical carbon dioxide. and the lifetime has 
demonstrated to be long in cOIllp;lrison with con\'enlional sol\'emsl.-' being 5.1 ms at 
'g cm : and", I'C I. In this study . .... '1: have utitised dye sensitised singlet oxygen 10 
1 the transformation of 1.5-dih)'droxynllphth:llene to juglooc in supercri tical fluid 
n dioxKle. monitoring the production of juglone in .fir" using UV·visible 
rophotometry. A number of sensitisefS soluble in suptrcritical fluid carbon dioxide 
v::Jilnble inctuding anthmcene nnd methylene blue. The effects of temper:llurc and 
ure on lhe obsc:rnxl reaction mtes have been studied and are discussed. Comp:trison 
Ide wilh the equivalent reacl;on ;n conventional solvents. 
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The role of kinetics of the produclion of Juglone in SCC02 seem 10 irlCf'e:lSC \.\;,1'1 incre:asing 
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Singlet Oxygen Quantum Yields of Anthracene in Supercritical 
Carbon Dioxide 
I>avid R. Worra ll, & . Muhammcd 
Departme nt or Chemistry. Loughborough Uni\'Crsity, Loughboro ugh, Leicestershire. LEII 3TU, UK. 
INTRODUCTION 
Oxygen has been implicated in various photodynamic ox idation 
. ,.c lions of industri al, biological and atmospheric irnponancc. of which the 
examples arc pholochcmolhcrapy. pholoblenching CIC. Molecular 
ex ists as a triplet. lI g. in ils ground state. Quenching of aromalic 
t "ol,ocu,lesby oxygen forms the lowest lyi ng excited singlct states of 
.,xy!:en. 1!g+ ( 158 kJmol- l) and lAg (94 kJrnol-1)_ Although the lI:g+ slate 
formed inilially. elec tronic 10 vibrational ent!rgy transfer rapidl y 
to deacti vaie it to the melaslablc and highly rc..1c ti ve IAg Slate. The 
state is the acti ve species in lIIany important photo-processes and is 
1"'0" c<ommo,nl y known as sing let oxygen . Once singlct oxygen (1,1.) is 
back 10 the triplct ground state. via phosphorcscenc~ and 
1: A picture of the home bu ilt apparatus used for measuri ng 
oxygen quantum yit!ld 
of this projl"Ct is to measure Singlet oxygen quantum yields.<l>A. at 
temperatures and pn.."Ssurcs. as a function of oxygen concentration. 
s",~"ri·l ii c.lnuid carbon dioxide using the home built set up as shown in 
I>i,:lo,ri. lll y i'in figure I and geomt!trically in figure2. 
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Geomctry of home built apparatus used for measuring 
oxygen Quantum yicld 
EO-8l7P liquid nitrogen coolcd gennan ium photodiodc detector 
Coasl Scicnt ifi c). was employed to detect singlet oxygen. <1>6 
mcasured in supercritical carbon dioxidc for anthracene 
perillaphthclloneas a standard scnsiliser. known to be 
In,. n,,,,,Yc to changing solvent. for which <llA is 0.95:t 0.5 [11 . 
Uti lising ncnr· IR detection techniques il was poss ible 10 measure the 
phosphorescence of singlet oxygen al 1270nm. gener-lIed via energy transfer from 
pcrinaplhcnoneand anlhrncenc in supcrcrili cal carbon dioxide. An interference filter 
was in terposed between sample :lnd detector. 10 reduce detection of light senller. 
The quantum yicld can be oblaint-xl from a plot of luminescence by 
filling a plot of singlet decay versus time. with a single exponential affords the 
luminescence intensity :Uld thc decay rate constant . Experiments were performed as 
a function of laser energy and fitting a plol of singlet oxygen lumincscencc intensity 
vers us laser energy with a straigh t line. The experimental setup was designed such 
that it was possible to measure the absorbance in the ce ll ror each sensitiser nllowing 
the mislIlatched ground stnle absorbnnces to be accounted for and corrected using 
the following i..'qumion. 
wlBesa-rlu lfPlf!'B1l:tre""stiaadtretrlm:wn 
respectively. 
3. RES LTS AND DISCUSS IONS 
The absorbance measurements were found 10 only be stable within the 
range of I O-15 mins as shown in Fig 3. with the va lues bei ng lower than 
in normal solvents. 
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Figure 3: Absorbance measuremenlS of Perinaplhenone and an th racene 
In supercri lical Carbon Diox ide at 355nrn. 
Absorbance in Supercritical CO2 ctIAu 
Anthracene Perinapthenone 
0.10 0.12 0.63 
0.21 0.23 0.57 
0.41 0.45 0.49 
Table 1: An th racene single! oxygen quamurn yield in supercritical carbon diox ide 
Using Perinapthenone as a reference sensiti ser at 44.ye nnd 200Kglcm1 
4 CONCLUS IONS A D FURTHER WORK 
The values obtained for the singlc! oxygen quantum yield in supcrcri!ical carbon 
diox ide shows some variations which needs further invesligation. but they are wit hin 
the ronge of the quantum yield <1>=0.69 for the ronnalion or either Ihe triplct st3le or 
the singlet molecular oxygen of anthracene [21 . Funher investigat ions with 
temperature and pressure change arc also required as the values shown in Table I 
were obtained on a conSlant temperature and pressure of 44.SOC and 200Kglcm!' 
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